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STANDARD FIREFIGHTING ORDERS
(Reference FSM 5135.51)

Keep informed on fire weather conditions and forecasts.

Know what your fire is doing at all times, observing person-
ally and using scouts.

Base all actions on current and expected behavior of fire.

Have escape routes for everyone and make them known.

Post a lookout when there is possible danger.

Be alert, keep calm, think clearly, act decisively.

Maintain prompt communication with your men, yllur boss,
and adjoining forces.

Give clear instructions and be sure they are understood.

Maintain control of your xien at all times.

Fight fire aggressively but provide for safety first.



Fire Situations That Shout, "Watch Out!" 
(Reference FSM 5135.52) 

You are building line downhill toward a fire. 

You are fighting fire on a hillside where rolling material 
can ignite fuel below you. 

You notice the wind begins to blow or increase or change 
direction. 

You feel the weather getting hotter and drier. 

You are on a line in heavy cover with unburned fuel 
between you and the fire. 

You are away from burned area where terrain and/or 
cover makes the travel difficult and slow. 

You are in country you have not seen in the daylight. 

You are in an area where you are unfamiliar with local 
factors influencing fire behavior. 

You are attempting a frontal assault on a fire with tankers. 

You are getting frequent spot fires over your line. 

You cannot see the main fire and you are not in communi- 
cation with anyone who can. 

You have been given an assignment or instructions not 
clear to you. 

You feel like taking a little nap near the fireline. 
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INTRODUCTION

This Fireline Notebook provides policy, organization charts, job
descriptions and instructions from FSM 5130, FSH 5125.3 and
P511 6179.12 for ready reference by fireline overhead. The infor-

mation is intended to help the fire overhead tear:

Size up the job__fuels, weather, topography.

Plan the men, equipment, and facilities needed.

Organize and direct the job with confidence, speed, and

efficiency.

The organization, management, and firefighting principles and pro-
cedures are Service-wide standards and are essential to good fire

management.

Fire Suppression Policy

Fire suppression will be fast, energetic, and thorough on
(a) National Forest land; (b) intermingled or adjacent lands when
such fires constitute a threat to National Forest land; and
(c) lands protected by the Forest Service under contract. Human

lives must never, knowingly or carelessly, be subordinated to
other values in fire control work.

Ten o'clock control. When initial attack forces fail to

suppress a fire, the policy will be to (a) promptly analyze the
existing situation; (b) calculate the spread; and (c) organize and
activate sufficient strength to control every suoh fire within the

first work period. If the fire is not controlled in the first
work period, the attack for each succeeding day will be planned
and executed to obtain control before 10 o'clock the next morning.
Subject to the action required above, expenditures for fire
suppression will be held to minimum. Expenditures will vary with

the values endangered, being higher if necessary where values are
high and lower in areas where values are low.

Individuals will be assigned fire suppression positions on
the basis ci' recognized fire suppression capabilities and without

regard to administrative position.

No fire will be abandoned until it is out, unless by order

of the fire boss, Ranger, or Supervisor.

The District Ranger will personally attend all class C or
larger fires unless prevented by a more serious situation

elsewhere.



Basic firefigh-ting, fire behavior, aiid fire safety train 
ing will be given to all employees assigned fire suppression 

responsibilities. 

Injured firefighters must be treated promptly and trans- 
ported to a doctors office or hospital (not remaining in the fire 

camp except in cases of minor injuries or ailments). 



PART I - FIRE SUPPRESSION SAFETY

Firefighting is dangerous work. The objective is to accomplish it
safely. Knowledge of hazards and safe working practices are fire-
fighting requirements.

General safety principles and practices to be considered on every
fire are:

Workers and overhead must be in good health and physical
condition and from 12 to 60 years of age.

/411 workers shall be instructed in area hazards and safe
working practices before starting work. The crew or squad boss
shall be identified for crewmemters.

Escape routes shall be picked and crew bosses and squad
bosses shall instruct men on escape route use.

Prompt first aid shall be given for all injuries and illness.
perienced first-aid men and adequate facilities shall be assigned

to each fire camp. Form CA-i will be completed by the immediate
work supervisor at the time of injury or illness.

Fire-weather forecasts shall be studied, understood and
used by overhead on the fire, to help anticipate fire behavior.

Emergency nature of firework must not permit use of
unsafe food or water or development of unsanitary camp conditions.

Safe, durable work clothing required for firework
includes hardhats, lace-type work boots, long-sleeve shirts, good
trousers, socks, jacket, and work gloves.

Reasonable rest periods shall be provided to allow men
reserve strength for emergency. On the fireline, men shall remain
in their work areas for rests and lunches instead of gathering in
groups. Sites f or resting, lunching or bedding down shall be in
places safe from running fires, falling trees and snags, rolling
rocks, moving vehicles, or pack stock.

Where possible, get night shifts on line in daylight for
orientation, or provide overhead from day shift. Where fireline
hazards are serious, it may be wiser, safer, and more productive
to have no night shift.

Firefighters must avoid contact with powerlines by water
streams and by personal contact if lines are on the ground.

Only the falling crew should be allowed in areas where
snags are being felled.
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Men should pass a burning or fire-weakened tree on the 

uphill side, or above the lean, watching it closely. 

All firefighters shall be alert to the action of the fire, 

especially noting any increase in burning rates. 

Frequent checks of men and their safety shall be made by 
fire overhead following flareups, confused action, or line 

breakovers. 

Fire shelters will be provided in accordance with istruc- 
lions of the fire boss. (See Fire Boss Duties, item 2m.) 

Dozer lines may be a source of latent hazards in the form 
of weakened trees and loose rocks long after the dozer has passed 
the area. 

Know and observe the ten Standard Firefighting Orders and 
the thirtgen Fire Situations that Shout "Watch Out!" (See cover 
of Notebook.) 

Safety Pointers 

Building Fireline From Top Down. Sometimes it is necessary to con- 
struct a fireline downhill. This is a hazardous practice when 

done in fast-burning fuels and steep topography, because of the 

danger that the fire may cross the slope below the crew and sweep 
uphill to trap them. A fireline should not be built downhill in 
steep terrain and fast_burning fuels, unless there is no suitable 

alternative f or controlling the fire; and then only when the 
following safety requirements are adhered to: 

The decision is made by a competent fireman after thorough 
scouting. 

The toe of the fire is anchored. 

The fireline does not lie in or adjacent to a chimney or 
chute, that could burn out while crew is in vicinity. 

Communications are established between the crew working 
downhill and the crew working toward them, which may be at the toe 

of the fire. When neither crew can adequately observe the fire, 
communications will be established between the crews and a lookout 

posted where he can see the fire's behavior. 

The crew will be able to rapidly reach a zone of safety 
from any point along the line if the fire unexpectedly crosses 

below them. 



Direct attack will be used whenever possible.

If direct attack is not possible, the fireline should be
completed between anchor points before being fired out. Firing
operations should proceed with assured access to the burned-out
part of the fireline or other safety zones.

Tractor Use

Do not sit or bed down near tractor.

When idling or stopped, tractor blades should be on ground.

Do not get immediately in front or back of a tractor in
operation.

Allow no one but operator to ride on tractor, except
spotter or tractor boss when necessary in heavy brush.

Never get on or off moving equipment.

No men are to work directly above or below a tractor.

Have lights for tractor working at night. All personnel
working with tractors have two_way spotlights.

Learn and use tractor hand signals for direction and
safety.

Provide spotter for all tractor work.

Do not use tractor without canopy in timber or woodland
areas.

Post lookout when there is a chance of fast fire runs.

Powersaws

Stop motor when carrying saw, making adjustment, repairs,
or cleaning.

When carrying saw in rough country, blade will be guarded.

When ref aeling, cool motor, fill on bare ground, move at
least 10 feet to start.

Safety chaps will be worn when available.



Handtools 

Select the right -tool for the job. See that it is in good 
condition. 

When walking, workers shall stay over 6 feet apart. Carry 
tool in hand on downhill side. 

Men shall keep at least 10 feet apart when constructing 
line. 

Crew leaders shall teach untrained workers the proper use 
and safeguards pertaining to the tool they are using. 

Cutting tools shall be Sheathed when carried to and from 
the fire. 

When not in use, place tools in safe place against a 
or log, or flat on the ground. 

Always chop away from feet, legs, and body. 

Backfiring Equipment 

Equipment shall be used only be trained men. 

Do not pass fusees out indiscriminately. 

Backfire personnel shall wear goggles, long-sleeved shirts, 
gloves, and laced boots to protect from heat and hot fusee slag. 

4, Special protective clothing shall be provided for power 
flamethrower operator. 

Use no more than one part gasoline to three parts diesel 
or heavier oil in flamethrowers or drip torches. Observe manu- 

facturer s reconmendations. 

Snag Falling 

Planned, cleared escape routes shall be prepared and a dry 
run made before felling snag. 

Only experienced, trained men will fell snags. 

Post lookout to watch for falling branches. 

Post guards along roads or on fireline to warn and stop 
men during falling operation. 



Transportation

Drivers shifts shaLl not exceed 12 hours.

Alert overhead shall ride in cab with driver when hauling
men.

All passengers in vehicles shall be seated with arms and
legs inside truck bed.

Men and loose tools shall not be transported together.

Driver shall be skilled and vehicle safe. If not, ground
them.

When traveling to a fire, observe all traffic signals,
safe speed limit, and all safety rules.

Driver shall walk around vehicle to make sure all is clear
before taking off.

Driver is responsible for arrangements to insure that
chock blocks are placed before loading, unloading, or parking on
slope.

Observe all sanitary precautions. Select safe water
supply or haul water. Require use of latrine areas by all
personnel.

Select sleeping areas out of danger from vehicle or
tractor travel.

Provide first-aid care for injuries.

Erect signs or barriers where hazards exist.

Check physical condition and clothing of men before send-
ing to line.

Provide safe transportation, sharp, well-conditioned tools,
plenty of water, and good lunches for men.

Tankers

1. Crews shall be fully trained in firefighting and use of
tanker equipment.



A tanker operator, hose puller arid nozzle men are usually 
the minimum safe and effective tanker crew. 

Hold tankers a reasonable distance from hot fires, using 
hose to reach fire edge. 

Park tanker on edge of road away from fire to reduce heat 
and to keep road open. 

Have tanker crew wear goggles or face shield and protec 
tive clothing. 

With hot fires coming uphill, use flank attack rather than 
frontal attack. 

Helicopter Use 

1, Check pilot for current Forest Service Pilot Qualification 
Card. 

An air service manager shall be stationed at each heliport 
and helispot to supervise loading, unloading, and enforce safety 

rules and schedule flights. 

Keep clear of main rotor and tail rotor at all times. 

Approach or leave from front or side in plain sight of pilot. 
Never approach or leave on side where ground is higher than where 

copter is standing. 

Personnel working around helicopter shall wear goggles. 

Pilot shall have at least 1 hour rest during each flying 
day; flight time will not exceed 8 hours the first day and 6 hours 
on succeeding days. After 6 days of flight, a full day's rest is 

required. 

All passengers shall wear either a crash helmet or hard hat 
with chin strap. 

Paracargo Drops 

A cargo retrieving crew leader under 
shall be in charge at drop site. 

Drop danger zone is 200 feet on each 
approach leg arid 1,300 feet on getaway leg. 

animals, and equipment out of this zone. 

the supply officer 

side, 300 feet on 
Keep all personnel, 



Put fire camp at least 600 feet from target area, outside
danger zone.

Allow no one in danger zone until drop is complete.

Have lookouts Spot and count cargo from outside drop zone.

Mr Tanker Use

Clear men out of direct area when retardant drop is to be
made. Return when drop is done to take advantage of effect of
retardant on fire.

Men remaining in retardant drop area should lie on ground,
face down, facing approach of plane. Keep hardhat on.

3 Minimum flight height is 75 feet above natural cover or
obstacles.

4. All air tankers shall have two-way radios.

Mr Base Safety

Provide crash truck or chemical fire extinguishers.

Establish loading procedure and taxi pattern.

Keep all unauthorized persons and vehicles clear of
taxiways.

Provide dispatch procedure for clearance to land, taxi,
loading instructions and takeoff.

Keep mixing area, taxiways, and work area clear of wet
slurry.

Provide goggles and respirators for mixing crew.

Post no smoking signs at refueling and hanger areas.

2. Prash helmet, safety belt, shoulder harness, and parachute
should be worn by each air tanker pilot.

Limit pilots -to 2 hours flying time first day and 6 hours
for next 5 days. Pilots shall take 1 hour rest after 4 hours
continuous flying.

No passengers shall be allowed to ride on air tanker
missions.
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Check pilots for current Forest Service approval qualif i- 

cation card. 

All aircraft flying on fire missions shall have two-way 
Forest Service radios. 

Weather Security Watch (Purpose: For detecting and warning of 
sudden weather changes.) 

Weather observations are obtaired within 15 miles of the 
fire from two to four exposed locations. 

Observed weather is transniitted to the responsible officer 
every 30 minutes or as abrupt changes occur. 

Observations should include temperature, relative humidity, 
wind, and cloud formations. 

ergency First Aid 

411 supervisory personnel shall be trained in emergency 
first aid. 

Pocket first-aid kits and snakebi-te kits should be avail- 
able for all crew bosses and above. 

Lmnediate first aid will be given for all injuries. 

Serious injuries which are most common on fireline and 
require careful attention are: 

a. Burns 
- 

chief danger, shock and infection. 

(i) Treat for shock. 

Cover to keep out air; keep clean. 

Do not break skin or blisters. 

Transport carefully to medical attention as soon 
as possible. 

b. Shock 
- will develop in army serious injury; treat 

immediately. 

Keep patient lying down with feet raised. 

Maintain body heat (do not keep too warm). 



Give fluid- unless unconscious or abdominal injury.

Transport o doctor.

c. Wound with sev.re bleeding.

Stop bleed ng by direct pressure; use thick layer
of gauze, apply fi a pressure, bandage snugly.

Use toiirni.uet as last resort. Once applied, do

not loosen.

Treat for -hock.

Transport o doctor.

5. General.

Splint all broen bones before moving patient.

Do not be hurr ed into transporting an injured person
until proper equipment is available unless absolutely
necessary.

To prevent hea exhaustion, encourage liberal use of

salt in fire camp cook ng

6. Serious Injury or cideilt Reminders.

Give first aid call for medical help and transporta-

tion as needed.

Do not release victim's name, except to authorities,
or mention on the radi until next of kin notified.

Notify fire bo a so Ranger and Supervisor can be
notified. They can thn

Notify Reg onal Forester if condition of victim is
critical.

Assign a - to bead up evacuation.

Assign a to get the facts, statements, and to
preserve evidence til investigating team takes over.

Prohibit authorized picture taking or release of

pictures.
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7. Fatality. 

Do not move body. Try to establish positive 
identification. 

Notify fire boss of need for coroner. 

Do not release victim's name, except to authorities, 

or mention on the radio until next of kin notified. 

Notify fire boss so he cam have Ranger and Supervisor: 

(i) Notify Regional Forester to report essential facts. 

Help coroner as needed. 

Assign an investigator. 

Prohibit unauthorized picture taking except as 
needed by coroner. 

8. Motor Vehicle Accidents. If a motor vehicle accident 
results in death, injury or vehicle damage, a report must be made. 

The highest ranking Forest Service officer on the scene is to take 
measurements, photographs, eketches and witness statements. 

Record the facts you know and get ritten statements of facts from 
others. 

Accident Investigation Procedure 

Nho Should Investigate. The sector boss or other officer in charge 
of the iimnediate area is responsible for investigation until 

relieved by proper authority. He should notify his immediate 
superior as soon as possible. 

Nliat To Investigate 

All eases of death or serious injury. 

All motor vehicle accidents (including rentals). 

All tractor and other hired equipment. 

All boat and packetock accidents. 

All aircraft accidents. 

All accidents involving non-employees. 

-12- 



How To Investigate

1. Get the following information on injured personnel:

Name, address, age, occupation, and sex.

Date and hour of injury.

e. Place.

Type of accident and extent of injury.

uipn1ent or tools being used.

Name of immediate superior (crew boss).

2. Get the following information on damaged equipment:

Type, make, model, year, serial number, and extent of
damage.

Name of driver, owner, whether disabled, and time of
accident.

Type of accident (how did it happen).

3. Secure name, address, occupation, and employer of all
witnesses.

4. Take photographs or make sketches of accident scene.

5. Determine answers to: Who? Where? When? What? Why?

How?

-13-
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PART 11 - ESI2IMATING GUIDES - FIRE PlANNING 

Firefighting Principles and Procedures 

The firefighting principles and procedures in FSH l25.3, 
Firenans Guide, are Service-wide standards. 

Planning Control. The effectiveness of control action on large 
fires depends on obtaining complete and accurate information with 

the J,aast possible delay. Sizing up a fire and scouting are par- 
ticularly important preceding and during first attack. 

When a fire is reported, and prior to arrival of the fire boss, 
the dispatcher or other responsible Forest officer dispatches 

initial attack forces. 

When the fire boss arrives at the fire, his first job is to size 
up the immediate situation, calculate the control job, estimate 

the suppression forces required, and inform the dispatcher of 
needs. 

Sizing tip Fire 

1. Rate of Spread. It is essential to Iniow the present loca- 
tion of the fire perimeter, and probable location when initial 

attack forces and reinforcements arrive. The fire boss decides on 
the location of the probable final control line based on estimated 

rate of spread, as determined by fuel, topography, and weather 
influences. Rate of spread is expressed as chains of perimeter 

increase per hour, and should be estimated on the head, flanks, 
and rear of the fire. 

The following are important in considering rate of spread: 

a. Character of Fire. Refers to type and intensity. 
Types of fire are: 

Smoldering. Fire burning without flame and barely 
spreading. 

Creeping. Fire burning with a low flame, and 
spreading slowly. 

Running. Fire spreading rapidly with a well 
defined head. 

Spotting. Fire producing sparks or embers that 
are carried by the wind and start new fires beyond the 

zone of direct igiiition by the main fire. 



(5) Crowning. Fire advancing from crown of rees or
shrubs.

b. Fuels. The fire boss must consider the fuel types in
and adjacent to the fire. He is interested in vol n, arrange-
ment, position, size of material, and the location o snags.
Tactics for control vary by fuel types.

Volume and Size. Volume and size of fue on an
area are two of the most obvious factors affect g rate of
spread. The fire boss must observe if the fuel 5
composed of fine-, medium-, or large-size materi . Fine
material, such as grass, burns fast. Medium- an. large-
size material burns slower, but longer and hotte , and
requires more work to control. Fuel volume and el size
may determine the method of attack and size of j b.

Position and Arrangement. Continuity an arrange-
ment of fuels are sometimes more important than olume.

c. Intensity Indicators

Presence of Fire Whirlwinds or Dust Devi s. Small
as well as large ones often spread fire.

Flame Length. This will vary with fuel ypes. In
conifers, flames may reach 150 feet or more. Th greater
the length of flame the more intense the fire.

Smoke. Color indicates type of fuel bu thg,
intensity of fire, and degree of combustion. Li:ht blue
smoke usually indicates a small fire or low rate of spread,
but in some fuels it could mean a hot burning fi - with
complete combustion. Heavy black smoke caused b
incomplete combustion usually indicates heavy -ls, or a
crown fire. A "mushroom" column indicates a fir- suff i-
ciently intense to create its own microclimate.

d. Present and Forecast Weather Conditions

(1) Wind

Velocity is measured in miles per hour.

A suddei1, radical, or sustained change in wind
direction may indicate a change in weather.

Unstable air condition is indicated by dust
devils, fire whirlwinds, and thunderheads. Thunder-
heads cause updrafts and downdrafts with consequent
gusty and variable winds.
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Temperature. l'reheating effect of high tempera- 
ture on fuels causes them to burn faster. Increased air 

temperature affects movements of air currents. 

Fuel Moisture. This is usually taken at closest 
weathr- or fire-danger station. Due to aspect, fuel 
moisture on the fire area may be higher or lower than 
recorded at the same elevation elsewhere. 

Relative Humidity. The amount of moisture in the 
air affects fuel moisture content but there is usually a 

timelag in fuel moisture change when relative humidity 
changes. 

e. Topographic Features Affecting Rate of Spread 

Shape. The location and size of ridges, flats, 
Saddles, coves, ravines, and swamps, the aspect and eleva- 

tion of each, and their relation to the head, flanks, and 
rear of fire affect rate and direction of spread. 

Slope. An increase in slope is comparable to add- 
ing several miles of wind velocity to a fire. An increase 
in Slope may affect the rate of spread because burning 

material can roll into unburned areas, and spotting will 
be more intense. 

Aspect. Aspect affects fuel moisture, temperature 
of fuels, and volume of fuels. There is more moisture on 

north than south aspects, as they do not receive direct 
rays of the son. 

Barriers. Barriers may greatly affect rate of 
spread. Cliffs, roads, streams, lakes, meadows, swamps, 

savannas, and fields are examples. They may serve to 
check ths spread of a main fire head and permit attack 

forces to concentrate on the flanks. A barrier at the 
rear may completely check the backspread and permit all 

forces to concentrate on stopping the head. 

2. Resistance to Line Construction. The relative difficulty 
of constructing a control line is expressed as the chains of line 

one man can build and hold per hour of work. It is determined by 
the fuel, topography, and soil. A reasonable estimate of the rate 
at which a man may work is essential to estimate the manpower 

requirements, and decide if initial attack forces are adequate. 

The following are important factors affecting resistance to 
control: 



Fuels. Heavy snag and blowdown areas, slash concentra-
tions, or deep duff and swamps increase the difficulty of line
construction. Burning snags increase chances of spot fires
and require extra manpower to fall. Light fuel, such as
sedgegrass or bunch grass, offers low resistance to line pro-
duction and may permit direct attack.

Topography. Irregular topography produces erratic
local wind currents and slows line production. There is
danger of fire spotting across steep, narrow canyons. As
slopes increase, there is greater chance of rolling debris
crossing the fireline. Flat or rolling areas make possible
more rapid production by mechanized equipment.

Soil Conditions. Rocky soil and boulders, compact
clays, or dry organic soils show line building and may prevent
or greatly hinder the use of heavy equipment. Loam soils,
which usually occur in flat to rolling country, permit mocha-
nized attack.

Hazardous Topography. Boulders, slides, cliffs, steep
side slopes, or boggy swamps may be dangerous to crews, and
add many hours to the time needed for control. Steep topog-
raphy may cause a fire to move into different cones of the
wind profile.

3. Direction of Spread. The location of urban improvements,
high investment resource developments, and other high values In
the immediate path of the fire, must be considered in determining
location for the control line. Ezamples of these aPe:

a. Urban. Communities, towns, cities, rural residence
centers, and resorts.

b Resources. Recreation areas, Experimental Forests,
well stocked reproduction areas, and important ranges.

Watersheds. Critical watersheds serving industry sun
menicipalities.

Calculating Job. By appraising the combined weather forces, fuel,
and topography to estimate rate of spread, and the fuel, topog-
raphy, and soil conditions to estimate resistance to line construc-
tion, the fire boss can calculate probable spread of the fire to
determine manpower, equipment, and services needed for coo Lrcl.

The fire boss should start this calculation when a fire is
reported. On small to medium-size fIres, it may be completed when
he arrives on the scene and quickly surveys the situation. Attack
is initiated immediately and control may be oompleoe in a

-17-



comparatively short time. On large fires, high-intensity fires, 
or any fire predicted to have dangerous blowup characteristics, 

scouting will be necessary and must be started immediately. 

The fire boss wifl use rate-of-spread estimates to delineate on a 
map the location of the fire perimeter at successive intervals of 

time. The map record becomes part of the control plan. It serves 
as a guide in planning, and will be basic infosrnation to the plans 

section. With probable fire perimeter outlined, chains of line to 
conStruct racy be calculated for present and successive work 
periods. 

Calculating Needs. When the job load has been determined, the 
fire boss will calculate neede for control. If experienced, he 
will make mental estimates of creeds and quick decisions on the 

spot. These estimates and decisions must be recorded for possible 
later reference. 

1. Line Function 

a. The following example will serve ac a guide to calcu- 
late manpower needs for control line location decided on in 
the first work period 

Estimate chains of control line to 
construct based on rate of spread. 

Estimate length of held line which 
can be constructed per man-hour (resistance 
to control). 

Example 

120 chains 

0.25 chain 

Divide (1) by (2). This will give 
the number of man-hours of work needed to - 480 control in the first work period. 0.25 

Estimate number of hours the crew or 
crews will have available before 10 a.m. of 

the following day. 8 hours 

Divide (3) by (4). This will give 
the number of men needed for line construc- 

tion, provided they all start work at the 
same time (add necessary SOS and overhead 480 

= 
do 

not on fireline). 8 

Ordinarily, all the men will not arrive on the fire at the 
came time. An allowance must bc made for this as well as for 
the effective time cf men working on the fire when the 

estimate is made. 



b. Basic estimates will be raised or lowered as dictated
by -the following factors which may influence needs:

Number of experienced overhead available to direct

work.

Efficiency and fitness of manpower.

() Accessibility of sectors and mobility of workers.

(t) Fatigue due to long, steep hikes to fireline.

(t) Elevation and temperature as affecting output per

man.

Method of control to be used.

Night or day work.

(0) Opportunities for use of equipment:

If water is available--need for pumps, tank
trucks, gravity systems, and hose.

.Ajnouiit of control tine that can be constructed

by plow units and dosers. Where machinery is avail-
able and can be used, the amount of effective work It
can accomplish will reduce manpower needed. -

Consider use of air tankers to strengthen
attack.

Scouting, and transportation of men and equip-

ment, may be expedited by use of helicopters.

Natural breks that may be hold with a minimum of
effort. Examples a e roads, barren ridges, rock flats,
sharp ridges, stre s, meadows, lakes, wet swamps, and

fields.

Sections wire work may be temporarily postponed,
such as along tie h.rder of a green timber stand, where
the fire is smolder ng, areas of sparse end slow burning
fuels, the downhill or windward slle of the fire, end

arees near natural .arriers.

2. Plans Function. As a fur becomes larger and more complex,

a plans section will be nea.ed.

-19-
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The job of gathering up-to-the-minute information, preparin4 maps 
and records, and making predictions will expand rapidly. The fire 

boss should recognize this need and designate a plans chief. Iho 
full function of plans and intelligence Should be activetod as 

needed. See organization charts in part III. 

13. Service Function. The fire boss should similarly recog- 
nize the need to feed, rest, and supply suppression forces. The 

service section will usually be activated by a creep officer. As 
the job grows, a service chief will be designated to handle 

service of supply, exclusive of financial management. 

4. Finance Function. As the size of suppression forces 
increases, business management responsibilities will necessitate 
activating a finance section to handle timekeeping, payfolling, 

compensation for injury, commissary, and claims. 

Planning Attaak 

1. Initial attack forces should be assigned to the key sector 
of the line, as determined by the fire boss. This is a critical 

decision acid may determine whether the fire (a) is containeC 
during the first work period or (b) requires replanoing for extra 
period action. 

2 Time of arrival and number of reinforcements nay also be 

critical to control action. The fire boss must order reinforce- 
rsents as soon as he anticipates they are needed. 

Such opportunities for, or limitations to, quick control ax the 
following will be apparent to the fire bose from nis inItial 
appraisal, and nay lower or raise his estimate of needs: 

Apparent opportunitios for Apparent LimItations to 
quick control quick control 

Fire burning downhill 
Forecasts of favoreble weather 

Change to less hazardous f-eels 

Light fuels 
Usable barrier ahead 

No wind 
Approaching nightfall with rising 
humidity aiid fuel moisture 

Easy access 

Fire burning uphill 
Forecasts of unfavorable 

wee thee 
Hea' snag area or slash con- 

centretion ahead 
No usable barriers ahead 

Heat of day approaching 
Spotting likely 

Difficult access 

It is important not to underestimate the lob. Fire bosses should 
plan for a safe margin of strength in attack, but avoid excessive 

overmnarining insofar as possible. 



The fire boss must be constantly alert to such changes and replan
the job accordingly.

Table 1.--Line construction output in chains a man-hour
(Does not include line holding and cleanup

g. Replaiming the contro
fire boss, and his staff, con
progress of the fire. Unpred
f ire intensity; wind shifts a
topography may get worse, or
forces may not be available w
which might be used amy not b

1 job is a continuous proces. The
tinually gain new infoesiation on the
icted weather conditiOnS may increase
y cause new fire heads to develop;

Setter affecting control. Control
sen needed. Mechanized equipment

available. Communications may fail.
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Type of worker
Fuel resistance

Low Medium High Extreme

Smokechasers, guards 3.3 2.0 .8 .25

Trained forest crews 2.5 1.5 .6 .2

Untrained woods worke rs 1.25 .8 .3 .1

Pickup firefighters .8 .25 .08 .02

Dozer unit 50.0 20.0 8.0 4.0



Table 2.--Srnokechaser units of out.ut accordin to size of crew e lo ed and number hours worked

Example: 100 chains of line to butld--25-inan crew could build in 10 hours; 15-man crew could build in
14 hours; or ten 2-man smcdcechaser crews in 6 hours.

Hours
of

work
Number of men

Fatigue factoi
i0clude

according to
number hours

1 2 3 4 5 7 10 15 20 25 worked

1 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 4.95 6.86 9.50 12.7 14.0 15.0 100
2 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 9.90 13.7 19.0 25.5 28.0 30.0 100
3 2.97 5.94 8.91 11.9 14.7 20.4 28.2 37.9 41.6 44.6 97
4 3.82 7.64 11.5 15.3 18.9 26.2 36.3 48.7 53.5 57.3 85
5 4.51 9.02 13.5 18.0 22.3 30.9 42.8 57.5 63.1 67.7 69
6 5.06 10.01 15.2 20.2 25.0 34.7 48.1 64.5 70.8 75.9 55
7 5.52 11.0 16.5 22.1 27.3 37.9 52.4 70.4 77.3 82.8 46
8 5.92 11.8 17.8 23.7 29.3 40.6 56.2 75.5 82.9 88.8 40
9 6.27 12.5 18.8 25.1 31.0 43.0 59.5 79.9 87.7 94.0 35

10 6.60 13.2 19.8 26.4 32.7 45.3 62.7 84.1 92.4 99.0 33
11 6.91 13.8 20.7 27.6 34.1 47.4 65.6 88.1 96.7 104.0 31
12 7.21 14.4 21.6 28.8 35.7 49.5 68.5 91.9 101.0 108.0 30
13 7.50 15.0 22.5 30.0 37.1 51.4 71.2 95.6 105.0 113.0 29
14 7.78 15.6 23.3 31.1 38.5 53.4 73.9 99.2 109.0 117.0 28
15 8.05 16.1 24.1 32.2 39.9 55.2 76.5 103.0 113.0 121.0 27
16 8.31 16.6 24.9 332 41.1 57.0 78.9 106.0 116.0 125.0 26
17 8.56 17.1 25.7 34.2 42.4 58.7 81.3 109.0 120.0 128.0 25
18 8.80 17.6 26.4 35.2 43.6 60.3 83.6 112.0 123.0 132.0 24
19 9.03 18.0 27.0 36.1 44.7 61.9 85.8 115.0 126.0 135.0 23
20 9.25 18.5 27.7 37.0 45.8 63.4 87.9 118.0 129.0 139.0 22

- SIZE
CREW FACTOR USED100 100 100 100 99 98 95 85 70 60



Table 3--Average initial rare of spread4./ according to fbi
tvne alone steenness. and seread Index ac site of tire2l

Fuel rate
of

spread type

Slope Sprean innex

steepness3/
(percent)

1

30

11-
20

21-

30

31-

40

41-

50

51-

60

61-

70

71-

80

81-

90
91-

100

Perimeter increare in haii.s ocr hour

0-10 0 1 1 1 2 22 3 3 4

11-25 1 1 1 2 2 3(3 4 6

Lou 26-50 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 9

51-75 2334 56681014
Over7S 34 56789121621
0-10 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 5

11-25 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7

Medium 26-50 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 1].

51-75 3 3 4 5 6 7 11 13 17

Over 75 4 5 6 8 9 11 14 17 21 27

0-10 1 234 56721013
11-25 1 3 4 6 7 8 10 12 14 18

High 26-50 2 4 6 8 9 11 14 16 20 25

51-75 3 6 9 12 15 18 22 26 30 40

Over 75 6 10 15 19 24 28 35 42 49 63

0-10 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 14 17 20
11-25 4 6 7 9 10 13 1? 20 23 28

Exoreme 26-50 6 8 10 12 15 19 23 28 33 40

51-75 9 11 16 19 23 30 36 44 53 62

Over 75 16 20 05 30 37 46 58 71 84 97

0-10 6 12 15 10 23 28 33 40 50 61

11-25 8 18 21 26 32 39 48 58 69 84

F1eh 26-50 ii 25 30 37 45 55 67 81 97 119

51-75 8 39 48 58 71 88 106 128' 155 188

Over 75 29 62 75 92 113 138 108 202 244 300

7verage inirial rate of spread efera to perimeter increase
'eeueeen discovery of fire and first attack This rate of spread

may be anticipated during the first 4 to 5 hours
2JThis table was based on table A-l6, NEM Station paper No. 29,
Fire Behavior, by J. S. Barrows. Changes were made using the

relaLionship of the burning index vs. the national spread index

(timber). The original th.ta were used as presented in Station

paper No. 29. Conversion work dons in 1963 by NFFL, Barney and
Stocks teaS.

3/Generai descriptions usel in slope descriptions are: level,

0 to 10 percent; gentle, Ii to 25 percent; moderate, 26 to
50 percent; steep, 51 to 5 percent; very Cteep, over

75 percent.
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Table 4. --Probable acreage of burned area according to 
perimeter increase and elapsed time1! 

Perimeter increase in chains 

i/This table may be used to 
fire after rate of spread 

Control Notes.) 

Hours 5 110 1 20 I 30 140 I 50 I 60 I 80 1100 1140 

Ac r Os 

0.5 .0 .1 .5 1 2 3 4 7 11 21 

1.0 .1 .5 2.0 4 7 11 15 27 40 80 

1.5 .3 1.0 4.0 9 15 24 34 60 90 180 

2.0 .5 2.0 7.0 15 27 40 60 110 160 320 

2.5 .8 3.0 11.0 24 40 65 90 160 250 500 

3.0 1.0 4.0 15.0 34 60 90 130 230 360 712 

3.5 1.5 5.0 21.0 45 80 125 180 320 500 950 

4.0 2.0 7.0 27.0 60 105 160 230 420 650 1,250 

5.0 3.0 11.0 40.0 90 160 250 360 650 1,000 2,000 

6.0 4.0 15.0 60.0 130 230 360 520 950 1,450 2,800 

7.0 5.0 21.0 80.0 180 320 500 700 1,250 2,000 3,800 

8.0 7.0 27.0 105.0 240 410 650 950 1, 700 2,600 5,000 

9.0 9.0 34.0 130.0 300 520 820 1,200 2,100 3,200 6,500 

10 0 11.0. 40.0 160 .0 360 650 1.000 1.500 2.600 4.000 8 000 
establish probable approximate size of 

has been estimated. (Source: Fire 



Table 5. --Table of area ai3d perimeter
rl ationships/

Spuare chains

10

50

100

150

200

250

500

750

1,000

1,250

1, 500

2,000

2,500

Chains of perimetert
Ainimu

-25-

Usual Maximum

17

40

55

65

75

85

120

145

170

25

50

70

85

100

.110

160

195

225

190 250

205 275

240 320

265 355

300 300) 190 280 385
lJUse this tabe as a guide to estimate
areas and pemeters. Remember that
results are ipproximate values only.

8/Fires that ae roughly circular in
shape will hive perimeters that
approach minfbum values. Fires that

are very ion and narrow, or with many
fingers will have perimeters that
approach or possibly exceed maximum
values. ValUes in the usual column
will represent fires that are oval or
wedge shaped. Most fires in Region 1
will be in t1is category.

Acres

5

10

15

25

50

75

100

125

150

200

250

11

35

45

50

56

80

100

115

125

140

160

175
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Table 6.--Guide to overhead needs 

*Need varies. Fill as required by the situation 

Number line workers 
Workers 14 21 63 126 189 370 945 

Fireboss 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Lineboss * 1 1 2 
Division boss 2 5 

Sector boss 2 3 6 15 
Grew boss 1 3 6 9 18 45 

Squad boss 2 3 9 18 27 54 135 
Mr attack boss * * * 

Line locators * * * * 
Line scouts * * * * * 

Service chief 1 1 1 
Camp officer (one per camp) 1 1 1 2 5 

Communications officer 1 1 1 
Mr service officer * * * 

Equipment officer 1 1 1 1 
Tractor boss * 1 1 1 1 

Truck manager 1 1 1 1 
Supply officer 1 1 

Plans chief 1 1 
Information officer 1 1 1 1 

Maps and records officer 1 1 1 
Intelligence officer * * * 

Photo interpreter * * 
Safety officer * 1 1 

Fire behavior officer * * * 
Finance chief * * 1 1 

Comptroller * 1 
Tine officer 1 1 1 1 1 

Timekeepers * 1 1 3 4 6 10 
Obligations officer * 1 1 

Claims officer * 1 1 
Commissary manager * 1 1 2 

Compensatino for injury officer 1 * 1 1 2 



PAIT III - FIRE ORGANIZATION

Organization and Management of Fire Suppression Operations

Organization, as used here, is the executive structure of a fire
suppression operation; the personnel of management. Management is
the art of using the fire organization to suppress the fire. It
includes obtaining information, making plans, providing equipment
and facilities, and accomplishing control.

Once the proper kinds and quantities of firefighting resources
have been received, they must be organized and directed with con-
fidence, speed, and efficiency. The goal is an organized team
tailored closely to the fire problem, with a reserve for the
unexpected. Ordering firefighting services must be done rapidly
from skill and experience in appraising the facts, and never f rum
panic.

Fundamental Principles. Forest Service firefighting is based on
these fundamental principles:

Organize within the basic functions of command, line,
plans, service, and finance. Fill positions only as Oeeded.

Organize to give proper control and direction to both
personnel and equipment.

Every fire will have only one fire boss at a time.

The main functional heads, that is, fire boss, line boss,
finance chief, service chief, and plans chief, may have assistants;
but the heads will retain their responsibility unless specifically
delegated -to others during rest periods. Duties of vacant posi-
tions will be absorbed by the functional heads or assigned to
others in the organization as directed by the fire boss.

Tactical decisions and suppression authority must be
exercised through the line channels.

All personnel will operate through clearly established
lines of responsibility and authority.

The fire boss, in difficult or complex situations, may
avail himself of technical advisers or other assistants as he
deems necessary, but these positions will be clearly designated
and exercise only delegated authority.
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8. Men will be assigned to the fire suppression team on the 
basis of demonstrated ability rather than on administrative rank. 

The responsibility and authority that go with assigned fire posi- 
tions will be fully honored by all personnel on the fire. Fire- 
boss authority will not be exercised by anyone unless he s the 
fire boss in name and authority. 

Fire Control Organizations 

Organization for 8mall-Crew Fire (Figure 1). Normally a small- 
crew fire has about six men per shift, or men and equipment 

combinations. 

In a one- or two-man attack on a fire, one man is the fire boss. 
He is a working boss, but mnst plan the attack, supply the equip- 

ment, and execute his plan. In figore 1, the fire boss supervises 
his men directly. He is in charge of a small crew or attack unit. 
If a dozer is used, he may organize with an operator, a burnout 

man, and two or more line-holding positions. A tanker attack 
might be organized with a tanker operator, hose pullers, and 

nozzle man. Even in this simple single-attack-unit fire, organi- 
zation is necessary. 

Figure 1 



Organization for Large-Crew Fire (Figure 2). Normal a large-
crew fire has 21 line workers per shift, or canparabl equipment
and/or squads.

Here -the fire boss divides his men into squads, super'ising them
through a crew boss. If tankers make the attack, he ay supervise
them directly through the foreman on each truck or as--ign a tanker
boss. Tractors or plow omits would be managed by a t actor boss
who would get his directions from the fire boss. Wi this size
organization the fire boss may lend a hand here and tere but must
not "get his head down" and lose contact with the eve all situa-
tion. It is his job not only to direct the attack, b t to look
ahead and inform the dispatch source of further needs

Figure 2

ORGANIZATION FOR LARGE-CREW FIRE

FIRE BOSS (Class III)

r

w OSKERS

AIR ATTACK
BOB-

AIRCRAFT
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Organization for Three-Sector Fire (Figure 3). Nonnally a three-sector fire has 189 line workers per
Shift or comparable unLs of epiipment arid crews.

ORIANICATIO#1 cOfl THREE -SECTOR FIRE

(Class II)

I - ITL
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PLANS CHIEF

ORGANIZATION FOR TWO-DIVISION FIRE

FIRE BOSS (Claoo I)

SEE
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Figure 7

Coordinator Fire Situation (Figure 7). When a Forest or Region
has an unusual number of fires burning at one time or where large
fires have depleted firefighting resources, there is usually need
for a high degree of coordination and establishment of priorities
beyond the responsibilities of de dispatching units.
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PART TV 
- 

FIRE JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

Fire job descriptions have been assigned with a view to uniformity 
while preserving traditional and commonly accepted jobs. Nation- 
wide use of these fire job descriptione is necessary to ensure 

Service-wide understanding. 

Firefighters having line or tactical authority are called bosses. 
The heads of the plans, service, and finance sections are called 

chiefs. Personnel reporting direct to chiefs are called officers. 
Personnel reporting to officers are called managers, with some 
exceptions as timekeepers, cooks, photograph interpreters, line 

scouts, line locators, and line inspectors. 

A functional table of most fire jobs follows; 

Fire boss (i) 

Comptroller (2) 

Line descriptions 

Line boss (3) 

Air attack boss (4) 
Air tanker boss (5) 

Helicopter boss (6) 

Division boss (7) 

Sector boss (F) 

Crew boss (9) 

Squad boss (10) 

Tractor boss (ii 

Tanker boss (12) 

Felling boss (13 

Line locator (14 

Line scout (is) 

Indiask liaison officer (iSa) 

Service descriptions 

Service chief (26) 

Camp officer (27) 

Air service pfficer (20) 

Air-service manager for 
airport and heliport (29) 

Mixmaster (30) 

Equipment officer (31) 

Tractor manager (32) 

Truck manager (33) 

Tanker manager (34) 

Supply officer (35) 

Communication officer (36) 

Plans descriptions 

Plans chief (16) 

Maps-records officer (17) 

Intelligence officer (iF) 

Aerial_photograph 
interpreter (19) 

General scout (o) 
Fire behavior officer (21) 

Meteorologist (22) 

Public information officer (23) 

Safety officer (24) 

Liaison officer (25) 

Training officer (25a) 

Finance descriptions 

Finance chief (37) 

Time officer (38) 

Compensation-for-injury 
officer (39) 

Obligation officer (40) 

Claims officer (41) 

Timerecorder (42) 

Commissary manager (43) 



All fire job duties and responsibilities will follow this general
form:

Job title.

Reporting directions.

General responsibilities.

SpecifIc duties.

1 - Fire Boss

The fire boss is responsible to the line officer (District Ranger,
Forest Supervisor, or Regional Forester) making the assignment to
the fire. He has full authority and responsibility for managing
the fire control operation within the framework of legal statute,
current policy, and broad direction which the line officer may
provide.

His primary responsibility is to organize and direct the fire
organization for efficient and compiete control of the fire.

1. The responsibilities of the fire boss before arrival at
the fire:

Obtaining the best available information on the loca-
tion of the fire, the forces and equipment being sent, and
current and forecasted weather conditions.

Usually traveling to larger and more complex fires by
a route that will provide a vantage point for sizing up the
fire and the adjacent country. Whenever feasible, when com-
plex fires are involved, he will make this observation from an
aircraft.

2, The responsibilities of the fire boss on arrival at the
fire:

Determining probable spread by time periods on small
simpie fires and probable spread during first burning period
on more complex fires.

Determining the need for ordering a mobiie fire
weather forecasting unit.

Notifying the dispatcher of the adequacy of resources
assigned to the fire; giving an estimate of the fire potential
and the additional resources required.
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Preparing a plan of control which will ensure the most 
effective and safe use of assigned resources. 

Organizing resources on the fire according to his plan 
of control. 

8. Assigning men and equipment on a priority basis as 
they arrive. 

Directing arid coordinating fire suppression for 
remainder of the shift or until the fire is controlled. 

Keeping dispatcher informed of fire progress to the 
extent his line supervision duties permit. 

I. Maintaining a communication schedule by assigning some- 
one else to this job if line supervision prevents personal 

contact. 

j, Prior to crew or sector organization, assuming the 
responsibilities of the crew or sector boss. 

k. Organizing the line forces into crews, sectors, and 
divisions when required. 

1. Organizing needed service and plans units. 

m. The fire boss will be responsible for determining when 
fire shelters will be carried on the fire line. He will evalu- 
ate the need based on the following factors: 

Fires in fuels of extreme rates of spread. 

Fires in which hazardous fire behavior can be 
reasonably expected. 

When the buildup index and spread index indicate 
extreme burning conditions. 

When one of the above conditions is aSsociated 
with steep terrain or other factors limiting rapid escape. 

3. The responsibilities of the fire boss on the going fire are: 

a. Determining strategy and tactical plan for control and 
issuing necessary orders to obtain manpower, overhead, equip- 

ment, and facilitating gear. 



Deciding on use of off-shift or other available person-
nel to meet unforeseen or new situations.

Briefing line boss, plans chief, and service chief
where employed. (Crew, sector, and division bosses are briefed
and consulted by the fire boss on fires where they operate
under his insnediate direction.)

Conducting strategy meetings when appropriate.

Checking on and initiating action for the welfare and
safety of all personnel.

Maintaining high level of performance.

Taking required action on all cases of personnel
deficiency.

nticipating need for and assigning work to functional
assistants as needed. Prior to their arrival, performing the
duties of all vacant positions in the direct channel of
cossnand.

1. Determining need for safety officer.

Seeing that functional assistants understand and com-
plete their work within time limits and in accordance with
plans.

Remaining in connzunication for emergency consultation,
except for short periods. Designating an acting fire boss with
full authority for decision when necessary.

1. By proper planning and delegation, obtaining sufficient
rest. Seeing that subordinates obtain needed rest.

Visiting critical and potential problem areas
personally.

Determining time when demobilization should start.
Using organization channels. (The plans chief prepares release
lists for fire boss approval. The service chief executes the
plan, in coordination with the District, Forest, or regional
dispatcher.)

Making performance ratings for personnel reporting
directly to the fire boss. (Form Rl-6130-2.)

The fire boss will hold a "hot fire line" critique arid
document as necessary prior to leaving the fire.
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2 - 
Comptroller 

The comptroller works wider direct supervision of the Forest 
Supervisor, and in close correlation with the fire boss, finance 

chief, service chief, plans chief, and line boss on business and 
financial matters. He will counsel with these men and make sure 

that satisfactory business and financial management practices are 
being followed on all aspects of the fire. 

This position will be activated as soon as it is determined the 
fire will be difficult to control and will require a project organi- 

zation. The position should be filled early, along with other top 
overhead positions, to promote sound practices and avoid business 

management problems. The Forest administrative officer or adminis- 
trative assistant will normally be assigned to this position and 

will function until he is certain that the business and financial 
aspects of the fire will be satisfactorily carried through to 

completion. 

The duties of the comptroller are: 

Reviewing all business management activities for compliance 
with legal and fiscal requirements and for efficient use of 

resources. 

Reviewing the work of all fire positions having business 

management responsibilities for compliance with approved practices. 
Advising and assisting supervisory personnel in corrective action 
required for all situations that do not comply with proper finan- 

cial management. 

Attending planning sessions to provide legal and fiscal 
advice and keeping informed on planned control action. 

Advising the finance and service chiefs on major business 
management problems requiring corrective action within their 
functions. 

Keeping fire boss informed of general costs and suggesting 

ways to eliminate waste, duplication, and unnecessary expenditures. 

Providing advice on legality of proposed agreements, con- 
tracts, and unusual transactions involving the expenditure of 
funds, use of materials, equipment, and personnel. 

It will be necessary for the comptroller to maintain close contact 
with the service chief, finance chief, and plans chief as well as 

to observe the activities at spike camps, equipment pools, supply 

sources, heliports, and air-tanker bases. 



It is the comptroller's job to provide a constractive service with-
in his field. He is an adviser, instructor, inspector, and fiscal
authority. He should call any pertinent matter to the attention of
the responsible person.

Line Descrpions

3 - Line Boss

The line boss is directly responsible to the fire boss. This
position is often the key to efficient use of firefighting
resources. It should be filled whenever the size, complexity, or
potential of the job makes it difficult for the fire boss to
exercise direct control. If the fire boss must be away from the
line frequently or for extended periods, he should assign a line
boss. The line boss and his line overhead have but one responsi-
bility: To direct field action to control the fire in accordance
with the strategic and broad tactical plan of the fire boss and to
see that work is accomplished with safety. He is provided with a
job assignment which specifies the general location, time of com-
pletion and, in general terms, the nature of the work to be
accomplished. He is informed of control forces, men, tools,
specialized equipment, and overhead in organized units, and trans-
portation, communication, and camp facilities available. He has
latitude to -sake decisions within the limits of the plan given him.

The duties of the line boss are:

Organizing field forces on the fire in accordance with the
plan of control provided by the fire boss.

Reviewing the plan of control with the fire boss, making
such suggestions as he feels pertinont and requesting additional
information as is necessary.

briefing his line overhead for the next shift. Checking
with each to make sure all points are fully understood. Such
instruction includes:

a. Fire behavior and fuel peculiar to locale and blorap
possibilities.

h. Location of work including alternate plan and division
terciini. If there are several divisions, location of sector
termini shouinbe handled by the division bosses. Sequence
and timing of operation.

e. His whereabouts and means for his immediate line over-
heed to contact him during the shift.
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d. Men and qquipment assigned and its organization. 

4, Keeping currently informed of conditions arid progress on divisions or sectors assigned him, personally inspecting the more 
important ones at least once each snift. Inspection will cover 

the following points: 

Is action being taken within tijne limits? 

Are proper techniques used? 

Are resources adequate as to number, type, and condi-. 
tion for the assigned job? 

Are manpower and specialized equipment in balance, and 
are they properly organized and supervised? 

a. Are sectors or divisions properly correlated? 

V. Are plane arid services adequate? 

g. Are special problems that will carry over to the next 
shift identified, and is this information available for brief- 

5ng the next shift? 
h, Are surplus resources made available for redistribu- 

tion or release? 

Is intersector and int'erdivision equipment; such as, 
plows and bulldozers, properly shared? 

Are control plane being followed? 

t. Coordinating activities of all sectors or divisions and 
determining need for redistribution of resources to meet condi- 

tions as they develop and calling thorn to the attention of the 
fire boss. If need for redistribution is urgent and corununication 

impossible, making adjustment and notifying firo boss at earliest 
moment. 

Determining the disposition of planned reserves, calling 
them into action, as needed, without further eluarnce. Notifying 
the fire boss of action. 

Coordinating aztivitis of sector bosses or division 
l,ossss by radio, aritten 'scssage, or personal interview. 

i. Participating in demobilization plans. 

9. Making sot performance ratings of immediate subordinates 
,rhen required. 



(Reserved or future use)
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(Reserved for future use) 



(Reserved for future use)
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(Reserved for future use) 



4 - Air Attack Boss

The air attack boss is responsible to the line boss or a desig-
nated lineman; such as, an assistant line boss for air attack or
a sector boss. The air attack boss should be of line-boss caliber,
with working knoeledge of aircraft, not subject to airsickness, and
a capable aerial observer arid mapper.

The duties of the air attack boss are:

Obtaining a suitable aircraft and pilot through the air
serrice officer or from the chief pilot's approved list. Should

have own aircraft as normally does not fly with air tanker boss.

Directing and supervising air attack operation.

Providing technical expertness and coordinating of tacti-

cal air operation.

Determining and activating requests for types and numbers

of. aircraft required.

Establishing priorities, coordinating use of airspace and
enforcing Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) and Forest Service air
regulations.

Determining airspace restrictions needed and initiating

request to FAA as required.

Obtaining his retardant drop targets direct from the desig-
nated line overhead.

S. Maintaining radio contact with air tanker boss and direct-
ing placement of materials; such as, retardants, as ordered from
the grouiid. In cases of radio deficiencies, directing tankers by
visual signals but never at the expense of safety.

If assigned targets are beyond the capabilities of the air-
craft, requesting secondary targets. In cases of corenunications

failure with the ground, directing drop based on his own initia-
tive and judgment.

From his vantage point, being alert to all factors affect-
Thg the control of the fire and making this information known to
the line boss.

When not actively directing drops, optionally assisting in
aerial reconnaissaoce and mapping.

Being alert to any factors that may affect safe, efficient
operation.
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5 - Air Tanker Boss 

The air tanker boss works under supervision of air attack boss. He 
is responsible for supervising operation of air tanker airplanes in 

accordance with instructions from air attack boss. 

The duties of the air tanker boss are: 

Directing tanker airplanes to targets desigrated by air 
attack boss. 

Designating the drop flight pattern for tanker airplanes. 

Maintaining drop sequence and physical separation of 
tanker airplanes. 

Alerting for unsafe and inefficient tanker operation and 
advising air attack boss or tankers direct action in extreme eases. 

6 - Helicopter Boss 

The helicopter boss works under supervision of air attack bess. He 
is responsible for supervising helitanicer operation in -accordanse 

with instructions from air attack boss. 

The duties of the helicopter boss are: 

Directing helitankerS to targets designated by air attack 
boss. 

Designating the drop flight pattern for helitankers. 

Maintaining drop sequence and physical separation of 
helitankers. 

Alerting for unsafe and inefficient helitanker operation 
and advising the air attack boss or tankers direct action in 

extreme cases. 

7 - Division Boss 

The division boss is usually responsible to the line boss. His 
direct responsibility is the control of a designated divieion of a 
fire, including all phases of linework, backfiring, mopup, and 

patrol. He has full authority and responsibility for directing 
and supervising work on his division. 

The span of control is three to four sectors. He should be able 
to cover the hot or troublesome sections of the fireline or fire 



edge at a minimum of two times per shift using all available modes
of transportat ion and walking.

This rule may be limited to one trip if critical sections demand
his presence and remainder of the sectors are under reasonable

control. He pays special attention to potential blowup conditions,
line of retreat for crews, and safety areas.

He should not, leave his division unless approved by his superior
until he has thoroughly reviewed the conditions, problems, and
accomplishments with the division boss of the next shift.

Division bosses are usually used on all fires requiring three or

more sectors.

The duties of the division boss are:

1. Organizing field forces on his division in accordance with
the plan of control provided by the line boss, or in some cases by

the fire boss.

2. Adtering to the following units of authority and responsi-
bility and performing the duties as indicated by the following
representative list:

Reviewing plan of control pertaining to his area with
the line boss, making such suggestions as he feels pertinent
on basis of personal knowledge of the fire and requesting such
additional information as is necessary for his duties.

Briefing his line overhead for the ensuing shift.
Checking each to make sure all points are fully understood.

Such instructions to include:

Fire behavior and fuel peculiar to locale. Par-

ticular note of blowup possibilities.

Location of work including alternate plan. Sector

and division termini. Sequence and timing of operation.

Whereabouts and means for his immediate line over-
head to contact him during shift.

Resources assigned and planned organization of the
division and sectors.

3. Keeping currently informed of conditions and progress on

his division and adjacent divisions. Will personally inspect work

on troublesome sectors twice each shift. Inspection will cover

the following points:

a. Is action in accordance with time limits specified in con-
trol plan?
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h, Are proper techniques employed? 

c, Are resources adequate as to number, type, and 

condition? 

d. Do manpower and specialized equipment complement each 
other? 

e, Are sectors properly correlated? 

Are plans and services adequate? 

Are special problems that will carry over to the next 
shift located, identified, and recorded for transmission to 

plans chief upon request and for review with personnel of the 
relief shift? 

Are crew bosses receiving guidanoc and training from 
sector bosses? 

Are surplus resources made available for redistribu- 
tion or release? 

Are intersector resources; such as, plows and bull- 
dozers, properly shared? 

Are strategic and general action plans being followed? 

Coordinating activities of all sectors in his charge and 
determining need for immediate redistribution of resources to meet 
conditions as they develop and, if possible, calling them to the 

attention of the line boss. If need for redistribution is urgent 
and communication impossible, making adjustment and notifying line 

boss at earliestpossible moment. 

Determining the disposition of planned reserves, calling 
into action as needed without further clearance. Should, if possi- 
ble, notify line boss of action. 

Coordinating activities of sector bosses on his division 
by radio, written message, or personal interview to keep them 

assured as to correctness of action taken by them, 

Participating in reduction of overhead organization on his 
division when job requirements permit combining of duties. 

Seeing that subordinates; such as, sector boss and crew 
boss, can adequately handle timekeeping responsibilities. 

Making out performance ratings of immediate subordinates 
when required. 
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S - Sector Boss

The sector boss sets in motion end supervises the operations
called for in the general action plan for his sector as outlined
by division boss or line boss. He attains the progress and
quality of performance necessary for suppression of the fire. He
determines specifically the start and completion of individual
operations on his unit, and guides, coaches, and assists crow
bosses or sector specialists. He remains on his sector until
specifically relieved.
The duties of the sector boss are:

1. Amsigning specific functions or section of line to crew
bosses or machine bosses. In making assignments he will:

a. Describe or point out, where possible, the location of
the work.

b. Define the standard of performance; that is:

(i) Width of line or area to be worked.

Time to start the operation.

Time to complete the operation.

c. Define techniques to be employed as needed.

d. plain the organization on the sector.

e. Describe special problems 0f the unit and define how
they shall be handled.

f. Assist in organization of the crews to accomplish the
job most expeditiously.

g. Specify arrangements for service facilities.

h. Specify arrangements for relief.

i. Specify safety precautions including line of retreat
and treatment of injuries.

j. Specify location of and use of communication
facilities.

k. Review off-shift responsibilities, time report, mess-
ing, sleeping, first aid, and commissary. After assignment of
personnel, will devote his energies to supervision of the crew
bosses and their work. Inspection of work, training crew
bosses, assisting crew tosses on unfamiliar activities and
line location in advance of construction will be his major
responsibilities.
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2. Keeping division boss informed by radio or messenger, of 

progress on his sector. Anticipating problems requiring a change 
of the general action plan or assistance of the division boss and 

discussing these with the division boss. Calling attention of 
division boss to surplus or shortage of resources. May not make a 

shift in resources to change the strategy or general action plan of 
the sector without approval of the division boss except: 

Where action of the fire forces abandonment of a por 
tion of the line or requires unanticipated action; such as, 

control of a breakover or spot fire which cannot be handled as 

an individual problem. 

The division boss, line boss, plans chief, or fire boss 
cannot be reached within allowable tine limits for decision. 

That such action does not jeopardize the safety of per- 
sonnel or invalidate the action of adjacent sectors. 

3. Remaining on his sector until relieved by replacement or 
by specific instruction of the division boss. When relieved, 

accounting for all resources assigned his sector as to location 
and general condition prior to actual departure from sector. 

9 
- 

Crew Boss 

The crew boss is supervised by the sector boss or his assistant. 
He is responsible for the performance of his crew, their safety, 

and their welfare. Re usually retains the same crew for the dura- 
tion of the fire; hence has responsibility f or them both on the 

line and off the line. He will remain on line until instructed by 
his superior officer to leave. 

On-the-line duties of the crew boss are: 

1. Explaining at the beginning of each shift; 

The nature of work to be accomplished. 

Expected duration of the shift. 

Chain of cossnand and who issues instruction. 

2. Organizing the crew to efficiently accomplish specific 
tasks. 

3. Locating and assigning individual tasks to squad bosses or 
crewmembers within the assigned section of line. 

4. Explaining and/or demonstrating techniques of accomplishing 
the tasks safely and efficiently where crewuembers are inexperienced 

or unskilled; such as, providing current on-the-job training to 

ensure acceptable performance. 



Stimulating squad bosses and crewniembers to attain
quality and quantity accomplishment.

Providing first-aid treatment for minor injuries.

Frequently inspecting the area assigned to assure required
standards of performance.

Off-the-line duties of the crew boss are:

1. Retaining his crew as a unit, keeping them so mobilized as
to answer any request with his crew intact-at any tine.

2. Inspecting physical condition, clothing, and equipment of
crewmembers prior to leaving and immediately after arrival at
service base each shift. Taking such action as indicated to main-
tain crew in usable condition.

3. Preparing and maintaining time report in duplicate showing:

Hames of crewmeinbers.

Tineslip number.

Origin of crew; such as, lumber company or Forest
Service road crew.

Hours on duty.

Pay classification. Sending records officer a copy at
the beginning of a shift and original at the end of the shift.

4. Supervising crew while being transported between fireline
and service base.

5. Learning, from bulletin board or registrar, layout and
routine of camp feeding, sleeping, commissary, sanitation, etc.
Instructing crewmembers and keeping them under control.

10 - Squad Boss

The squad boss is supervised by the crew boss as a working leader
of a small group, usually not more than six men. He is responsi-
ble for keeping men fully employed on jobs assigned to his direc-
tion by the crew bonn.

Squad bosses may be used on all fires requiring more than six lime
workers.

The duties of the squad boss are:

1. Understanding exactly what the crew boss wants done.
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Seeing that crew has first-aid kits, hardhats, files, and 
other necessities befo'e leaving camp. 

Seeing that men do a reasonable day's work. 

Seeing that no effort is wasted on unnecessary work. 

Keeping men well equipped with proper tools. 

Showing men how to use and care for tools. 

Helping crew boss in off-the-line and camp duties. 

S. Assisting the crew boss in checking men out and in with 
the timekeeper. 

Keeping a list of names of men and keeping time if 
requested by crew boss. 

Looking after the safety of the men on the line. 

Reporting lazy and incompetent men and agitators to the 
crew boss. 

Observing arid enforcing smoking rules. 

Looking after safety of men during transportation. 

Seeing that the men have lunches and water. 

11 - Tractor Boss 

The tractor boss is responsible to the fire boss on multiple-crew 
or smaller fires arid to the sector boss on all other fires. 

The duties of the tractor boss are: 

1. Constructing the fireline as determined by his administra- 
tive superior. 

2 Supervising and correlating the work of the dozers, plows, 
and personnel assigned to his operation. 

Providing for the safety and welfare of equipment and per- 
sonnel assigned to him. 

Keeping time for all machinery and personnel under his 
supervision; checking it with operators and submitting to 
tinekeeper. 



Developing an on-the-spot understanding between the dozer
(plow) operators and the dozer (plow) crews of the signals to be
used in directing the operators. They should include such com-
mands as "stop," "come ahead," up," "caution," "cannot see
spotter," "turn left," and "turn right."

Arranging with immediate superior for relief of operators
and other members of his crew or crews.

7 Making arrangements with equipment officer for the proper
servicing and maintenance of the machines for fuel and lubrication,
with a minimum loss of tine.

. Informing immediate superior of any breakdowns. Informing
him of progress made and when the job is finished. Avoiding long
and unnecessary idleness of equipment.

9. Being alert to the following good management practices
when using equipment:

When working close to the fire, avoiding carrying fire
outside the line. Pushing hot burning logs and stumps into
the burn away from the line.

Not allowing operator to bury fire or leave "dozer
pi1es" within the burned area. Scattering or removing them,
as they may hold fire for weeks and cause the eventual loss
of the fire.

Taking advantage of favorable fuels and topography.

Keeping men away from the vicinity of the tractor or
plow.

Advising all orewmembers of the hazards of the job
and having adequate plans of escape to be used in event of a
blowup.

When two or more dozers or plows are used as a unit or
worked in tandem, seeing that they work far enough apart for
safe operation. Likewise, that they do not become so widely
separated that they cannot be communicated with,

Breaking long-sustained grades on the fireline in
order to avoid excessive erosion.
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Personally supervising loading and unloading of 

tractors and other heavy machinery when possible. 

Reporting completion of assigned job to immediate 
superior. 

12 - Tanker Boss 

The tanker boss is responsible to the fire boss on a fire below 
the sector stage and to the sector boss on other fires for 

efficient use of tankers or pumpers. This job requires a man who 
is not only familiar with fire behavior, but also skilled in the 

correct use of water and hose lays in direct attack on fires and 
conservative use of water in mopup. He must be familiar with the 

operation end maintenance requirements of various types of pumpers. 

The duties of the tanker boss are: 

Assigning tankers or pumpers to designated locations. 

supervising and correlating the work of tankers end person- 
nel assigned to him. Each tanker crew foreman should be given 

specific instructions as to where and what his assignment is; such 

as, hotspotting, working hot line, mopup, cooling off around snags 
for fallers, or assistance in backfiring. 

Coordinating work of tanker and hand crews in same area; 
for example, tanker crew will work hot line and cool off flames, 

with hand crew assisting in hose pulling and actual line construc- 
tion behind tanker crews. Hand crew will turn, Stir, and scrape 

smoldering material for hose crews in mopup work. 

Informing immediate superior as to approximate location of 
tankers that can be called upon in emergencies for assistance on 

slopovers and spot fires. 

Instructing tanker crew foremen to be on alert for spot 
fires, giving immediate attention to them, end standing ready to 
assist adjacent crew bosses who might call for help in emergencies. 

Advising immediate superior of changes in location of 
tanker equipment. 

Knowing principles of water use in fighting fire. 

Working with tanker operator giving any necessary training 
in proper use of water end seeing that necessary training is given 
to the crew. 



Giving special emphasis in training in use of water to
volunteer or pickup crews assigned to tankers and to crews on
cooperator tankers.

Informing tanker crew foreman of tanker refill locations,
or arrangements for refill by mother tankers.

Making arrangements and issuing instructions for correla-
tion of tanker crews for progressive hose lays, uphill water
relays, and other more complicated arrangements.

If necessary, assisting tanker crew foreman in developing
an understanding between tanker operator and crew on hand signals
to be used.

Checking with inasediate superior on arrangements f or
relief crews for tankers.

Checking with tanker operators to be sure tankers are
properly serviced and properly operated. Checking especially when
operated by pickup, cooperative, or relief crews.

it. Checking with ismediate superior, and service chief or
equipment officer, on arrangements for supply and delivery of fuel
and lubricating oil.

Checking on availability and use of proper equipment,
fittings, nozzles, and hose on tankers.

Informing his superior immediately of any tanker
breakdowns.

Inf arming superior of progress on assignments and comple-
tion of assignments.

providing for safety and welfare of equipment and person-
nel assigned to him.

Advising tanker crew foremen of hazards of the job and
having adequate plans of escape for a blowup.

Keeping and submitting time to tinierecorder for all equip-
ment and personnel under his supervision.

13 - Felling Boss

The timber-felling boss works under supervision of the fire boss
on all fires below the sector stage, under the sector boss on
other fires and is responsible for the work of men and equipment
assigned to him. This is a highly specialized job requiring the
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services of a man who is not only familiar with fire con-Iso? 
requirements but mows the mechanical operation of Dowersaws and 

the job of felling timber. The work may consist of partial cut- 
ting of logs in front of a tractor, cutting logs for hand or plow- 
line construction, or felling snags prior to burning operations or 

in mopup operations. 

The duties of the felling boss are: 

Familiarizing himself with the basic plan of control on 
his assigned sector or sectors. 

Coordinating the felling operations of his crew or crews 
with the work of other crews and machines to avoid endangering 

these facilities axiS urmecessary delays. 

Upon advice from his immediate superior, determining 
priority of work, selecting snags or snag area most dangerous to 
control for irmeediate removal, and width of strip to be worked, 

etc. 

Supervising and coordinating the work of felling crews 
assigned to him. 

S. Reporting currently to his immediate superior, keeping him 
informed of progress. 

Seeing that arrangements are made for the shifting or 
release of saw crews no longer needed in the operation. 

Knowing the Safety requirements and seeing that saw crews 
adhere to them. 

S. Keeping correct time reports for fellers' time and power_ 
saw operation. Checking time with operators to be sure they are 
in agreement. 

Seeing that arrangements are made for relief or replace- 
ment of crews when long shifts are evident. 

Arranging for proper care, maintenance, and service of 
saws. 

Reporting to immediate superior upon completion of 
assigned job. 



14 - Line Locator

The line locator is needed when fuel, topography, and visibility
conditions are such that tractor or handline production is held
up because of lack of advance fire edge or ground information.

He works under the direct supervision of and is responsible to the
sector boss for on-the-ground location of the fireline to be built.
It is important that the line locator be thoroughly familiar with:

1. Fire behavior and line location techniques.

2 What can be expected of the various kinds of equipment
available.

3. What can be expected of those for whom he is locating.

The duties of the line locator are:

1. Familiarizing himself with the general plan of control on
the sector or sectors he works. Notifying sector boss when end of
sector is reached so fire boss, line boss, or division boss can be
informed.

2 Locating and marking route to be followed far enough in
advance of operation so that if changes are necessary they can be
made before the crews reach the questionable location.

3. Selecting tractor-dozer or plowllne locations that can be
traversed by the machine and will avoid:

Wet or soft ground.

Solid rock or extremely rocky ground.

0. Heavy snag and down-log areas.

Contouring on steep slopes.

Slopes requiring climbing in excess of that which can
be negotiated by the unit being used.

Loose boulders on brushy slopes.

4. Keeping the sector boss on whose sector he is working
currently informed of the progress he has made, difficulties to be
encountered, etc.
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Good practices for safety and efficiency: 

Locating line as close to fire edgo as possible consistent 
with burning conditions and. strategy outlined by sector boss. 

Avoiding snag patches and heavy dcsm-log or slash areas if 
possible. Keeping these hazards outside of the area to be burned 

out. 

. 
Choosing route to make line conitruction as easy and rapid 

as possible, taking advantage of openings, bare areas, barriers, 
roads, and trails. 

6. Avoiding as much undercut line as possible and locating 
line so coiling material will not croms. 

Avoiding fingered line if possible. 

Avoiding sharp angles in line. 

Locating line sufficient distance from fire edge so it can 
be constructed and burned out before main firs reaches it. Taking 

into consideration fatigue factor of hand crews. 

locating line far enough from burning snags to catch most 
ci' eparks and to contain snag if it falls or is felled. 

Taking advantage of normal daily shift between up-and-down 
canyon drafts. 

15 - Line Scout 

Thc line scout is responsible to the officer to whom assigned, 
fire boss, line boss, division boss, or sector boss, and is used 
when conditions are such that the line officer or fire boss cannot 

do advance scouting f or his unit without detriment to his other 
responsibilities. He is used primarily on complex project fires 

when heavy timber, smoke, or topography limits the gathering of 
information to arduous foot travel, consequently limiting plans 
activities. He obtains full detailed information on location, 
condition, progress, behavior, and safety within and adjacent to 

his territorial assignment, and reports to the plans chief and/or 
responsible line officer. 

Use when needed. This position on division-stage fires is usually 
attached to the division with assignment to sectors where services 

are needed. 



The duties of the line scout are;

1. Obtaining available information and maps from plans chief
before going to the fire.

2 Determining mode of communication and agreeing with line
officer on communication schedule.

3. Reviewing coordinate system of reporting map locations.

4. Going to desigicated area ahead of control crews and mark-
ing route with rags or blazes as necessary. If acquainted with
area, may guide crews to area.

5. Scouting ahead of control crews obtaining recording, and
reporting currently:

Location and behavior of fire edge within assigned
area- -hotspots, etc.

Location, size, behavior, and potentialities of spot
fires.

Fuel types and hazards in and adjacent to fire edge
and spot fires.

Possible escape routes and safety areas for crews, if
needed.

Possible routes to various parts of fire edge and spot
fires.

Water chances en route.

Areas in which tractors, trenohers, or plows can be
used.

Special small equipment needs.

Prevailing winds and slopes.

6. Upon request of immediate superior;

Acting as line locator ahead of crews.

Marking route to spot fires.

Directing small crews to spot fires.

6. Maintaining contact with adjoining units.

7. Knowing line locator's job desoription.
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ida - Indian Liaison Officer 

The Indian liaison officer is the official spokesman for his crew. 
He transmits messages from his crew to the proper authority and 

likewise transmits messages from proper authority to the crew 
leader. 

The duties of the Indian liaison officer are 

Lives and works with crew, assuming responsibility for 
health, welfare, and safety of the crew. 

Remains with his crew on the firelina. 

Aids Indian crew loader in keeping men sober, on the job 
and on the bus or plane while en route to and from fires. 

Arranges for meals in transit and engages transportation 
when scheduled means fail. 

Checks crew for Forest Service identification card, for 
proper clothing and footwear, and for evidence of recent injuries. 

Transmits all orders except those he considers to be unsafe 
or in conflict with established agreements. Protests such orders 
to official with higher authority than the person issuing the 

order. 

Keeps crew informed of destination, fire name, location and 
agency, and other available information about the fire. 

0. Checks time reports to assure correct preparation, checks 
in with the proper officials on arrival at the fire, checks his 

crew in and out of fire camp daily, and arranges for safe storage 
of luggage. 

Assures that crews are briefed en work and safety. 

Returns with his crew from the fire to the reservation, 
Completes compensation forms, if nec wy, for any injuries and 

makes sure the user agency receives the completed papers. 

Notifies Indian Agency ci' ETA of returning crews, 



(Reserved for future use)
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(Reserved for future use) 



Plans Descriptions

16 - Plans Chief

The plans chief is responsible to the fire boss for the collection
and compilation of all data concerning the fire, calculation of
probabilities, and control-force requirements. He collects and
records data on resources assigned to the fire. The plans chief
prepares instructions for line personnel based on the decisions of
the fire boss. His responsibility includes maintenance of all
management and administrative records for the fire:

Fire log.

Form Rl-5l30-1, Organization for Two-Division Fire.

Time records for his plans organization.

Weather and fire behavior records.

Record of crew and overhead arrival and departure.

Data for form 5100-29, Individual Fire Report.

Form Rl-5l80-2, Special Fire Report for Class C, 0, and F
Fires.

0. Daily map record of assignments.

Special narrative report, daily plan of action and prog-
ress by sectors.

Summary of personnel and special equipment.

Demobilization plan.

He is also charged to assign personnel, equipment, and tools to
line units as specified by the fire boss.

The duties of the plans chief are:

1. Obtaining and compiling the following data concerning fire
area:

Location of fire perimeter.

Behavior of fire on all parts.
Topography.
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6. Soil formations. 

e. Types and density of cover. 

f. Weather conditions, current and forecasted. 

g. Access routes and rate of travel. 

n. Status of control. 

i. Possible campsites. 

2. Calculating probabilities of the fire. 

3. Calculating control-force requirements and determining 
type of action most applicable within the limits of available 

resources. 

4. Preparing a statement of communication requirements for 
the line and planning units indicating frequency of contact and 

priority of installation. 

5. Maintaining a record of manpower, overhead, and special 
equipment showing: 

Number. 

Qualifications. 

Identifications. 

Location, on-shift, off-shift end where located. 

Time in a work status. 

6. Preparing .ritten instructions to line personnel on basis 
of fire boss decisions and instructions. Instructions to include; 

a. Section of line assigned to each unit. 

h. Time allowed for completion of control. 

General action plan. 

Pertinent information concerning adjacent divisions. 

Alternate plan of control and steps required to place 
iii effect. 



Location of camps, radios, and other service
facilities.

Map of fire or at least of assigned unit of fire.

Special explanation as needed to understand assignment.

7. Assisting fire boss in briefing line personnel.

a. Preparing or collecting information for administrative
reports; such as, 5100-29, special narrative, and daily report
(Rl-slaO-2), which includes obligations, and obtaining daily and
cumulative fire cost estimates from finance chief.

Planning personnel needs of the plans unit. Organizing
them and supervising their work. Preparing specific written
instructions for these men as necessary.

Preparing demobilization plan considering:

a. Release of crews.

(i) Priority.

Military.

Cooperators from other Forests.

Local cooperators.

Project crews from other Forests.

Local project crew.

Special regional fire crews.

Local special fire crews.

Pickup firefighters.

Indian crews.

Notify District or Forest in adequate time to
arrange -transportation end provide necessary feeding
en route to point of hire.

Complete all compensation for injury 1orms.

Complete all time reports to time of departure from
fire camp.
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Schedule to avoid bottlenecks. 

See that detail rating forms (Rl_6130_2) are com- 
pleted for overhead before leaving fire. 

b. Release of equipment and vehicles. 

(1) Priority. 

Military. 

Logger or contractor owned. 

Privately owned. 

Other Forest. 

Local leased or Government owned. 

(2) Arrange transportation for heavy equipment. 

(3) Inspect leased or rental equipment for damage. 

(4) Complete time documents up to time equipment is 
released. 

c. Release of aircraft. 
(1) Priority. 

Military. 

Out of Region. 

Informal agreement. 

Contract. 

(2) Complete all flight records and accounting of fuel 
bills. 

(3) Take advantage of return to home base to return 
overhead, firefighters, etc. 

(4) Provide MTA to home base. 

d. Release of Supplies and tools. 

(1) Return surplus to Spokane or Missoula immediately. 



Return damaged or inoperable equipment as soon as

possible.

Keep inventory of equipment and supplies needed
only to complete mop-up.

17 - Maps_Records Officer

The maps_records officer is responsible to the plans chief for
collecting and compiling all data on resources available for
control of the fire, performing all clerical duties in connection
with instruction preparation, and preparation of all administra-
tive records on control of the fire. He should use to the fullest
extent possible the records of others but will initiate such
action as is necessary to secure a complete set.

The duties of the maps-records officer are:

Acquainting all personnel, as they arrive in camp, of camp
routines and layout. The bulletin board can be used for this

purpose.

Preparing written instructions on the basis of rough draft

or verbal instructions.

Preparing shift-organization map showing disposition of
resources. Cross-referencing to job instructions and organization

charts.

Collecting and summarizing pertinent material from
officers in the service function immediately prior to each plan-
ning session.

Preparing a chronology of fire action currently, appending
copies of maps prepared by the intelligence officer showing perim-
eter of the fire and status of control by 12-hour periods.

Preparing a summary of the situation sinilar to the 2000
report (Rl_5l80_2) each 12-hour period.

Assembling all regular administrative reports concerning
the fires.

Determining personnel and equipment needs for the records

unit.

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel.
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18 
- Intelligence Officer 

The intelligence officer is responsible to the plans chief for 
gathering all information concerning the fire area. This informa- 

-tion covers all points on the scout reminder list, plus any 
specific information requested by the plans chief. Information 

must be in the form needed for easy analysis and within time 
limits established fbr the particular fire. He will determine the 

requirements of his own organization including personnel, facil- 
ities, and service and provide the necessary supervision and 

guidance to ensure adequate performance. 

The duties of the intelligence officer are: 

Establishing and designating key points on line and sign- 

ing access routes into such points. Preparing map showing these 
data. 

Determining method of scouting and/or line inspecting by 
foot, horse, airplane, or car. 

Placing order for needed transportation for himself and 
subordinates. 

Determining size of scouting and/or line inspecting job 

and dividing fire area into scouting units. 

. 

Assigning personnel to complete the job in time allotted. 

6. Preparing and issuing instructions to scouts and line 
inspectors. Instructions to include: 

Area assigned. 

Data to obtain. (See scout reminder list.) 

Method for recording. 

Time and method of communicating data. 

7. Securing and assigning necessary facilities for doing 
scout or line inspector job (compass, Abney level, rule, protrac- 
tor, map sheets, and photographs). 

8. Receiving all scout and/or line inspector reports direct. 
Recording data on master scout record. Such record to show loca- 

tion, character, time of observation, and magnitude of findings. 
Will include current accomplishments arid anticipated accomplish 

ments by end of current shift. 



9. On controlled lines, preparing map of line showing loca-
tion of special hazards.

10. Preparing map of areas needing special spot-fire attention.

11. Scouting personally where time and size of job permit, and
in any event, to sufficiently permit intelligent analysis of scout
reports.

12. Making contact with line personnel end securing their
opinion on:

Manpower requirements next shift.

Tools and special equipment next shift.

Problems needing special attention.

Best point for distribution of next shift and point
for pickup of present shift.

13. Locating possible campsites and preparing map of access
route.

14. Locating and mapping unburned islands.

15. Securing data on construction rates.

16. Preparing map of fire by 6-hour periods.

17. Securing data of values, houses, fences, etc., that may
affect control plan.

19. Preparing photograph maps on fire area showing perimeter
and other pertinent information such as, roads, streams, ridges,
and spot fires.

19 - Aerial-Photograph Interpreter

The aerial-photograph interpreter is skilled in aerial-photograph
interpretation and puts aerial photographs to their fullest use in
fire control activities. Responsible to the intelligence officer
and works with the fire boss, plans chief, and assists general
scout and records officer in obtaining information from aerial
photographs, which they might overlook or be unable to interpret
themselves. He may also perform duties of the general scout, if
qualified.
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Dnploy only as needed. 

The duties of the aerial-photograph interpreter are: 

1. Seeing that adequate aerial photographs are obtained to 

cover fire area and area which probably will be burned, based on 
predictions of fire boss or plans chief. 

2. If not enough sets of aerial photographs are available, 
making recommendation to immediate superior on number of sets 
needed and where available. 

3. Obtaining as much information as possible from aerial 
photographs to reduce necessary ground scouting. Obtaining, 
recording, and mapping such information as: 

Cover type, fuel density, and hazards; such as, snag 
and slash areas, improvements threatened, or in the path of 
the fire; such as, buildings, power and telephone lines, and 

bridges. 

Location of natural barriers; such as, rock slides, 

streams, and bare areas which might be used as control lines. 

Location of ridges or other likely control lines, show- 
ing steepness of slope, cover, soil conditions--indicates 

whether there are barriers to tractors; such as, steep slopes 
and rocks. 

Location of canyons and ravines possible f or control 
lines or indicates if canyons or ravines are too steep or 

narrow to be used for control lines. 

Location of features not shown on available maps; such 

as, trails, roads, streams, springs, and reservoirs. 

Location of possible campsites, aerial_drop areas, and 
helicopter landing spots. 

Easiest possible routes or safety areas for crews. 

Location of secondary control line and backfire lines. 

4. In absence of general scout, accurately plotting location 
of fire edge, spot fires, and unburned islands from the air. If 

aircraft are nbt available, scouting and plotting from the ground. 

5. Assisting records officer in preparing simple maps from 
aerial photographs for use on the fire. 
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Aiding in briefing line personnel on cross-country routes
to their part of the line, especially when existing maps are in
error.

After fire is over, assisting in making damage appraisal
estimates; such as, burned area of timber, brush, or grass.

20 - General Scout

The general scout reports to the intelligence officer. Used pri-

marily for aerial scouting alternating with intelligence officer.
Does ground scouting when planes or helicopters unavailable, or
when heavy timber, smoke, fog, or topography make aerial scouting
unsatisfactory. Person assigned as general scout should, whenever
possible, be a local Forest officer or a local person trained in
scouting.

iployed only as needed. Idmen intelligence officer is employed,

the scout is responsible to hijn; otherwise to whom assigned.

The duties of the general scout are:

I. Receiving assignment and reviewing plans with immediate
superior.

Flying over fire area, if possible, before scouting on the

ground.

Studying aerial photographs, topographic maps, and admin-
istrative maps before going to fire. Securing data from aerial-

photograph interpreters when employed.

Getting as much information as possible regarding area to
be scouted from local residente, local ForeSt officers, line
scouts, and linemen already on the fire.

S. Determining mode of communication and agreeing with lease-
diate superior on communication schedule.

Agreeing with immediate superior on coordinate system of
reporting map locations.

Using transportation that beet suits the job; such as,
helicopter, pickup, horse or foot. For detailed information,

ground travel is essential.

S. Scouting ahead of control crews obtaining, recording,
mapping, and reporting as scheduled to his immediate superior:
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a. Location and behavior of fire edge, ho-ispots, etc., 
whether smouldering, creeping, running, or crowning. 

t. Location, size, behavior, and potentialities of spot 
fires. 

Fuel types, understory or ground fuels, and hazards; 
such as, snag areas and slash areas in, adjacent to, and ahead 

of main fire and spot fires. 

Any improvements such as buildings, powar and tele- 
phone lines, and bridges threatened or destroyed by the fire. 

Weather conditions; such as, wind, temperature, and 
humidity, encountered on ridges, slopes, and canyon bottoms, 

ed wall as moisture condition of fuels whether wet, damp, or 
dry. 

Indicate whether streams can be crossed on foot or by 
tractor. 

Location of any features not shown on maps; such as, traits, roads, streams, springs, improvements, or barriers. 

Location of possible campsites, aerialdrop areas, and 
nelicopter landing spots. 

Location of ridges or other likely Control lines, show- 
ing steepness of slope, cover, and soil condition; indicating 

whether there are any barriers to tractors; such as, rocks or 
steep areas. 

Location of streams, canyons, or ravines, possible for 
control lines. Indicate if caayons are too narrow nd steep 

to be used for control lines. 

Indicate any special equipment needs. 

1. Possible routes to various parts of fire edge or spot 
fires. 

a, PoesiOle escape routes or safety areas for crews, if 
needed. 

n. Report location of crews and tractors encountered, 
progress of line construction, held line, controlled line, and 

line enclosing unburned fuels. 



9. Reporting immediately:

Any condition needing immediate attention; such as,
fire endangering a crew, buildings, bridges, power or com,nuni-
cation lines or threatening to cut off routes of travel or
trap trarelers on highways or roads.

Any threat or condition which might be remedied
through immediate a-ttention and prevent excessive work later;
such as, spot fires far ahead of main burn, a hotspot threaten-
ing to cross a road or get into a snag area or slash area.

In extremely rough or hazardous country, scouts shoid work in
pairs.

21 - Fire Behavior Officer

The fire behavior officer is responsible to the plans chief. Such
a person is usually used on all fires having serious potentials;
such as, fires in fast-burning fuels; where structures or other
values complicate line location and tinting; burning during high
fire danger; burning on steep terrain; fires during critical wind
conditions; or combinations of the above. Hs may be employed on
relatively small fires having the above potentials.

The job of the fire behavior officer is to serve the plans chief
in identifying unusual fire hazards and risks that may exist
because of weather, fuel, topography, or a combination of these.
He must assure himself that suppression forces are aware of the
situation or condition. This information may be transmitted
direct to the leaders on the ground, through organization channels,
or in briefing sessions.

The fire behavior officer should consult frequently with such men
as the fire-weather officer, the fire boSs, plans chief, line
workers, aerial patrol, experienced local men, and fire-research
specialists. He should attend fire_planning and strategy meetings.
He should advise the fire boss and plans chief of likely changes
in fire behavior. He should bring to their attention any planned
line location that he believes unsafe because of probable fire
behavior.

The fire behavior officer should check critical Sectors of the
fireline to ensure that the men aire following planned strategy;
are working under safe conditions; have adequate comsunication and
lookouts; and will get the job completed before their position
becomes untenable. He Should recommend changes in strategy where
unsafe conditions prevail, either through channels or directly
with suppression forces if the threat is imminent. Direct action
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will be taken by the fire behavior officer only when an emergency 
Situation is identified and communication channels are not avail- 

able or when time does not permit delay. Ordinarily, all cossnuni- 

cation will be through regular organization channels. 

The person selected for the position should be well acquainted 
with fire behavior in similar fuel types, terrain, and weather 

conditions. He should be the most experienced man in fire 
behavior available and, if possible, should be a local man. 

The duties of the fire behavior officer are: 

Stations himself where critical sectors of fire may be 
observed during burning period. Maintains communication with fire 

headquarters. 

Obtains humidity and wind measurements from one or more 
points on the fire hourly, preferably from high and low elevations 

of fire. 

Prepares a fire behavior outlook by sectors, revising 
currently and notifying fire boss. 

Secures spot weather forecasts from the meteorologist as 
needed each day. 

Takes action through channels to warn endangered personnel 
when an emergency situation is identified. If normal channels are 
not available, takes necessary direct action to alert line 

personnel. 

22 
- 

Meteorologist 

The meteorologist is responsible to the plans chief or fire 
behavior officer for furnishing fire-weather forecasts necessary 

for planned control of the fire. He will be expected to furnish 
the fire behavior officer and others needing such information, the 

more detailed microcliniatic forecasts essential to safe, effective 
operations. It is important that he be a trained meteorologist 

who has specialized in fire weather. 

The duties of the meteorologist are: 

1. Obtaining from the plans chief or fire boss the current 
fire situation and geographic possibilities for final control. 

Establishing fire-weather stations or providing portable stations 

for use within this area. 



Taking regular measurements of local fire weather at these
locations.

Securing continuing broad and local weather patterns and
trends which will affect the fire weather.

Working with the fire behavior officer in interpreting
these patterns and trends and furnishing the forecasts indicated
in the introduction above.

When assigned, provilng on-the-line forecasts for spe-
cific fire operations such as backfiring.

23 - Public Information Officer

The public information officer is responsible to the plans chief
for disseminating factual information about the fire and associ-
ated activities of the Forest Service and cooperating agencies or
groups. Ha will represent the plans chief in contacts with the
fire boss and Forest Supervisor on matters within his field.
Primary objective is to facilitate the gathering ann release of
accurate news-story material. In doing Lhis, he will relieve fire-
control personnel and dispatchers from ths pressures often imposed
by news media and the general public.

The duties of the public information officer are:

Setting up an information center to which all requests for
news and information about the fire can be channeled. This should
be a commercial phone center removed from fire traffic messages.

Notifying local flees media of the nurber to be called and
hours the service will be provided. Contacting city editors of
newspapers or news directors of radio and television stations if
an individual contact is unknown. Knowing their deadlines.

Preparing roughdraft stories as soon as possible, based on
2000-report facts and supplemenoary information from dispatcher,
fire boss, and plans chief. He is alert to unusual incidents or
facts that will provide a story lead. Fire facts alone will not
make good news stories. Assembling fire information so that one
or several of the elements that make news is included, for example;
drama, oddity, consequence, or progress.

Arranging for a report from the fire every 2 to 4 hours
when news developments are in a high state of change.

bintainiing a fire progress map on a Forest Service base
or Geological Survey topographic base.
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Arranging for a monitor radio receiver on the fire fre- 

quency, if possible. 

Planning to visit fire camp or firo strategy sessions once 
or twice each day so he can benefit from firsthand observation and 

make statements attributed to individuals responsible for control 
of fire. 

Arranging to personally conduct reporters and photographers 
when on-the-line coverage is desired. Obtain photographs and 

slides to meet media needs and serve I&E purposes. A well-informed 
assistant can greatly reduce demands on fire-staff time for lengthy 

interviews and quotes. 

Preparing to handle taps-recorded interviews by telephone 

or in person on request from radio and television; also, tele- 
vision livo coverage on the fire. 

When desirable, preparing a short, factual report to tele- 
phone to the dispatcher. 

Following is the usual order for reporting a fire story to 
newspapers; 

Name of fire. 

Where it is. 

When it started. 

Who is responsible for control. 

f. Who is directing control. 

Who is cooperating. 

How it started, if known. Caution here is recoimnended. 

Fire action--give numbor of men, tractors, tankers, air- 
planes, and helicopters on the fire. 

Cost to suppress to date, damage estimate to date. Wild 

guesses should be avoided. 

Estimated time of control. This should always come from 

the fire boss directly or through the plans chief. The fire boss 
should not be second-guessed. 

Weather forecast in relation to control. 



12. Injuries, terrain, cover, specific property losses, aerial
support, nd other related activities of public interest.

The public information officer must use imagination, as each fire
situation requires much improvisation for getting the news out.
Ismnediacy is a primary element in fire news. Courteous and
helpful information service is a must in meeting Service obliga-
tion as a pbbic agency. A public information officer must work
closely with cooperating agency heads. He should see that they
get proper coverage and credit.

24 - Safety Officer

The safety officer is used on fires requiring a large fire organi-
zation. The need for a safety officer on less complex fires will
depend upon the experience of personnel used and hazardous condi-
tions involved; such as, rough terrain, snag areas, and fire
potential. He is responsible to the plans chief. He must have

fire experience and a thorough imowledge of fire safety hazards
and how they are removed.

The safety officer may represent the plans chief in keeping the
fire boss currently informed of any action needed to prevent
accidents. He is essentially a safety inspector and investigator.

The duties of the safety officer are:

Surveying major hazards in connection with fireline, fire
camp, transportation of men, and other fire activities and making
recommendations on how to remove or reduce the hazards.

Checking end reporting on availability of facilities to
handle minor injuries, and on such arrangements for taking care of
s'rious cases as doctors, ambulances, hospital rescue services,
and Red Cross disaster units. Coordinating this information with
compensation_for-injury officer and camp officer.

Checking and reporting on compliance with Forest Service
safety code, and use of preventive equipment such as Safety guards
and hardhats.
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4. Checking and reporting on laborers physically unfit for
their jobs.

b. Checking and reporting on welfare, sanitation, and safe
drinking water. Checking on kitchen personnel, sanitary condi-
tions, and food.

6. Investigating and reporting on serious accidents unless
relieved of this duty.
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7. Arranging for emergency first aid when it is required. 

7. On fires of several days duration, maintaining safety 
bulletin board and distributing safety materials. 

Providing safety advice in strategy planning. 

Assisting and advising fire overhead in on-the_ground 
safety training. 

This position does not relieve the service chief, camp officer, or 
finance chief of their responsibility for having adequate first- 

aid facilities in camps and on the line, operating first-aid 
stations for treatment of minor injuries, arranging for treatmont 

of more serious cases by regular physician, and preparing forms. 
Neither does the position undercut or affect in any way the safety 

authority and responsibility of any line officer. 

25 - Liaison Officer 

The liaison officer is responsible to the fire boss or plans chief. 
He acts as liaison between the Forest Service and the cooperating 

agency. The job is filled when th contacts with cooperators 
become too burdensome for the fire boss to handle. The liaison 

officer may be requested to report directly to the fire boss and 
act as coordinator between the fire boss and the agency to which 

assigned. He must be familiar with Forest Service policies and 
procedures and well versed in all aspects of fire suppression 

activities. He must understand the cooperative agreements, state 
laws, policies and procedures of other agencies. 

In close contact with the cooperating agency, the liaison officer 
will: 

Keep posted on the plan and control progress of the fire. 

See that radio and telephone communications are installed. 

Keep currently informed as to needs and requirements such 
as aerial photographs, maps, organization charts, manpower, and 

equipment summaries. 

Relay all requests for additional manpower and equipment 
to the fire headquarters. 

Keep the fire headquarters informed of all surplus man- 
power and equipment available for reassignment. 



Acquaint himself with the quantities of men and equipment
provided by the cooperator, reporting such information daily to
the headquarters plans chief.

Inform the cooperating agency of time and place of joint

strategy meetings.

i. In general, serve as a colmecting link between the
agencies involved in control of the fire.

25a - Training Officer

The training officer is responsible to the plans chief. This

position is filled when trainees are sent to a fire and training
needs indicate the need of the training officer. The position

should be filled by an individual well-grounded in all fire

functions.

The duties of the training officer are:

Receives all trainees and sees they are properly oriented

and assigned.

Keep in touch with trainees during length of this
assignment.

Assists in performance evaluation.

Assists plans chief in orientation, briefing, and refresher
training in specific fire job duties.

Conducts on-the-job training as requested by plans chief.

Service Descriptions

26 - Service Chief

The service chief works under supervision of the fire boss. He is

responsible for furnishing facilities and services called for in
the plan of control for the fire. Such services and facilities
include communication, transportation, supply, and camp management
in the proper amounts at the required time and place.

The duties of the service chief are:

1. Establishing, maintaining, and operating fire camps,
assigning and supervising personnel needed to operate the camps.
Ordinarily obtaining information from plans chief on camp location,
but may independently plan the camp locations needed for service
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of the line. When independent plan is made, review by fire boss, 

plans chief, or line boss will precede establishment of camps. 

Furnishing men, tools, and specialized equipment as 
ordered. Anticipating requirements in general terms. Determining 
rations, bedding, and transportation requirements and obtaining or 
having such items available when needed. 

Obtaining, servicing, and operating a transportation fleet, 
including aircraft, to transport men, supplies, and equipment. 

The size and character 0f the fleet are ordinarily determined by 
the service chief from an analysis 0f the control plan and antici- 

pation of transportation requirements. 

Establishing, maintaining, and operating a commimication 
system that will provide adequate and continuous service for all 

functions of the fire organization. 

S. Upon receipt of the planned line organization, organizing 
and dispatching crews and equipment in accordance with instruc- 

tions. Is responsible for the line forces until delivered to the 

place and/or person called for in the instructions. 

Determining the organization, equipment, and supplies 
requirements of the service unit. 

Determining source, quantity, and type of resources avail- 
able for assignment to the operations. 

d. Determining, through consultation with dispatching agency 
and the fire boss,a priority of release for manpower and equip- 

ment. Arranging for prompt processing and transportation to 
destination. 

Supervising the work of equipment officer, air officer, 
supply officer, communication officer, and camp officer. 

Provides first-aid facilities, and transportation for sick 
and injured to doctors or hospital. 

27 - 
Camp Officer 

The camp officer is responsible to the service chief for the 
establishment and operation of a base operation. He is furnished 

with the location, general requirement, and time schedule. 

The duties of the camp officer are: 

1. Planning the detailed layout and setting up the base. 



Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel.

Specifically designating and making assignment to sleeping
areas. Providing sleeping areas for proper segregation of
personnel; quiet; and the maximum amount of shade for day sleepers.

Providing the men with proper sanitary facilities within
the limits of available resource5.

Providing for a safe water supply.

Organizing 2nd scheduling the feeding of personnel to meet
the requirements of the control plan.

Establishing an assembly area and providing warming fires,
bulletin board, and similar facilities as needed.

Establishing and operating a first-aid station for treat-
ment of minor injucies. Arranging for treatment of more serious
cases by a regular physician.

Preparing instructions for crew bosses governing their
responsibilities, time schedules, and camp routine while in camp.
Issuing these to each crew boss and posting on bulletin board.

Determining supply and personnel requirements for the
camp-management unit.

Organizing and mobilizing personnel for assignment in
accordance with the plans for the shift. Actual dispatch of crews
will be done by service chief.

Maintaining tools and equipment end assembling by logical
line unit for issue each shift. Establishing and maintaining a
system of accountablility.

28 - Air-Service Officer

The air-service officer is responsible to the service chief. He

will assign air-service managers, pilots, and maintenance men as
needed. His responsibilities include all aircraft--both fixed-
wing and helicopter. He may represent the service chief at plan-
ning sessions to give technical advice on air operations.

The duties of the air-service officer are:

Making arrangements at request of service chief to furnish,
operate, and maintain aircraft and related facilities.

Requesting communications needed for safe and efficient
use of aircraft.
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3. Directing air-service managers in base operation. Check- 
ing aircraft and pilot requirements. 

a. Enforcing Federal Civil Air Regulations and Forest Service 
safety regulations relative to aircraft at Service bases. 

On request of ai1 attack boss, contacting nearest Federal 
Aviation Agency (FAA) office; requesting restriction of fire area 

fran civil and military air traffic. 

Arranging for timekeepers to keep records for aircraft 
and personnel wider his supervision. 

Being responsible for aircraft takeoff sequencey on prior- 
ities from air attack boss. 

S. Seeing that proper facilities are provided for pilots and 
crews to ensure adequate rest. 

Being responsible for organizing and operating all service 
bases; such as, paracargo, chemical mix, and helitack. 

Being thoroughly familiar with applicable regulations in 
FSM 5700 and 5740 covering air operations. 

29 - Air-Service Manager for Airport and Heliport 

The air-service manager for airport and heliporb is responsible to 
the air-service officer or service chief if the air-service 

officer position is not filled. Air-service managers are required 
at each airport or heliport that is used as an operating base. 

The air-service manager is generally responsible for all ground 
service operations at his assigned base or bases. 

The duties of the air-service manager for airport and heliport are: 

1. Obtaining the following information on each aircraft 
assigned to his operating base: 

Type of aircraft. 

Owner and pilot. 

Estimated time of arrival. 

Any limitations on normal use. 

2. After securing a priority list of air missions, scheduling 
all flights to be handled from his operating base. Requesting the 



necessary coirinrunications and operators through the air-service

officer or service chief.

Coordinating all flights with the air attack boss and
securing clearance from him prior to takeoff of each aircraft or
air squad.

Assigning a nthocaster in a large operation to supervise
the mixing crew, or he may do this himself.

Securing and providing all necessary ground facilities,
supplies, and services required at his operating base.

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel.

Regulating movement of assigned aircraft, motor vehicles,
and personnel on the airfield.

S. Maintaining necessary time records on aircraft, equipment,
and personnel assigned to operating base.

When operating from a commercial airfield, serving as
liaison with commercial airport manager and advising him of the
necessity to keep private aircraft out of hazardous areas during
fire operation.

Receiving overhead, crews, and supplies arriving by air
at the airfield and verifying arrangements for transportation to
assigned destinations.

Being thoroughly familiar with and enforcing all safety
requirements applying to his operation.

30 - Mixinaster

The mixmaster is responsible to the air-service manager for pro-
viding fire retardantS to air tankers at the rate specified and
for the expected duration of the job.

The duties of the mixmaster are:

Determining the size of the job to be done and planning
basic equipment, facilities, manpower, and materials that will be

needed.

Checking accessory equipment such as valves, hoses, and
storage tanks. Taking insnediate steps to get any items not at

hand.

Planning the specific layout to conduct his operation.
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Supervising the crew in setting up his operation. 

Supervising the crew in the operation of mixing retardants 
and loading the planes. 

Making sure supply of etardants is kept ahead of the 
demand. 

Attending to the safety, welfare, timekeeping, and trans- 
portation of his crew members. 

Seeing that the airport is cleaned up to the satisfaction 
of airport personnel before leaving. 

31 
- 

Equipment Officer 

The equipment officer is responsible to the service chief for 
determination of transportation needs, including a reasonable 

reserve, operation, and maintenance of transportation facilities. 

The duties of the equipment officer are: 

On the basis of items to be transported within specific 
time limits, determining the type and amount of equipment needed. 

Deermining the personnel, drivers, mechanics, packers, 
etc., needed for operation and maintenance of transportation 

facilities. 

Determining the supplies; such as, gasoline, oil, repair 
parts, forage and saddles, needed to maintain transportation 

facilities in safe and efficient operating condition. 

Handling the service and maintenance of mechanized equip- 
ment; such as, bulldozers, powersaws, tank trucks, the same as 
for transportation facilities. 

3. Selecting and posting, where necessary, the best transpor 
tation route to key points on fire. Will check scouting informa- 
tion to determine how much independent work is necessary 

Establishing traffic controls to prevent congestion or 
accidents. 

Preparing traffic schedules which permit most economical 

use of transportation equipment. 

Placing order through supply officer. 



Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel.

Maintaining current summary of transportation equipment,
other than air, showing type and location.

Instructing drivers on special precautions, necessary to
safe transportation, which are peculiar to the trip.

rranging timekeeping for packers, truckdrivers, mechanics,
and for all rental equipment and checking classification to be
sure rates are correct.

If needed, assigning tractor, truck, or tanker managers to
assist.

Prepares equipment agreements for that equipment hired for
the fire which has no current agreement. kssures that all equip-
ment has an agreement.

32 - Tractor Manager

The tracto manager is responsible to the equipment officer or
service chief for the coordination and management of tractors,
and the personnel necessary to operate them. He acts as tractor
dispatcher on the fire and sends tractors, operators, and tractor
bosses to fireline as directed by the fire boss, plans section,
or service chief. He keeps currently briefed through close
association with the plans section. He does not become involved
with direction or tactical use of tractors.

The duties of the tractor manager are:

Determining and ordering through the service chief, or
equipment officer, the number of tractor bosses, operators, relief
operators, mechanics, and lubrication men necessary for effective
operation of assigned equipment.

Determining and ordering through service chief the type
and amount of transportation equipment needed to transport the
tractors to the right place and to meet the time requirements.

Determining that tractors are in proper operating order at
all times. Ordering the supplies needed to maintain -the machines
in safe and efficient operating condition through established
channels.

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel.

Maintaining current summary of location, kind, end condi-
tion of tractors, transports, and lubricating rigs. Making this
information currently available in writing to the plans section.
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6. Arranging for service and maintenance of all tractor 
equipment. 

7. Determining that all tractors are under contract. Arrang 
ing through service chief to place under contract any tractor not 

already covered. 

8. Working with the plans, is responsible for relief of tracto] 
bosses and operators. Seeing that relief is on Shift as scheduled. 

9. Briefing and assigning tractor boss to the fireline job: 

Number of tractors. 

Location of assignment and route of travel. 

To whom to report on the fireline, but not what to do. 

Instructions as to possible length of assignment, 
relief, timekeeping, and where to report upon completion of 

assignment. 

Moans of cnmmunciatjon when available. 

10. Seeing that Lime is being kept on all equipment in his 
charge as well as all personnel working with such equipment. This 

includes scampers, tractors and operators, mechanics, transports, 
and drivers. 

11. Advising the plans unit of any situations that may affect 
the need for tractors or their ability to get their assignments 

done. 

12. Keeping the plans unit informed of completion of tractor 
jobs. Working closely with the plans section to be informed of 

tractor reassignments or releases. 

13. Seeing that all tractors get to the right place at the 
right time and are working as assigned. 

14. Promptly releasing men and equipment when directed by fire 
boss or service chief. Seeing that all timeslips for both men and 

equipment are complete and correct at time of release. 

33 
- 

Truck Manager 

The truck manager is responsible to the equipment officer for 
directing the activities of all ground vehicles and livestock that 

are used for transporting men, supplies, and machines assigned to 
the fire. 



A truck manager is usually required on fires of two-division size
or larger and siay be required on any fire where large numbers of
privately owned vehicles are used.

The duties of the truck manager are:

Checking all privately owned vehicles and livestock for
current and acceptable contracts of hire and preparing, with aid
of financial officer, necessary contracts if needed.

Inspecting all vehicles and livestock for general condi-
tion, safety, and visible damage before using. Making a record of
inspection result.

Keeping time on all vehicles, drivers, packers, and other
assigned manpower and submitting to the timekeeper.

Maintaining a cumulative record of all assigned vehicles
and livestock by appropriate classes and making this information
available to the plans unit.

S. Obtaining information from the equipment officer on trans-

portation needs and scheduling vehicles and drivers.

Obtaining personnel, supplies, and facilities to handle
fueling and servicing needs of assigned equipment.

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel.

Selecting and posting, where necessary, the best and
safest transportation routes to key points on the fire.

9, Establishing traffic controls and posting traffic safety
signs to prevent congestion or accidents.

fleing cooperative with the camp officer, establishing and
policing parking areas used for vehicles and livestock.

Checking vehicles in and out of fire camp by time, vehicle
description, number, driver, and destination.

Strictly enforcing camp discipline regarding vehicles in
camp as veil as personnel assigned to them.

34 - Tanker Manager

The tanker manager is responsible to the equipment officer or
service chief for the coordination and management of all pumping
or water-hauling equipment on the fire. This normally includes

the ground-fire (not air) tankers, nurse tankers, portable pumps,
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and other special equipment. It also includes the personnel 

necessary to operate them. The tanker manager is not involved 
with the direction or tactical use of this equipment on the fire. 

He may headquarter the personnel and equipment of a tanker pool in 

an established fire camp or may establish a separate camp for them. 

He acts as tanker dispatcher on the fire and sends tanker bosses, 
tanker personnel, and tankers to the fireline as directed by the 

fire boss or plans chief. He is kept currently briefed through 
close association with the plane section. 

The duties of the tanker manager are: 

Determining and ordering through the service chief needed 
water equipment, assistant tanker-managers, records officers, 

tanker bosses, tanker operators, and crewmen needed for effective 
operation of assigned equipment. 

Anticipating, after discussion with plans chief, the 

reserve needs f or men, equipment, and obtaining them through the 
service chief. 

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel. 

Instructing and training subordinate personnel to perform 
their assigned jobs. 

t. Briefing and assigning tanker bosses to fireline job: 

Number of tankers and men assigned them. 

Location of assignment and route of travel. 

To whom to report on fireline, but not what to do. 

How to communicate with tanker manager. 

Instruction as to possible length Of assignment, 
relief, timekeeping, and where to report upon completion of 

assignment. 

Seeing that subordinates keep and submit accurate time 
reports on personnel and equipment. 

Being responsible for relief of tanker bosses and crews. 
Seeing that men are fed and ready to go on shift as scheduled. 



2. Maintaining current summary of loCation, kind, and condi-
tion of tankers and having information currently available in
writing for the plans section. This includes type of unit, radio
equipment, whether all- or two-wheel drive, capacity, and the size
of the crew.

Seeing that tanker bosses get the right tankers to the
right place at the right time and are working when work has been
assigned by the sector boss.

Determining and ordering, through the service chief,
needed hose, fittings, portable pumps, portable tanks, and other
equipment.

Through the equipment officer or service chief, arranging
for service and maintenance of all equipment.

With assistance of communicationo officer, formulating and
activating a workable communication system between himself and his
units.

35 - Supply Officer

The supply officer is responsible to the service chief for obtain-
ing and distributing all items called for in the plan for control
of the fire and with the exception of those duties assigned to the
camp officer, the equipment officer, and the communication officer
of maintaining them in working condition.

The duties of the supply offieer are:

Keeping current summary of location of all Items assigned
to the fire.

Checking all orders for completeness; determining need for
supplementary items.

Placing all orders with supplying agency and/or procuring
locally in accordance with established procedures.

Establishing time limits and scheduling for placing of
orders f or the various classes of items used and notifying persons
responsible for originating orders.

Determining obtainability of items which may be needed in
control of fire.
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The communication officer is responsible to the service chief for 
establishing, maintaining, and operating the eouuuwiication facil- 

ities on the basis of statement of communication needs. 

The duties of the communication officer are: 

Determining type and amount, of equipment required for the 
job. 

Determining personnel needs for technicians, operators, 
messengers, and guides. 

Determining repair and replacement needs for crystals, 
tubes, telephone line and batteries. 

Installing, maintaining, and operating communication 
facilities. 

Preparing schedules to meet requirements of the control 
plan within the limit of available resources. 

Maintaining map and chart record of location of equipment. 

Independently working out and euggesting improvements to 
comimmication system. 

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel. 

Finance Descriptions 

37 - Finance Chief 

The finance chief works under supervision of the fire boss. Re is 
responsible for organizing and directing the activities of the 

finance section. He sees that proper obligation documents are 
prepared for the purchase of supplies, materials, services, and 

transportation. 

This position will be activated along with other top-overhead 
positions, and will normally be filled by a qualified adednistra- 

tive officer or administrative assistant. 
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Determining the replacement rate for all items except 
communication and transportation, and after approval of service 

chief, obtaining such replacement. 

Organizing and supervising subordinate personnel. 

36 - Communication Officer 



The duties of the finance chief are:

Determining organization and arranging for personnel,
equipment, and supplies required for the finance unit at all loca-
tions where needed.

Supervising the work of time officer, compensation-for-
injury officer, obligation officer, and claims officer.

Providing fiscal advice and assistance to the fire boss,
attending fire-staff meetings, and keeping the fire boss advised
of fire costs and pertinent matters involving finance section.

Working closely with the service chief and others in
matters pertaining to financial controls and business management.

. Checking on demobilization plans and arranging in advance
for an assistant disbursing officer.

30 - Time Officer

The time officer works under supervision of the finance chief. He
is responsible for time recording, including all personnel, air-
craft and other equipment and commissary.

The duties of the time officer are:

1. Supervising timekeepers to ensure that:

Time of all fire personnel and equipment is accurately
and promptly recorded.

Crew boss time reports, individual employee time
reports, and equipment use records are safeguarded.

o. Private equipment is covered by rental agreement.

d. Problems regarding employee and equipment time are
handled tactfully and promptly.

2. Supervising commissary manager to ensure that:

Adequate accounting controls are maintained.

Commissary sales are accurately recorded on employee
time report.

e. Commissary stock is safeguarded.
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d. Commissary stock is maintained in authorized items and 
in proper ajnount. 

Seeing that facilities and equipment are adequate for 
efficient work performance in his unit. 

39 - Compensation-for-Injury Officer 

The compensation_for-injury officer works under supervision of the 
finance chief. He sees that compensationforinjury forms are 

promptly and properly prepared and follows up on each case. 

The duties of the coepensation-for-injury officer are; 

Working closely with safety officer, camp officer, and 
first-aid personnel to make sure compensation-for-injury forms are 
available, acoarately and promptly completed, and forwarded to the 

appropriate office. 

Checking with local doctors and hospitals to be sure all 
injuries requiring professional medical treatment have proper 
written authorization. Providing forms for the doctor or hospital 

to use for billing the Bureau of eployees' Compensation. 

Making sure all witness statements are obtained in writing. 

Following through to ensure that all forms are completed, 

and will personally handle the paperwork involved in the more 
serious injuries and deaths. 

40 
- 

Obligation Officer 

The obligation officer works under supervision of the finance 
chief. He is responsible for preparing daily and cumulative 

obligation data, as coordinated by the Supervisor's Office, for 
daily fire reports and for adequacy of documentation of all 

obligations. 

The duties of the obligation officer are; 

Checking with Supervisor's Office to ensure that obliga- 
tion reporting is coordinated to avoid either duplication or 

omission of fire obligations. 

Oeterinining as soon as possible after arrival in camp, and 

currently during the duration of the fire, that cooperator's 
equipment and personnel are properly identified to ensure payments 

as provided for in applicable cooperative agreement. 



Preparing daily estimates of fire costs and delivering to
plans chief for daily fire report.

Maintaining cuwulative record of fire costs, substituting
exact costs for estimates as possible. Making "educated estimates'
where exact costs are not known.

Checking work of others to best ensure that obligation
documents are prepared for all services and procurements, and that
such documents are in correct form for payments.

Advising the service and finance chiefs of any deficiency
or payment peculiarity found when reviewing obligation documents
and agreements.

When requested to do so by Forest fire headquarters,
preparing report of unsubmitted obligations as of close of month.

Assisting finance chief as assigned.

41 - Claims Officer

The claims officer works under supervision of the finance chief.
Unless formally relieved, is responsible for the investigation and
preparation of reports, including forms and witness statements,
for any accident resulting in damage to Government or private
property, or in injury to employees or nonemployees which will, or
could, result in a claim by or against the Government. (See

FSH,5132.5l, Business Management Guide for Fire Suppression,
chapter 800, f or detailed procedures.)

The duties of the claims officer are:

1. Working closely with safety officer to make sure that
forms are available and accurately completed in all accidents
between Government and private equipment.

Obtaining complete witness statements.

Taking photographs and obtaining pertinent data when
possible.

2. Working closely with the service chief to learn of any
daznage to private or Government property.

a. Advising comptroller and finance chief of any such
damage. Making the investigation, seeing that adequate state-
ments are obtained as to cause of damage and conditions which
niay have contributed to the cause.
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b. Seeing that proper forms are completed and promptly 
forwarded to appropriate office. 

42 
- 

Timerecorder 

The tiinerecorder works under supervision of the time officer. On 
Smaller fires one timerecorder may record all personnel, helicopter 

and equipment time. On larger fires different timo.recorders may be 
assigned responsibility for personnel, equipment, and aircraft 

timerecording. 

The duties of the personnel timerecorders are: 

MaIntain file of forms 6500-59, Fire Time Report, in 

alphabetical order by crews for each employee on fire. 

Post time from form 6500-58, Crew Time Reports, to 
form 6500-59 for each individual daily. Preserve the crew 
time reports. Have crew bosses and other overhead list men 
last name first on crew time reports. 

Record any changes such as separations, transfers to other 
crews, promotions, or deinotions. 

Record use of rental equipment such as powersaws on 
owner's fire time report. 

Identify timeslips of regular Government employees by 
stamping or writing "Regular Government nployee" on form 6500-59. 

Send the original through Forest fire headquarters to employee's 
home Forest. 

To answer questions concerning standby, lunch time deduc- 
tion after control of fire, etc., check with time officer or see 
FSH 5132.51, Business Management Guide for Fire Suppression, 

section 401 

At time of release from fire, settle any time, deductions 

or pay rate disputes before having each employee sign his timeslip. 

Aircraft and equipment timerecording: 

Maintain a daily record of flight and standby time for air- 
craft assigned to the fire such as helicopters, from pilot's 

flight report. 

Check to be sure form 6300-23, uipment Rental Agreement, 
has been executed for equipment assigned to fire. 



Post time from form 6500-76, Shift or Daily Record of
Rental Equipment Use, to form 6500-77, Equipment Use Report--
Invoice, each day.

Submit time for use of equipment belonging to fire
employees to personnel timerecorder so it will be included on
the employee's time report.

Timeslips will not be made out for personal time of equip-
ment operators whose salary is by agreement included in the equip-
ment use rate.

43 - Commissary Manager

Where commissary stores are established to serve the needs of
firefighters, a commissary manager will be held accountable for
the inventory and issuance of supplies. On small fires, the time-
recorder may manage the commissary. On larger fires, more time will
be required and a commissary manager may be assigned part or full
time.

The duties of the commissary manager are:

Maintain a complete record of commissary stock including
invoices for material received, issuance records, transfer records
and closing inventory, using form 6500-79, Commissary
Accountability Record.

Operate commissary only when it will not interfere with
other activities, usually after shift in the evening.

J.intain commissary issue record by crews and submit to
timerecorder for posting daily. Use form 6SOO-7a, Commissary Issue
Record.

Protect commissary stock from pilferage or deterioration.
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PI4RT 11 - RBND LISTS 

Overhead Briefing 

To do the job the fire boss wants, all fire overhead must lmow 
what the situation is and whet is expected of them. 

Strategy meetings of top staff should follow aerial scouting by 
the fire boss, plans chief, or line boss. Attendance should be 

limited to fire boss, plans chief, service chief, finance chief, 
and line boss. The strategy meeting should take place between 

1900 and 2100 daily. 

Overhead briefing should be conducted immediately after the top 
strategy meeting or by 2100 daily. If a general briefing is not 

scheduled, top line overhead can be briefed at 2100, or just after 
breakfast before going on shift. 

Overhead Briefing Outline 

1. Orientation. 

a. General picture of fire. 

Maps (location of fire, topography, fuels). 

History of fire to date, including status of 
control. 

Situation (fire behavior, weather, values at 
stake). 

Plan of action, including alternate plans. 

b. Control action now in effect. 

c. (i) Status of present control. 

Rates of line construction. 

Problems of line'holding in fuel tes. 
c. What needs to be done. 

General plan to accomplish. 

Local problems and use of specialized equipment. 



Mopup required in different fuel types.

Sources of manpower and local customs of super-
vising crews.

2. Job assignment.

Size of jobs.

Location of jobs.

Method of operation (strategy and general tactics).

3. Special safety features.

How safety is bandied.

General safety precautions

Specific dangers to watch for.

4. Forces assigned.

Overhead.

Manpower.

Equipment.

Communication equipment.

Reserves.

5. Service arrangements.

Transportation (foot, horse, car, plane).

Communication facilities and schedules.

Supply arrangements, present and immediate future.

First-aid facilities.

Commissary and welfare.

6. Questions regarding assignments.
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Good Fire Management Practices 

Fire Boss 

Concentrate first burning period efforts on line work and 
fire organization. 

Do not wait for formal plans to start action. Make brief 
notebook plan and get first men put to work and first needs 
ordered. 

Delegate responsibility to staff and expect performance. 

Keep line overhead on the line with men and out of camp. 

Do not assume each function is going smoothly. Follow up 
action in each function until you blow how it is going. 

Plan for efficiency, economy, safety and training. 

Keep fire camps small and dispersed as needed to serve 
crews. 

Use retardant effectively where it can do the job, on 
early attack and to prevent blowups, not on blowups or running 

fronts, 

Have first bulldozers go directly to the fireline. Where 
access roads are needed, order dozers beyond line construction 
needs. 

Get men on the fireline at daybreak when fire is coolest. 

Conduct strategy planning meetings with top staff and give 
overhead briefing to lower staff levels to keep informed. 

Set a simple schedule for fire operation and adhere to it. 
(See figure 12, sample daily fire schedule.) 

Line Doss 

Get overall view of fire from vantage point en route or 
from early scouting flight. 

Meet with fire boss to assist with strategy development as 
soon as possible. 

Select and give attention to the most difficult sectors, 
trying to be there at critical times. 



See that division and sector bosses receive written
instructions, map of fire perimeter and assignments, radios for
conummication, fire weather and fire behavior forecasts.

See that each sector boss reports his daily accomplishment
and needs for the next shift for use by plans chief.

See that 9verhead understand policy for working with
Montana Indian firefighter crews.

Plans Chief

Order large scale planimetric maps and aerial photos
promptly.

Prepare tool and supply want lists for the service section
quickly.

Calculate probability and project perimeter on map

currently.

Compile latest information for briefing as scouts report.

Use duplicating machine for maps, daily plans arid

instructions.

Maintain daily envelope file of organization chart, action
plans, instructions, daily fire map and daily fire reports.

Prepare and post an organization chart for the fire.

S. Plan dispersed fire camps to keep men near line and to

reduce travel.

Service Chief

Think ahead to anticipate every possible service need.

Organize service force to provide two shifts which change
at midnight and noon.

Keep camp size under 200 men.

Recommend establishment of dispersed camps if overlooked

in planning. Service chief to inspect each camp.

Arrange for scheduled wakeup of overhead and crews to
insure placement of men on fireline by daylight. Arrange for
night shift crews to arrive on the line by 5 p.m.
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Use frozen meals during initial phases of the fire to 
reduce time delay; provide efficient feeding end wholesome food. 

See that disposable mess gear is used to reduce 
dishwashing. 

Rope off supply areas and keep unauthorized personnel out. 

Provide security measures to prevent fire supplies and 
equipment from being taken from fire or camp in buses or private 
vehicles. 

Take positive action to minimize dust in camp. 

Provide large bulletin board for fire map, notices and 
safety messages. 

Remember to arrange transportation of tools and equipment 
separately from men unless tool boxes in trucks. 

Keep helispots and cargo drop sites a safe distance from 
camp. 

Set up first-aid station for each fire and sign it. 
Ue insect fog gun to control flies, mosquitoes, etc. 

Finance Chief 

1. Planning. 

Participate in fire boss staff planning session. 

Use FSH 5132.51, Business Management Guide for Fire 
Suppression. 

2. Personnel Timekeeper. 

Start early to get correct time for each man. 

Insist on crew boss time reports for crews and all 
overhead units. 

Keep fire time reports with crews as they are moved. 

3. Equipment Timekeeper. 

a. See that every piece of equipment has rental agreement. 



Inspect equipment and record condition before and
after use. Get witness statements and photos if damage claim
likely.

See that nonproductive equipment is released
immediately.

Follow up timekeeping on equipment to keep current and
accurate.

4. Commissary.

Order commissary needs early.

Keep accurate records and post to timeslips currently.

5. Property accountability.

See that equipment and supply inventories are
maintained.

Check waybills for incoming and outgoing shipments.

6. Procurement.

See that purchasing is done through central purchase
except for authorized local purchases.

See that purchase vouchering is done promptly and
properly.

7. Compensation for injury.

Process injury cases thoroughly.

Fully investigate injury cases and get witness
statements.

0, Plan adequate help for hiring and releasing crews.

Try to close the fire suppression job and the fire fiscal
job at the same time.

Be alert to situations which may produce claims such as
private vehicle damage, etc., and initiate preliminary investiga-
tion of facts in case claim is presented.
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Methods of Attack 

There are three basic methods of attacking a fire: (i) direct, 
(2) parallel, and (3) indirect. Each is adapted to certain condi- 

tions of fire behavior. Air attack may be used to supplement 
ground attack. Usually a combination of methods is used. The 
choice of methods depends on: 

1. Behavior of fire at time of attack. 

2 Safety of men. 

Topography and natural firebreaics to facilitate sconon, of 
line construction versus values. 

Chances of crown fire. 

Intensity of wind and influence of other weather factors. 

Safety in burning out. 

Type of equipment available. 

Amount of labor required and available. 

Experience and dependability of overhead and line forces. 

Qualified men available to supervise backfiring. 

Good judgment and skill are necessary for successful application 
of these methods. 

Ground Methods 

1. Direct Method. The direct method of fighting a fire 
treats the fire as a whole, or its burning edge, by wetting, cool- 

ing, smothering, or chemically quenching the f lane, or by mechan- 
ically separating the fire from unburned fuel. By this method, 
attack is directly on the edge of the fire. A hot grass fire can 

be fought successfully with wet sacks and awatters, or by smother- 
ing the f lane with dirt. Often the spread of a fire can be 

stopped by applying water directly on the burning material. The 
direct method may be employed on sections of the fireline that 

have cooled so the edge of the fire can be dug out, scraped, or 
pushed into the burned area or extinguished. This method elimi- 
nates the need for burning out. The fire edge is the line 

location. 



Care is required in line construction to prevent burning material
from crossing the line. The direct method is recommended for the
following situations.

On a smoldering or creeping ground fire.

During night or early morning hours when burning
intensity has slowed and the flames can be beaten out or
smothered.

When the fire is burning against the wind.

When much fire perimeter has gone out and digging out
a few smoldering spots will result in control. This is
usually during the night or early morning hours.

a. Where there are light fuels and the heat is not too
intense for men to work safely on the fire edge.

Cold Trailing. Cold trailing is a method of con-
trolling a partly dead fire edge by careful inspection and,
if necessary, feeling with the hand to detect any fire;
digging out every live spot, end trenching any live edge.

Cold trailing is a part of the direct method of control.
Experienced firefighters should make maximum use wherever
the fire edge appears dead. Before leaving, firefighters
should encircle all fires with a control line, with the
exception of some grass fires where inspection may be
adequate.

Hotspotting. Hotspotting is a practice of con-
structing short sections of line to cheek the spread at
critical points or hotspots in advance of regular line
construction crews. It may be used for the following
situations: (1) During initial attack, to check spread of
small heads or fingers. (2) On a sector of a large fire,
in advance of line construction crew to keep fire within-
planned limits. (3) In advance of cold trailing; small
crews are sent ahead to dangerous points along edge of
fire to check localized flareups.

2. Parallel Method. Use this method when a fire is too hot,
or there is too much smoke, to stop the spread by direct attack.
Construct the control line approximately parallel to, but far
enough from, the fire edge so men and equipment can work effec-
tively and safely. Lines may be shortened by cutting across
unburned fingers.
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Follow as close -to the fire as possible unless a saving in the 
total job of line construction and mopup can be made. Start 

control line at an anchor point, such as rockslide, road, trail, 
stream, or clearing, and work parallel to the fire edge. The 

distance between the control line and fire edge will vary with 
intensity of heat and smoke, location of natural barriers, danger- 

ous fuel, and fire edge regularity. Allow sufficient distance to 
build line and safely burn out. Scout ahead for shortest, 

quickest, and safest route. 

Tha parallel method may be best to use: 

On slow- to medium-fast running fires. 

When using plows, dozers, or other mechanized 
equipment. 

Where there are numerous spot fires. 

Where line can be shortened by cutting across fingers. 

On steep slopes below the fire to avoid undercut fire 
lines. 

On areas where material can be fired as it lies and 
can burn out quickly without special danger of crowi fires. 

Phere natural barriers may be used for fireline. 

Where resistance to control is less by locating the 
control lines away from the fire edge. 

3. Indirect Method. The indirect method of fighting a fire 
consists of selecting a location and preparing a fire control line 

a material distance, of usually more than 100 feet, in advance of 
the fire path and burning out -the intervening area. Such a method 
may be used to stop the spread of crown fires and large, hot, fast- 

running ground fires. Whenever practical, use preconstructed f ire- 
breaks, streams, roads, trails, fields, or other barriers as 
anchor points for the control line. The area to be backfired is 
wider than in the parallel method and usually allows a choice in 

timing when -the backfire is set. This method of fighting fire 
requires maximum skill and must be directed by thoroughly 

experienced foremen. 

The indirect method should be used on: 

a. Large crown fires. 



Fast-running ground fires where it is not safe to work
crews except along natural or artificial barriers.

Where natural or preplaimed barriers are present.

In extremely steep or rugged topography where change
of slope will favor control.

Air Methods. Techniques and procedures to cascade water, chemi-
cals, and. retardants om fires are being perfected rapidly.

Direct air attack may be used for the following purposes:

To put out or 'knock down" small fires, which must be
ground checked.

To check the advance of a fire until ground forces arrive.

To support ground attack forces:

Knock down and cool hotspots so ground crew may attack
direct.

Lay retardants to stop the advance of a fire so ground
forces may construct control line.

Lay hose lines for pumper operation.

Coordination of Air and Ground Attack. The fire boss is responsi-
ble ior all operations planned to control a fire. He must order
air methods when feasible, and coordinate the air attack with
ground attack to obtain fast, energetic, and thorough control by
the most economical combination of methods.

He must plan ahead and consider the value of resources endangered.
An intensive concerted attack with aircraft during the initial
period may prevent thousands of acres from burning and save
unlimited values in resources.

Fire Tactics

Principles of Line Location. Locate line, after consideration of
the following:

1. To have line adequate distance from fire so that line can
be completed, fired out and held with probable rate of spread and
fire behavior.
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2, To allow adequate time to permit available forces not only 
to build lines but also do needed Supplemental work, such as snag 

felling and backfiring, in advance of bad burning conditions. 

3. As close to fire edge as conditions permit. 

4. To make line as short as possible. 

5. To use easiest routes for control without sacrificing: 

Holding practicability. 

Too much area. 

Values. 

6. To eliminate all possible hazards fran fire area and to 
provide adequate safe distance between lines and hazards that must 

be left in the fire area. 

7. To avoid undercut lines and sharp angles. 

8. To utilize barriers where practicable. 

9. To take advantage of the possibility of use of machinery 
for construction of fireline. 

10. To provide for safety of men. 

11. To encircle area where spot fires are so numerous that it 
is impractical to handle as individual fires. 

Principles of Line Construction 

1. Make line no wider than necessary. 

2, Clean all lines to mineral soil. 

Scatter charred or burning material inside burned area. 

Scatter unburned material whichever way is easiest and 
fastest, provided this does not make line too hot to hold or 

complicate mopup. If fuel Is needed for backfiring, place inside 
line. 

Protect undercut lines against rolling material. 

Effectiveness of line width can be increased by cooling 
down adjacent fire with dirt or water. 



Rotten logs and stumps just outside the line should be
covered with dirt or wet down if water is available.

Fall or isolate snags near line before burnout if time
permits.

A control line is not complete until it has been burned
out.

Progressive Line Construction

inh,hcd Ln-
Unfini,hEd Lin.'

HOW

Unfini.rhcd Linc.,# )
Unworkid jfl

UJGD OnLy
in. Lr nud.d.

As each man connects his work with that of the man ahead, he
forces that man to move forward. This causes all crewmembers
ahead of him to move on to new sections of unworked or unfinished
line. No one moves around anyone else to a new position in crew
regardless of how often he has to ask the man ahead of him to
STEP liP.

Principles of Backfiring and Burning Out

All control lines except those right at the fire edge must
be fired out to be effective.

Favorable conditions for backfiring must be watched for,
recognized, and prosrpt action taken.

Recognize that backfiring is often justifiable under
adverse conditions. Little to lose, much to gain. Portions of
line held will narrow fire front.

In backfiring operations consider these guides:

Proper location and construction of line.

Timing operations correctly:

(i) To take advantage of current and predicted weather.
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Proper sequence to tie in with other sectors. 

Proper speed to get width of burn necessary to 
hold. 

To complete the job within time limits allowed. 

Take advantage of drafts created by main fire, and by 
slope and topography. 

Start backfire on higher portion of Line so that the 
operation will proceed downhill. 

Avoid sharp angles in line. If unavoidable, use 
echelon firing. 

In unfavorable weather use ainciliary strip firing. 

Stop firing when backfire will not take. 

Use specialized equipment. 

Use dirt or water as aids to hold backfire. 

See that all crews know plan and are in the clear 
before setting backfire. 

Principles of Tractor Use 

Be sure that all tractors used are in good mechanical 
condition, have approved spark arrestors, have safety canopy 

(when operating in timber or woodland type) and have been signed 
up on Form 6300-23, Equipment Rental Agreement. 

A tractor replaces many men. The cost and accomplishments 
justify top supervision (tractor boss), operators, service facil- 

ities and line location. 

Avoid excessive slopes and rocks on 'which tractor can 
hang up. 

Work tractors in tandem when possible, especially when 
working near a fast-moving fire. Provides faster line construc- 

tion and assistance if one machine hangs up or breaks down. 

When possible, provide two operators per tractor, per 
shift, and alternate operators. One not operating will act as 

spotter. 



6. Use powersaw crew to buck logs and fell trees or snags in
fireline if necessary.

7. Push inflammable material to outside of tractor line,
except on direct attack when hot material should be pushed well
inside and scattered.

8. Allow no unauthorized person to ride on tractor.

9. During mopup:

Use tractor to push large logs or hot piles into
burned area.

Scatter and level eat piles on inside of line.

a. Push over short hot snags and stumps.

10. Servicing.

Plan to lube and fuel at each change of shift. Have
tractor lights available for night shift.

Have water available to fill radiators and flush
radiator shell.

a. Have rations, flashlights, first-aid kits and canteens
available for each tractor.

11. Timekeeper, tractor boss or sector boss must keep record
of operating time of each tractor.

12. Operators, epottere, and tractor boss should understand
and use standard signals for directing tractors.

Principles of Water Usc

Use water sparingly, whether using a canteen pump, back-
pack pump, portable pump, or a tanker.

Direct water at the base of the flame to be effective.

Water alone will not do the job. Have handtool men work
with nozzle men to make most effective use of water, especially
during inopup.

Good communication between nozzle men and water source,
either radio or by hand signals, is essential.
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Have the correct fitting for the job, such as shutoff 
nozzles for tankers, straight nozzles for air-cooled portable 

pumps, applicators for Inopup. 

Plan for ample water supply for tanker shows; that is, 
mother tankers, close water points. Coordinate so all units do 

not run out of water at once during the critical period. 

Do not block roads with tankers. Always allow room for 
emergency traffic or exit in case of trouble. Keep tankers headed 

in right direction for escape, if necessary. 

Do not depend on water alone; always have handtools avail- 
able and use them if water runs out or pump fails. 

After direct attack with water, always follow with a hand- 
line to mineral Soil around entire fire. 

Provide goggles for use of nozzle men. 

Principles of Mopup 

Start inopup as soon as line construction and burnout are 
complete. 

Allow fuel to burn up if it will do so promptly and safely. 

On small fires, mop up entire area if practical. 

On large fires, mop up far enough in to be certain that no 
fire can blow, spot or roll over the fireline under the worst 

possible conditions. Fell all snags which could spot across line. 

Search for smoldering spot fires. 

Attend to snags, punicy logs, and fuel concentrations which 
occur outside of line. 

Search for and dig out burning roots near line. 

Separate and scatter concentrations of heavy fuel. 

Put all material which may roll where it cannot roll 
across line. 

Trench below heavy logs, stumps, or material so they 
cannot roll. 

Feel out line with hands for possible smoldering spots. 



Use water in conjunction with handtools where possible or
practical. In dry mopup, stir and mix hot embers with dirt.

Cold trail or out unburned or partially burned brush near
line. Prune up reproduction thickets near line.

Principles of Aerial Use

1. Air Tanker Planes.

a. If chemical can be used call for it early; follow up
with aggressive suppression action.

b. Consider:

Type of fuel--brush or tall timber.

Wind conditions--not over 30 m.p.h.

Terrain--can plane maneuirer to release effective
drop?

Visibility-_can pilot see target?

Will drop contribute to control of fire?

Safety of ground personnel.

Can mission be accomplished during daylight?

c. Do not depend on chemical drop--fight fire aggres-
sively, use assist from chemical if it gets in.

d. Suspend drops as soon as chey are no longer effective
or essential.

e. JUl drop planes will have radio communication--keep in
contact with pilot if he is an initial attack pilot, with air
attack boss if in air.

f. Are there physical hazards in drop pattern--telephone
lines, powerlines, towers.

g. If conditions or terrain make operation of fixed wing
air tanker unusable, consider use of helicopter with water
drop accessory or one with fixed chemical tank.

2. Air Cargo.

a. Use paracargo drops to supply crews in isolated areas.
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b. If weather, smoke, or cloud conditions make flying 
questionable, do not rely entirely on paracargo. Consider 

emergency supply by pack string or man pack. 

c, Locate drop spot on ridge top, meadow or eidehill with 
approach and getaway clear of obstructions for low flying 

planes, good visibility and clear of snags, tall timber and 
rocks. 

Mark target area with white or orange "T" in open or 
cleared ground. greet paper streamer on long pole as wind 

indicator. 

Danger zone is 200 feet on each side, 300 feet on 
approach, and 1,300 feet on getaway leg of flight line. Keep 

all personnel, animals, and vehicles clear of danger zone. 

Have camp no closer than 600 feet from target and 
outside danger zone. 

Station lookouts on each side of danger zone to count 
and spot each drop. 

After retrieving, untie (never cut) shroud lines, 
fold and store parachutes for return to base. 

Place all orders for paracargo well in advance of need. 
It takes time to process, package, transport and drop cargo. 

If good helispot and helicopters are available, 
consider supply by helicopter air freight. Depends on type of 

helicopter available, air traffic in vicinity, and relative 
cost. In difficult ridgetop situations, loss of paracargo 

may offset additional cost of helicopter dth no loss. 

3. Helicopter. 

a. Scouting and reconnaissance. 

Where heliports or helispots are close to area and 
airports are a long distance away. 

For detailed scouting of a fireline. 

b. Transportation of personnel. 

(1) Where distance of foot travel will not meet time 
limits. 



Where difficulty of travel (steep slopes, heavy
brush, barriers) would result in wornout men arriving on
line.

Where speed of attack is essential--can initial
attack or immediate followup control fire?

Retrieving smokejunipers to get them back to base

if needed.

Removal of sick or injured.

Quick movement of men for safety reasons.

c. Air freight.

(1) Transportation of food, equipment, and supplies to
isolated heliportS.

(2) Retrieving valuable or needed supplies or

equipment.

4. Infra-Red Mapping Unit. M infra-red mapping unit is based
qt Boise, Idaho, for use in mapping fires where smoke and/or darkness
reduces tie effectiveness of normal air and ground reconnaissance to
determine accurate location of the fire perimeter or spot fires.

LiEgery produced requires a trajued interpreter ,ho must be

furnished by the using unit.

Fire Camp Reminders

Planning and Setting Up Camp. The time available for planning a
oamp is usually very limited. Therefore a systematic scheme for
quick planning is necessary. The following tickler list will
assist in formulating a plan.. (See figures 13, 14, and l4a.)

Roughly sketch site, indicating usable ground.

a. General wind direction, smoke, dust, noise.

b, Water supply, kitchen.

c. Roads, trails into camp, and to fireline.

Locate on sketch and ground:

a. Kitchen--on windward side to avoid dust, stench, et
Put above other camp units on ruiming water.
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b. Tool and timerecorder station--locate a point where 
crews will leave and enter camp. 

C. Parking space--put trucks and pack strings where dust, 
noise, and stench will not reach camp. 

Radio or telephone--at timerecorder's station if he 
handles; away from camp noise if special operator. 

Bed ground--in crew units and reserve ample apace. 
Avoid dusty, noisy location. No snags. 

Latrines--downwind, accessible to bed grounds. 

Garbage pit--downwind, away from water. 

Developing Camp. Existing circumstances will determine procedure. 
If line crews arrive simultaneously with camp officer and equip- 

ment, the first job is to tool up and get crews started to fire. 
Unload only the supplies needed for them to taie to line. Hold 

mess outfits and food on trucks until kitchen site is definitely 
located. 

Kitchen. Arrange stoves and open fire so smoke blows away 
from kitchen. Wood for Kimmel stoves, 20 inches long. "T" table 
for double line feeding, 16 to 20 feet long, depending on size of 

crew, not over 30 inches high. (See figure 14.) 

For table, get; 10 posts, 4-inch top, l ax handles long. 
6 cross arms, 3-inch top, 1* ax handles long. 

2 top poles, 3-inch top, 3 ax handles long. 
2 top poles, 3-inch top, 7 ax handles long; or 
4 top poles, 3-inch top, 4 ax handles long. 

Cook's worktable: 6 posts, 4-inch top, l ax handles long. 
3 cross arms, 3-inch top, l- ax handles long. 
2 top poles, 3-inch top, 4 ax handles long. 

Tent fly (if used): 4 poles, 3-inch top, 6 or 7 ax handles long. 
1 pole, 3-inch top, 5 ax handles long. 

Supplies: Food stacked on poles on ground. None stored under 
serving tables; they leak. 

Rope or pole fence: Keep loafers out of kitchen. 

Garbage. Dry pits, downwind. Do not burn, wind changes 
and stench bad. Dotes at kitchen for dirty dishes and table 

scraps. Put on downwind side because of flies. 



Latrines. Downwind, screened from camp, road, and trail.
Pole 4 inches in diameter; dead wood best no pitch. Set not
over 20 inches high (two_thirds ax handle5 Directional signs or
blazes from camp and bed grounds.

Parking Lot. Downwind, trucks and cars headed out,
drivers Stationed.

Bed Grounds. Windward side, quiet, no smoke or dust.
Crew units, location of crew bosses; away from kitchen water
supply. Snags are dangerous; cut for wood. Warmup fires for
each bed ground. Signs, directional, crew assigned.

Washup Station. Downstream from kitchen; well-drained
ground, no mud. Lantern night and morning. Towel racks in sun
for drying. Signs, directional, from timerecorder's station and
bed grounds.

Timerecorder's Station. Proper location to see men come in
and leave camp, tool supplies, etc. Accessible as commissary.
Fence to keep out loafers. Tool racks, one for each crew. Racks
simple, single pole 23- feet above ground. Fasten to posts, trees,
or stumps. Lean tools against pole--safer and adequate. Signs,
name or number of crew.

Stable. Pack stock. Downwind because of stench and flies.
Downstream from camp water supply. Snags, rocks, logs with sharp
limbs or knots are dangerous. Space at hitch or feed racks, 6
feet per animal.

Flies. If flies, hornets, or mosquitoes become a nuisance,
spray DDT solution or apply with cloth. Use care not to get In
food. Recommend use of insect fog guns when available.
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Figure 3 
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Figure 14a 
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Camp Crew

Obtain men for camp detail--cooks, fluslies, timerecorders,
packers, truckdrivers, etc., and direct their work.

Organize camp help and give them instructions.

Instruct cooks on number of men to be fed and when first
meal is needed.

Kitchen Operation

First order of supplies to be sent out from Ranger or
Forest headquarters, following a planned list for the number of
meals to be provided. (See part VII, catalpg_)

Future orders to be prepared by one person--preferably one
with experience as steward--after an inventory has been taken of
supplies on hand. This order to be screened by supply officer.
If planned list isfollowed, deduction should be made for supplies
on hand. Supply officer should have camp boss and messing experi-
ence to meet qualifications to do the job.

Raphasis to be placed on furnishing plentifua., wholesome,
well-prepared foods, rather than on variety. Suphasis to be
placed on use of oven in fire camps. Beef and baja roasts may be
Served with, gravy in camp, and make excellent, sandwiches. Because
of less waste, ham should replace bacon. Hambjrger also has
utility for camp, fried or in meat loaf, or 'for sandwiches. Meat
cutting in camp should be held to minimum.

Fresh fruits should be confined to t,pes that carry and
keep well, and that can be utilized in lunches--such as oranges
and apples. Cantaloupe, if placed in large garbage cans with
Chopped ice, are excellent for camp meals. Peaches, pears, and
grapes in season are good when truck transportation is available.

Fresh vegetables should include potatoes, tomatoes, onions,
celery, carrots, lettuce and other vegetables in season. These
serve 'a dual purpose for stews and salads. Vegetables should be
cleaned and iced well in advance of planned use; protection from
sun and dust is a must.

Eggs should be purchased in medium size, and careful check
made before each order of stock on hand and expected manpower.
Three eggs per man per day should be figured.

Canned vegetables should be restricted to wiandard items
of peas, string beans, tomatoes, and corn. Avoid such items
as sauerkraut, asparagus tips, etc.
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U. Use margarine--not butter. 

If the need for mess continues beyond the first day, stew 
should be on the stove at all times. It should contain plenty of 
meat, with potatoes, onions, and carrots, replenished often. 

Vegetables should not be placed in original stew until meat is 
fairly well cooked. 

Sandwiches should contain palatable, tender meat, lettuce, 
and margarine. One jam or jelly sandwich should be supplied in 

each lunch. Prepared pork loaf or other canned highly seasoned 
meat preparations should be avoided as much as possible. 

Cold juices should always be on tap in camp, preferably 
unsweetened varieties such as grapefruit and orange. Carbonated 

beverages or soda pop will not be supplied. 

Kitchen should be roped off well, and none but kitchen 
help permitted. Dishwashing is very important. Use plenty of hot 

water and detergent soap. Change wash water and scalding water 
often. 

Use disposable mess gear to reducedishwashing. 

Garbage disposal and facilities should be given high 
priority. 

Camp officer should be experienced in messing large nuin- 
bers of men, or should be furnished with a high type of cooks and 

helpers. 

Camp officer will maintain high standards of sanitation in 
all kitchen operations including rigid requirements for personal 

cleanliness of kitchen crews. 

Camp Operation 

Feed men at time designated by fire boss. 

Run men through the lines by crews where possible. 

Keep men, including overhead, not a part of the regular 
kitchen force, out of the kitchen. 

Provide warmup fires away from the kitchen at feed ground. 

Make crew bosses responsible for maintaining order. 

Designate sleeping areas. 



Have double lunches prepared and sacked before breakfast.

See that camp and grounds are kept clean.

See that dishes are rinsed in hot water.

Equipment and Supplies

Order men, supplies, and equipment to meet the plans of
the division or sector boss.

Carry an inventory of all supplies and equipment in camp.

Have all waterbags soaked for use.

Have garbage pits and toilets sprinkled with lime daily.

Have canvas or plaste shelter in case of storm.

See that there is nc waste of supplies or equipment.

See that a supply of kitchen wood is maintained.

Check food supply orders and eliminate unrealistic or
unreasonable items.

After first day, order open-stock supplies.

Keep tools sharpened.

See that crew boss has his tools placed in toolraok.

See that bedding is properly checked out and accounted for.

Have crew boss see that his men roll, mark, and stack
their beds each morning.

See that light for camp and I ireline are ready for use.

See that outgoing equipment and supplies return to proper
destination.

Transoortation

1. Provide transportation for men, supplies, and equipment.

2 Schedule trucks; see that they take excess equipment from
camp on return trips.
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Keep a supply of gas and oil at camp. 

Keep motor equipment serviced. 

If pasture is used, require packers to wrangle stock at 
daybreak. 

See that sufficient hay and oats are on hand but not 
wasted. 

Schedule pack trains and require full loads. 

C. Order transportation in ample tine for men being released. 

Communications 

Establish, as soon as possible, co.mmunication with the 
headquarters and other camps and parts of the line. 

Keep communication channels functioning, messages recorded, 
and brought to the attention of the right persons. 

Provide for messenger service if needed. 

Timekeeping and Reports 

See that tine records are kept for camp labor and overhead 
and submitted to timerecorder daily. 

Place commissary in custody of time officer. 

Breaking Camp 

Obtain from sector boss each evening which crews to be 
released the following day. 

Arrange for transportation, feeding en route, etc., of 
released men. 

Have timerecorder finish timeslips. 

Have crew bosses of crews released check in all equipment. 

Check, get signatures, and initial timeslips. 

Return equipment and supplies to proper destination. 

Clean up campsite. 

Cover garbage pits and latrines. 



9. Unless otherwise directed, tear down tables, kitchen, etc.,
and pile loose poles.

10. Put out all fires.

Man-Caused Fire Investigation

Start investigation at the earliest possible moment. The success
of the trespass investigation and law enforcement will depend upon
your actions. Your job is to secure all information and evidence
possible.

1. Howtodoit:

a. En route to fire:

Make note of description of anyone who aight be
suspect and record license numbers.

Look for end preserve tracks or other evidence.

b. In vicinity of fire:

Determine point of origin from wind and direction
of fire spread. Mark spot and make notebook sketch map.

Protect evidence at origin with barricade of logs,
brush Cr lijuba.

Record all information obtained, names of anyone
seen or contacted, and gist of any conversations.

c. As soon as possible:

Secure statements from witnesses or persons who
may have been in the area when fire started. These state-
ments need not be elaborate, but should be complete as to
detail and should be secured as soon as possib1e Have
the person who lmows how the fire started or other factual
information recite the facts to you or write them down
himself, preferably before another witness. Ask questions
to get needed points covered. Have the individual sign
and date the statement, and you and any witness sign.

Interview witnesses individually, accompanied by
another Forest Service employee where possible.

Keep the information secured confidential and
report it to the fire boss or District Ranger.
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MDntana Indian Firefighters Policy 
(See FSH 5132.51) 

1. Each crew of about 25 men will have a Forest Service man 
as crew ],iaison officer. He is responsible for the health, 

welfare, safety, and effectiveness of his crew. 

2, Each crew has its own crew bosses and squad bosses. Do 
not put non-Indian sector team crew and squad bosses with the 
F crews. The sector boss will issue instructions through the 

crew liaison officer. 

Crew liaison officer shall be briefed on status of fire 
and safety precautions by sector boss before taking crew on shift. 

Check Instructions for Use and Management of Montana 
Indian Firefighters in FSH 5132.51 for policy on pay rates, travel 

and standby time, and point of pay. Make not commitments which 
conflict with the policies in the MIF instructions. 

Do not split 25-man crews into smaller groups for differ- 
ent line assignnients unless unavoidable. Work through the crew 

liaison officer to get permission of the Indian crew boss when it is necessary to use squad units away from the crew even within 
the same sector. 

Do not mix individual Indians from organized crews with 
other firefighters. The crews are to be f ad and bedded dawn as 

units. 



PART VI - CODES, LEGENDS, SIGNAlS, AND )VIISCELLANEOUS

GROUND-TO-AIR EMERGENCY CODE

(STANOSRO SMOKEJUMPER SIGNALS MAY BE USED FOR ANY EMERGENCY>

CHANGE JUMP SPOT J
CARGO DROP TARGET (FORM NUMERAL

TO I DENT FY TARGETS WHEN 2
SEVERAL IN AREA) T OR T

HELICOPTER LAND SPOT (FORM
NUMERAL TO IDENTIFY SPOT
WHEN SEVERAL IN SAME AREA) - - H OR IH3

NED CROSSCUT SAW S

NEED POWERSAW 55
NEED CLIMBERS - 0
NEED DRINKING WATER U

NEED FOOD F

NEED RADIO WITH BATTERIES R

NEED BATTERIES FOR RADIO - RB

NEED HAND PUMP P

NEED POWER PUMP OI.ITFIT PP

REED LIGHT DJTY PUMP - - - - APP
NEED MORE HELP (FORM NUMERALS

FOR TWO OR MORE MEN) - - - 2
FIRE MANNED AcOUATELY - -
JUMPER OK (PARACHUTE AND L) - L
PERSONNEL OK LL
ABLE TO RIDE HORSE
NEED STRETCHER CREW 3
BROKEN LEG
BROKEN ARM
BBOIEN BACK
HEAD INJURY
PUNCTURE WOUND S
UNABLE TO DIAGNOSE 9
RECEI'/ED MESSAGE--WAVE

STREAMER

PLANE-TO-GROUND SIGNALS

"RECEIVED MESSAGE" - WAVE STREAMER OR ROCK PLANE.
"WILL DROP MESSAGE" - GUN MOTOR THREE TIMES.
"FIRE HERE" - PLANE CIRCLES THREE TIMES.

SiGNALS SHOULD BE 2 BY 7 FEET OR LARGER. EO NOT CHANGE UNTIL PILOT ACKNOWL-
EBOES SIGNAL BY ROCKING PLANE. (REMOVE SIGNAL AFTER EMERGENCY IS OVER.)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

GROUND PARTY CAN BEST ATTRACT SEARCHING AIRCRAFT BY USE OF DEVICES SUCH AS
MIRRORS, SMOKES, OR ANIMATED MOVEMENTS. ONCE LOCATED. THE PARTIES CAN USE
THE CODES AND SUGGESTIONS LISTED. IF GROUND PARTY HAS NO MARKER, MOVE AROUNC

IN OPEN SO PILOT CAN SEE YOU.

ALL FOREST SERVICE AIRPLANES HAVE SIGNAL STREAMERS WHICH CAN BE DROPPED TO
GROUND MEN WHD ATTRACT THE PLANE'S ATTENTION BOT WAVE NO MEANS OF MAKING

GROUND SYMBOLS. THE GFRDUND SYMBOLS CAN ME MADE THOM PANEL MATERIAL DROPPED
FROM PLANES, OR OTHER DEVICES CAN BE USED TO FORM THE EMERGENCY CODE SYMBOLS
SUCH AS: ROLLED PAPER, NEWSPAPER. FRESH CUT PEELED POLES. ROCKS, SCRAPED
GRASS COVER. OR OTHER SIMPLE METHODS.

A MAN STANDING UPRIGHT WITH HANDS CLASPED ABOVE HEAD WILL BE CONSIDERED O.K.

IF NO OTHER SIGNALS ARE GIVEN, A MAN STRETCHED OUT ON THE GROUND WILL RE
ASSUMED TO HAVE INJURIES TOO SEVERE TO PERMIT UNAIDED MOVEMENTS.

PROVIDE AS MUCH COLOR CONTRAST AS POSSIBLE BETWEEN MATERIAL USED FOR SYLS
AND BACKGROUND AGAINST WHICH SYMBOLS ARE EXPOSED
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STOP. BACK AND 
FORTH, WAIST HIGH, 

SWINGING MOTION. 

REVERSE OR BACKUP. 

FULL tIRCLE IN FRONT 
OF THE SPOTTER. 
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DOZER CREW SlGNAL. 

COME AHEAD. up 
AND DOWN IN 

FRONT OF SPOT- 
TER, FROM WAIST 

TO ARM'S LENGTH 
ABOVE HEAD. 

TURN. SWING FLAG OR 
LIGHT ON SIDE TO WHICH 

OPERATOR IS TO TURN. 

CAUTION. WAYE FLAG 
OR LIGHT IN HALF 

CIRCLE AT ARM'S 

LENGTH ABOVE HEAD. 

ATTRACT OPERATOR'S ATTENTION. MAY ALSO 
USE ONE BLAST ON A POLICE WHISTLE OR OTHER 

SUITABLE SUBSTITUTE. 

SIGNALS GIVEN BY OPERATOR 

CAN'T SEE SPOTTER WANT DOZER HELPER TO COME TO DOZER 

GUN MOTOR TWICE GUN MOTOR ONCE 



-I
Land here Yes

HELICOPTER SIGNAL SYSTEM

Ground-to-air signals

Indicate wind direction No (yaw back
(circle) and forth)

/

No

Air- to-ground signaic

Yes (pitch up and down)
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Need help

Wind direction (one Cut engine (throat-
hand, back to wind) Clear (salute) cutting motion)



7YP/CAL HEL/SPOT 
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SIDE L'7E4' 

TQLICHDOM'(V PAD 
M/N/,WL//frf 15 FT 5QUAR( 

1ANG STWELIAER TO INDICATE WONt) 

FRONT 1/fEW 

EO FT M/N/41LJ,w 

t- 
y5FT j 

CLEARED AREA 

CLEARED AREA PREM/LING 
WINDS 



RADIO CODE

TEN-CODE

10-1 RECEIVING POORLY.
10-2 RECEIVING WELL.
10-3 Stop transmitting.
10-4 OK - ACKNOWLEDOMENT

10-5 Verbal repeat.
10-6 STANDBY (wIi. CALL).
10-7 OUT OF SERVICE (RADIO TURNED OFF') MINUTES.
10-0 IN SERVICE (iADIO TURNED ON).
10-9 Repeat, beginning with
10-11 Slow up (talking too fast).
10-13 Transmit weather information.
10-19 Return to your station, or am returning.
10-20 WHAT IS YOUR LOCATION?
10-25 Do you have contact with ?

10-33 Ebiergency traffic at this station.
1C36 Correct time.

FOUR-CODE

4-1 All clear - no fires.
4-2 What is, or this is, the burning index.
4-3 Leaving base on patrol flight.
4-4 AArrived base on patrol flight, or returning to

base from patrol flight.
4-5 TURN ON AUTOMATIC REPEAT.
4-6 Turn off automatic repeat.
4-7 I HAVE FIRE TRAFFIC, OR DO YOU HAVE FIRE TRAFFIC?
4-8 Transmit short test call.
4-9 What do you have to report?
4-10 Take my subsistence order.
4-li ENEGENCY FIRE CALL.
4-12 Call my home.
4-13 Arrived at scene of fire.
4-14 Can handle fire.
4-15 Fire under control.
4-16 ROUTINE CHECK-IN.
4-17 We have no traffic for you.
4-97 HOW ARE YOU RECEIVING ?

PHONVI'IC ALPHABHE

A - Alpha G - Golf M - Mike S - Sierra Y - Yankee
B-Bravo H-Hotel N-November T-Tamgo Z-ZuJ.0
C - Charlie I - India 0 - Oscar U - Uniform
D - Delta J - Jifliett P - Papa V - Vlctor
E - Echo K - Kilo Q - Quebec W - Whiskey
F - Foxtrot L - Lima 8 - Romeo X - Xray
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FIRE SUPPRESSION MAP LEHEND 

(10 Red) 

Fire Go,, Headquarters 

District Fire Pnottttion Boundary 
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Pinned Fire Un. Location 

Planned S.condory Line L000tltn 
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4 
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Stream 
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Sioioiofle Showing Ternlini 

Wind DirootiOn and telnet, 
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color tor .eoh Period) 

Figure 15 



Part VII

21-5120-34 (Revised 4/68)

CATALOG OF 2UIPMPXr, SUPPLIES, AND
MASPOWER AVAILASLE FOR FIRE SUPPRESSION

(Reference FSM 5122. l4a)

It is essential that men, equipment, an& supplies be dispatched
accurately and rapidly to meet fire suppression needs. The primary
objective is to get the proper facilities in the correct amounts to
the right place in the least possible time.

This catalog was prepared to provide an index of facilities available
and expedite ordering procedures. Use of item number and standard
terminology will help avoid confusion and reduce errors.

Following are some general guidelines for ordering different categories
of facilities: Order general equipment and food supplies from
appropriate warehouse. Air Service Requests are processed by the
Aerial Fire Depot; specify jumper dispatcher, retardant dispatcher or
air cargo. Requests for airplanes and helicopters are processed by the
Regional Air Operations Officer. Order manpower and special equipment
itmns from the Regional Fire Coordinator. All orders should be through
proper channels.

In order to avoid shortages or duplications, order from the catalog
whenever possible. A standard ordering form, 21-6310-21, Fire Camp
Order and Inventory Sheet, is also available and should be used.
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PART X - CCFLETE QA)P UNITS AND STANDARD UNITS

cAMPS FOR GOING FUN ONLY.
GO NGT FOR PORRIT CACHAR.
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PART I - COMPLETE CAMP UNITS AND STANDARD UNITS (Con.) 

alteiss available only from Missoula. 
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. Number of Men 
Description 50 100 150 200 

F-i Pulaski toolbox 2 4 6 8 
2-4 Ax bundle 1 2 3 4 

C-20 Timerecorder and fire 
boss .t2 1 1 2 2 

2-16 Headlight and too1box 1 2 3 4 
2-2Shovel 2 4 6 8 

c:3...S1eeingbags kapok 9 18 27 36 
Soveand fly bundle 2 3 4 5 

ght carton 1 2 3 4 
C-23 Geox 1 2 3 4 
F_32 Fusees 1 1 2 2 
2-10 Battery carton 2 4 6 8 

F- Canteen package 4 8 13 17 
-??. Lister bag 1 1 2 2 
G-3. Fire irons 2 2 3 4 
F-33 Cargo ..ttl2Le....kit 1 1 1 ._J 
C-21 Camp officer accessory 

box 1 1 1 1 
0-26 Coascissary box 1 2 3 4 F5 .in .aw 2 4 6 8 

Gas pre-nu.x gallOn 10 10 15 15 
C-34 Accessory package for 

p9s 2 4 6 8 
2-32 Frozen lunch 118) 200 300 400 

Fromen breakfast 60 120 180 240 
C_33 frozendinnor 60 120 180 240 
c,14 St..am .ettle 2 4 6 8 
C-35 Coffee package 2 4 6 8 

Item 
No. Name of Unit 

CA-2 Initial camp - air drop 

(Specify for 
number of den.) 



PARI I - COMPlETE CAMP UNITS AND STANDARD UNITS (Con.)

Item
_!2 Name of Unit

A.-3 25-men standard
outfit

(Siecify if for
frozen meals or
regular rations.)

(Any of these items
siar also be ordered
separately.)

Deecription

F-1 Pulaski toolbox - 1 each
F-Axbundle .-leach- ....- ........
F-2 Shovel sack - 1 eachlneeach

ag.kap0k...55N..)cRS...............
F16 . each

cart°!L-....
1-16 Stove and fly bundle - 1 each

IT2) INCLUDED ONLY IF ORDERED FOR USE WITH
FROZEN MEAlS. (MIST RE ORDERED SEPARA1Y)

1-34 Acceseory package for frozen meals -
1 each

ps-....leach
C-14 Steam kettle - 1 each

ITE INCLUDED ONLY IF ORDERED FOR REGUlAR
RATIONS. (MIST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY)

C-S 25-san disposable kitchen and mess
p34tfor ..................-...._.._. ....

C-7 Mess box - 1 each

IT INCLUDED ONLY IF D2RED FOR USE WITH
FROZEN MEAI.S. (MIST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY)

C-34 Accessory package for frozen meals -
1 each

C-.)5 Coffee.packag.- 1 each
1-14 Steam kettle - 1 each

ITEMS INCLUDED ONLY IF ORDERED FOR USE WITH
REGULAR RATIONS. (MIST BE ORDERED
SEPARATELY)

C-S 25-san disposable kitchen and mess
gear for 3 days - 1 each

-138-

A-4 25-men supplemental F-I. Pulaski toolbox - 1 each
outfit (any of these F-2 Shovel sack - 1 each
items may also be 4Ls2TLL.1e
ordered separately)

)&s....tJ3unF-bBattery carton - 1 each



PART 2 - FIRS CAMP EQUIPMENT AND FOOD SUPPLIES 
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Description 

C-]. 

lO_posin4..,P)S 
Paper,disposable 

Kapok, 1 bundie of 6 bags 
Lightweight, plastic, reusable, but çpforuze .ith .slping bag 

Canvas wall tezrt 14- by].6-foot 
2p_ bylOO_foot, ..004_qpph .hick 

1 mosquito bar, 4 wash basins, 1 scrub brush, 
4 canvas buckets, 3 pot cleaners, 1 alarm 

clock, 2 lantern funnels, 3 lantern generators, 
1 lantern wrench, 24 cantles, 2 gas lanterns 

(2 burner), 1 claw barmier, 1 dish pan, 
2 frying pane, 1 meat saw, 25 hand towels, 

2CQUs....toilettiANc.c......................................................... 
Kitchen equipment for 25 sen and mess gear 

for 3 days. If number of days not specified, 
a 3-day supply will be sent. This unit 

contains: 
25-man disposable mess boiler - 1 each 
25-man mess carton - 1 each 
25-man 1-day mess gear - 3 each 

.1St...i..s.qlAf,ci...4hC125SU...ises3..)............................ 
Mess gear to serve 25 men for 1 day. Contains 

plates, cups, knives, etc. No cooking 
eQuipment included. 

with....frozen 
Mess gear to serve 25 men for 1 meal. No 

cooking equipment included. 
riquir..with ......m..ala) 

Complete kitchen cooking equipment for. 10 
cien and mess gear for 3 days. Disposable 

when return transportation expensl:ve. This 
unit contains: 

10-man outfit (cooking) 
- 1 each 

25-man 1-day mess gear - 1 each 
reQuiredwith ....en maLi)- 

5-gallon large opening can in insulated 
papiagp 

5-g3.pin screw-top can on r.naulated package 
30-gallon with 3 racks f or preparing frozen 

meals. Kettles hold 3D meals. Can be 
reused. 

2 5-burner plates, 1 large single burner C or 
heating water, and 1 oven rout, with neees.. 

sary fittings. Contains 1 each 14- by 16-foot 
fly, griddle and double roaster. For roadside 
use. RequIres up to 2 100-pound tanks of 

..pTQpane.,lo....N...ipl....day cfepzctt4.go,, 

c-i Lunch bag 
C-2 Sleeping pg 
Cr3 Sleeping pig 
C-4 Air mattress 

c-S Tent 
C-f, Plastic sheet 
C-? Mess box 

C-S 25-sian disposable 
kitchen and mesa 
outfit (Specify 
number of days 

required.) 

C-9 1-day disposable 
mess outfit for 25 

sian (Specify number 
ofday.required. 

C-jo 1-meal dispcsable 
mess outfit for 

25 men 
C-il 10-man disposable 

kitchen and mess 
outfit (Specify 
number of days 

required.) 

C-12 Hot food container 

Hot drink container 
C-14 Steam kettle 

C-15 Camp stove, propane 
(Specify amount of 

propane.) 

Item 
No. Unit Name 



Item
_)&, Unit Name

C-16 Stove and fly
bundle

ç-i - Prppane
C-id Fire irons

C-19 Moat slicer
C-20 Pimerecorder and

fire boss desk

C-21 Camp officer
accessory box

C-22 Lister bag
C-23 so1ine box

C_24
C-25 CarTool grinding outfit,

portable
C-26 Connissary box

C-27 Generator

C-28 Generator

C-29 Propane light

0-30 Mobile refer unit

PART 2 - FIRE CAMP 2UIPMENT AND FOOD SUPPT.TE (Con.)

Description

1 complete Kiracel stove, 1 each 14- by 16-foot
flyand3drip pans
]0O-poundcylinder
2-inch and 1-1/2-inch pipe, telescoped for
ram asgrates over open pit I
Hand operated - 1 each
Supplies, forms, and organization charts to
facilitate supervision and timekeeping on
large fires. Includes 2 each lObyl2 tent

d2eeph .a.by......oqtflp.
2 hammers, wire, saw, assorted nails, signs,
rope, funnels, 6 files, 1 screwdriver,
2 pliers, 1 side cutter, 2 electric lanterns,
2 file handles
30with purification tablets ch
Contaic-ib 12 fusees, 2 gallons lantern gas,

time.recorder...kit, 2.9riart .....5
leach
Powered with gasoline engine, with 1 gallon
of gasolin.(cisc).
Contains the following Items:

1 dozen pair gloves, canvas
1 dozen pair socks, boot, lightweight
1 dozen pair socks, boot, part wool,

medium-weight
1 dozen pair lazes, shoe, assorted boot

lengths
2 packages needles, sewing
1 pricelis-t
1 container with padlock and key

NOTE: All tobacco will be by special oPder
in quantities to best meet estimated
needs. Tobacco is a food item and not
to be sold.

Heavy duty base camp generator, 6 KVA, on
skids, with accessories, extra gas (cnrsixed)
and oil.
1 semiportabie light plant, 4 EW, wii
i1e...and.g]ipnega
Complete with accessories and 20-pound tank
of propane sufficient for 55 hours.
}AaEimumof15OOO dpd:!.dpOwer.....................
Will be routed from cocznercial outlets.

reliciracceasibi1ity
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PART 2 - FIRE CAMP EQUIPMENT AND FOOD SUPPLIES (con.) 

Item 
No. Unit Name Description 

C-3]. Frozen breakfast Individual packet (complete meal in each 
packet including coffee, juice, and utensils) 

Menus listed below: 

Pancakes and Canadian bacon 
French toast and Canadian bacon 
Creamed chipped beef 

Smokies (sausages) with beans 
Can be used for lunches Or supper 

Rmpgsheat4ng............................................................................... 

0-32 Frozen lunch contains 2 santh,iches (sliced beef and 

turkey with cheese), fruit, candy bar, juice, 

accessory packet and lunch sack with tie 
-string.................................................................................................... 

0-33 Frozen dinner Thdividual packet (complete meal in each 
packet including coffee, juice, and utensils) 
Menus listed below: 

Sirloin tips 
Chicken fricassee 
Sliced beef 
Sliced turkey and dressing 

Pot roast or beef 
Beef stew 

C-34 Accessory package 1 boiler 
for frozen meals 3 cartons book matches 

3 rolls tissue, toilet 

10 bars hand soap 
30 each hand towels 
S each dish towels 

2 each lanterns, 1-bursier 0olezn with 
acceosory, 12 mantles, 3 generators, 

1 wrench, and 1 funnel 

4 wash basinc 

1 alarm clock 
1 mosquito bar 
2 files, S-inch flat 
4 buckets, canvas 

0-35 Coffee package 1 I-gallon can, 2 pounds coffee, 50 hot drink 

cups, 2 cans milk, 1 pound cube sugar, 
1 dipper, and 50 plastic spoons. Designed 

for use with frozen meals. 
0-36 Rations, 30-man Breakfast and supper. Mast be cooked at 

1-day camp. Order amount and kind of bread 

desired. Order smokechaser rations (0-37) 

for lunches. 
0-37 Rations, 1 meal ration for smokechaser pack and lunch 

sm0kechsser use. (GSA individual fire ration packed 10 

- 
--rationser 

C-38 Drinking water In disposable cans 
(usually 3 each 5-gallon 

ebund.e..)....)ec.....Np...un 



PART 2 FIRE CAMP EQUIPMENT AND FOOD SuPPLIES (Con.)

C-39 Container, water
............cable

C-40 Timrecorder's kit

C-41 Reccszxnended standard
menus

(Specify menu number
and number of men

Plastic, 5-gallon or 15-gallon. Specify
size.
Complete in canvas carrjing case. Supplies,
forms, and organization charte to facilitate
supervision and timekeeping on'sector size
fires.
Contains all food supplies needed for 1 day.
Five menus available. Can be ordered in
multiples of 25. AJ.1 staples will remain
standard for each menu, lunches not
included. See item 0-42.
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Example: C-41 (3)
75 men.)

25 men 50 men 75 men 100 men

(1) Hamburger 15 lbs. 30 lbs. 45 lbs. 60 lbs.
String beans,

#10 can 2 each 3 each 4 each 3 each
Ham, canned or

smoked 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each

(2) Beef tips 15 lbs. 30 lbs. 45 lbs. 60 lbs.
Peas, #10 can 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each
Bacon, sliced .10 lbs. 20 lbs. 30 lbs. 40 lbs.

(3) Steak, 1-pound sice 23 lbs. 50 lbs. 75 lbs. 100 lbs.
Corn, whole kernel,

#10 can 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each
Sausage, link 10 lbs. 20 lbs. 30 lbs. 40 lbs.

(4) Rolled roast 12 lbs. 23 lbs. 35 lbs. 50 lbs.
Carrots, #10 can 2each 3 each 4 each 5 each
Ham, canned or

smoked 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each

(5) Cube steak 18 lbs. 36 lbs. 54 lbs. 72 lbs.
Tomatoes, #10 can 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each
Bacon, sliced 10 lbs. 20 lbs. 30 lbs. 40 lbs.
Pancake flour 10 lbs. 15 lbs. 20 lbs. 25 lbs.

Onions, dry 2 lbs. 4 lbs. 6 lbs. 8 lbs.
Potatoes, fresh 15 lbs. 30 lbs. 45 lbs. 60 lbs.
Oranges 16 lbs. 32 lbs. 48 lbs. 1 box
Apples 12 lbs. 24 lbs. 36 lbs. 1 box
Fruit juice, 46 on. 6 cans 1 cc. 18 cans 2 cc.
Butter, fresh 4 lbs. 5 lbs. 8 lbs. 10 lbs.
Eggs, fresh 5 dos. 10 doz. 15 doc 20 dos.
Mi:Uc, canoed, tall 12 cans 24 cans 36 cans 48 cans

Item
No. Unit Name Description
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Item 
Unit Name Description 

C-4J. (con.) 
25 men 50 men 75 men 100 men 

Cheese, sliced 3 lbs 5 lbs 8 lbs 10 lbs. 
Bread, 1-1/2 pound 

loaves 5 each 10 each 15 each 20 each 
Jam, #2 can 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each 

Coffee 4 lbs 6 lbs 8 lbs 10 lbs. 
So_gas', cubed '7 lbs 13 lbs 20 lbs 25 lbs. 
Pepper 2 05 4 Os 6 oz 8 on. 

Salt 1 lb 2 lbs 3 lbs 4 lbs. 
Cooking oil 2 qts 3 qts 4 qts 5 gts. 

Iatsup 2 btls 3 btla 4 btla S btls. 
Matches, farmer 2 boxes 2 boxes 2 boxes 2 boxes 

Flour 3 lbs 5 lbs 8 lbs 10 lbs. 
Rolled oats 3 lbs 5 lbs 8 lbs 10 lbs. 

Soap, toilet 6 bars 8 bars 10 bars 12 bars 
Syrup 1 gal 2 gals., 3 gals 4 gals. 

Toilet tissue 6 rolls 6 r011s 9 rolls 12 rolls 
Salad dressing 4 gte 5 qta 6 ts 7 qts. 

Lettuce 6 heads 12 heads 18 bèa4s 1 case 
Tomatoes, fresh 9 each 18 each 1 lug 1 lug Cigar.ettes,a8sortectng ictsss.9ctns...........12otne, 

C-42 Lunches Use item C-37, smokecbaser rations, or C-3m, 
frozen lunches. If necessary to make at fire 

(If possible, camp, the following menu can be used: 
specify number 

of men.) 3 sandwiches, (1 jam and 2 meat), wrapped 
in waxed paper, 1 orange, 1 apple, 

cookies, 1 candy bar 

25 men 50 men 75 men 100 men 

Bread, 1-1/2 pound 
loaves 10 each 20 each 30 each 40 eptch 

Batter 4 lbs. 8 lbs. 12 lbs. 16 lbs. 
Cookies, assorted 5 lbs. 10 lbs. 15 lbs. 20 lbs. 

Bags, paper, #8 50 each 100 each 150 each 200 each 
Dining packet 

(utensils, etc.) 25 each 50 each 75 each 100 each 
lunch meat, sliced 6 lbs. 12 lbs. 18 lbs. 24 lbs. 

Jam, #2 can 2 each 3 each 4 each 5 each 
Candy bars 25 each 50 each '75 each 100 each 

Sacks, cloth lunch 3J each 60 each 90 each 120 each 



PdRT 3 - FIRE LINE EQUIPMENT

Item
No. Name of Unit Description

F-.. Pulaski toolbox 16 puJ.askis
-

F-2 Shovel sack 16 shovels, Nc. '0'

Ax 'OX .o_i/...round .doublebitted axes

F_4 Ax bun.die 2_1/2p,ound doublebitted axes, sheathed

F-S Hand spray pump 1 hand spray pump, 1 S-gallon back pack water
haL and1 hose, complete

F-6 Water bag oamvas

7 Water .ba ..-1!L9n....
Qan.teenaokge l21-uart...stith...owe.. ...............

..Head1igts piete

F-iD 240 .each batteries,,, flashlig_t

F-il Headlight, carton 30 headsets, flashlight, 6 files, a-inch MB,

4 packsacks, 6 file handles, 6 ax stones,
2 5-gallon water bags, and 1 24-unit first
aid kit

F-12 Torch box 1 propane tank with burner, tools, equipment

t....ci .acL5 al...
F-l3 Safety hat 25 safety hardhats

...................................................................................-,
F-14 Sonkechaser's pack Complete tools and equipment for 1 man with

....................................................2dayS rati isonEpakframe
F-lS Chain saw 1 portable chain saw with la-inch blade

boxed with chaps,- accessories, gas end oil

. f°......-
F-id Headlight and 6 2-gallon water bags, 4 5-gallon water bags,

toolbox 30 headsets, flashlight, 12 a-inch files,
6 file handles, 24-unit medicine kit,

4 packages paper towels (250 per package),
6 individual first-aid kits, 1 padlock,
1 pair pliers, 2 hand spray pumps, 1 screw-

driver, 4 pack sacks, 6 ax stones, 2 rolls

apti5f1$5].21
F-l7 Pump unit Pacific Pump, standard type Y, with accessory

box, 10 gallons of gas (presiixsd), 1600 feet
of 1-1/2-inch linen hose (70 pounds per

........- .........................bundle of400feet)- ............
F-iS Pump unit, Pacific Pump, standard 'type 5A, with

lightweight accessories, 5 gallons of gas (presd.xed).,
600 feet of 1.-inch linen hose

F-19 Pump unit, Gorman-Rupp Pump, with accessories, 5 gallons

lightweight of gas (premixed), 600 feet of 1-inch linen
hose

P-20 Pump High volume low pressure pump for filling
tacker, with accessories, 100 feet of

...cta.a.,....and....10 gpllons .,,,g ...- ........-

F-21 Slip_on 'tanker Complete unit with 1-inch high pressure hose,

unit various sizes available, 75-gallon, 150-gallon,

Q-,ga)1.qp,...en.Q,, ..E9l_190-...._(as4.ty....

144-



PMT 3 - FIRE LINE FPUIPNKNT (Con.) 

Description 

All adapters, nozzles, and applicators needed 

to operate 6 garden hose lines from 1-1/2-inch 

pumper hose line. Complete with 6 50-foot itsf...gardenhose- 
.... 1-1/2_inch to 1-inch male hose reducer 

Oar.n .Ose50-footlap peciirsize 
tperl3un 

400 feet per bundle, with packboard 

42 inches bylinches, with 1-l/-inch male 
outlet 

900-gallon rubber (sausage) type, with 
accessories that will permit l-]J2-inch hose 
attachments. For relay or storage purposes. 

i0T FOR DRINKING WAPER USE. 

F-29 Relay tank Portable, collapsible type, 75 gallons, 

fittings, valves, nozZlea, etc., should be 

........-. ......................................... ..... ................................ 1-30 Dozer light kit 3 tractor lights, with accessories and 

batteries. (jises24...6)cu..or 

1-31 Dozer skid pan For transportation of fire supplies over 
dozer fire lines. Complete with hitch 

attachment. Can be transported on 1-ton flat 
bed or larger truck. (Usually obtained at 

- 
........................)2orP................................- ............_..___ .... F-32 Fusees 10 minute backfire fusees, 1 case of 72 fusees 

*1-33 Cargo retrieving 100 feet let-down rope, climber's spurs, belt 

kit and strap for climbing, and buzzer. Free fall 

- 
........item ......oq.pJa 

1-34 Cross cut saw 2 5-1/2- 
or 6-foot saws, with 2 single jack 

package hammers, 4 each cross cut saw bandies, 3 each 
.........................................................................uing .pdss 

. 

F-35 Plastic flagging 1 roll 

*Itsm5 available only from Missoula. 

Item 

No. Name of Unit 

1-22 Mop-up kit 
6-man 

F- 23 Hose adapter 

1-24 Og den hose 
1-25 Hose, linen, 1-inch 
F-26 Hose, linen, 

....1/ 

F-V Gravity sock 

F-29 lank, water 



Item
ju Name of Unit Description

M1.cygbL.
M-2 First-aid kit
M-3 First-aid kit

......... ................
M-5 Snake bite kit
M-6 Bee sting medicine

CM_7 Rescue facilities
available

(Can be paradropped.

M-12 Weather unit,
portable (U.S.
Weather Bureau)

M-lj Fire shelter
M-14

.......
M-16 barrel pump

PART 4 - WSCELLANNOUS UIPMIT AND TRANSPORTATION

mpda1....umjgenLBiB".......d
no-unit standard first-aid kit, with canvas
belt case
Pocket first-aid kit, individual
Piakettype
To counteract effect of multiple bee stings
or for people who are hypersensitive to bee
stings. Includes one medinaler and 25 lauprel
tablets.
Smokejusiper evacuation team (available for
susoser or winter rescue)

Smokejumper helispot clearing crew (any number
needed)

Helispot clearing kit (with or without powersaws)
Scmkejumper first-aid. anecialists
Demerol
Plasma (normal and albumin)
Wheeled evacuation litter (needs 10-man crew)
Fiberglass mountain rescue toboggan (needs
at least 6 men)

Flacture board
Traction splint
IiJ.tiple casualty medical kit (contains
sufficient medication, bandages, etc., to
care for 20 to 25 casualties with first-aid

-........ ....
Splint-type stretcher for use on helicopter.

..................L&AR1c.....ermeas'ireuiexiL.
Complete fire danger station, one package

On pickup truck with fire weather forecaster.
This unit must be special ordered through
regional fire coordinator. These unite are
fully equipped to give fire weather forecasts
on any project fired If these units are
unavailable, fire weather "spot" forecasts
should be used
Weather unit ainilar to M-ll for helicopter
traneport to back country fires. Baad at
Boise, Idaho. Fire weather foreCaster will
come with this unit

fire shelter.witheltpou.
15 or 20 pound O5 fire extinguisher, for uae

_.At SPAtP...fU.....- ........-
State size and amount
Hand operated pump for refueling from

-146-

Stokes litter

Belt weather kit
M-lO Fire danger station,

M-U Weather unit,
mobile (U.S.
Weather Bureau)



Item 
No. 
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PART 4 - MISCELIANEOUS EQUIPMENT AND TRANSPORTATION (Con.) 

Name of Unit 

M-17 Jeep can 

M-l8 Knapsack 

M-19 Saddle, pack, 
decker H-....ç(' 

.... M.21 Pack cover me.flta 

M-22 Thermofax 

Co .13d.t-.... 
....Swivel 

M-25 Base heliport kit 

-26 Helicopter sling 
bucket 

Stokes litter 

Description 

5-gallon steel can. Specify if spouts needed 
and amount 

Carrying sack, with shoulder straps, 
14 x 17 inches 

2.earo ropeslad!S... 
- Includes saddle, bridle, and blanket 

6-. by 10-foot canvas pack mantas. Order cargo 
.opesear 1.t14L................. 

Complete copying machine, with paper. 
ELECTRICALLY OPEBATED, ii g)4tpp.cs. 2..flg.,Y'I_P1Rl-..-..._.... 

...Ce .th . 

1 stokes litter, 3 cargo nets, with swivels, 
6 wind socks, 1 5-pound CO2 fire extinguisher, 
1 forms kit, 1 accessory kit, with goggles, 

vest, etc. 
140-gallon fiberglass sling bucket. 

Gallonage adjustable from 30 to 100 gallons. 
Helicqpterstua.be .eqptppedtohandle. 

See item B-lB 
See item M-8 

TRANSPORTATION 

Pack stock is normally supplied or rented at the Forest level. If Forest 
needs additional stock, they should be ordered through the Regional 

Coordinator. Stock furnished will normally come equipped with saddles and 
1 set of mantas, with ropes. Feed requirements will be 30 pounde of hay 

and 8 pounds of oats per animal day. 

All trucks, busses and J4ke ground transportation is normally supplied 
from existing Forest-owned equipment or rental outlets. If additional 

off-Forest equipoent is required, it must be obtained through the 
Regional Coordinator. 

All air transportation, helicopters, personnel and cargo airplanes will 
be obtained through the Regional Air Officer. See appendix, page 21, 

for listing of aircraft tpes and accessories normally available in 
Region 1. 



Item
No. Unit Name

aR.. Radio unit 1 -
sector fire camp
high hand #1

*R_2 Radio unit 1 -
sector fire camp
high band #2

R3 Radio
sector fire camp
low band

3To .
unit, base camp,
high band #1

R5 Radio communication
unit, base camp,
high band #2

*fl_6 Radio communication
unit, base camp,
low band

*2-7 Radio unit sector
high band #1

Rail.. sedtoi
high band #2

aR9 Radio unit sector
by band

*-lO adio unit
remote control

aitems availabi.e only from Missoula.

PART 5 - CO}LiJHICA2'ION NUIPME11T

5 FM light portables, with batteries, '1 heavy
portable FM radio with batteries. Will equip
a 1-sector fire camp. HIGH RAND #1. (SPF
radio will not be furnished with this unit
unless specified. If specified it will be on
3261 HI.) QELX A LtST JOtSORT
5 FM light portables, with batteries, 1 heavy
portable 'FM radio with batteries, will equip
a 1-sector fire camp. NIGH RAND #2. (5FF
radio will not be furnished with this unit
unless specified. If specified. it will be on
3261 xc.) SRQP ONLY A.S I-ART B1'SOtl'(I portables.Oi-+;-h
portable FM radio with batteries, will equip
a 1-sector fire camp. LOW BAND. (SPF radio
will not be furnished with this unit unless
specified. If specified it will be on 3261
XC.) .DBGZ QRLI AS RESORT1 ...__....rr----,r Ib2'1i}1Ujdrtaie
radios with batteries, 1 power megaphone.
Will equip a 2-sector base camp. HIGH RAND #1.
DQ QSILE AS ASSO RESORT1riTe)o.fo
radios with batteries, 1 power megaphone.
Will equip a 2-sector base camp. HIGH BAND #2.
DROP DR1 ja LEST .21-tORT
1 .l'itheavy portaoie radio, iO1U...i1rg3t....
radios with batteries, 1 power megaphone.
Will equip a 2-sector base camp. lOW BAND.
DROP ORT 5 lAST RESORT

FM iig1tportables with batteries--Will
equip sector unit working from camp already
equipped with radios. NIGH BAND #1.

.1 ".QMLE.- ...&.........................................5 FM light portables with batteries. Will
equip sector unit working from camp already
equipped with radios. HIGH BAND #2.
DROP QELLA LEST RESORT
5 .'FM
equip sector unit working from camp already
equipped with radios. lOW BAND.
DROP ONJ,Y A LEST HFSORT
1 remote control unit with 1/2 mile twisted
pair of wires. This unit will work, on any
standard Motorola heavy portable. RADIO NOT
FURNISHED. Qrdbr additional wiUw as needed.6)).S ..........

Description



*R-l1 Radio unit 
repeater 

çjjubase camp unit 

ah-li Extra radio 
Specify 

*R..14 Radio SPF 

CR_li Radio batteries (sets),_ 
44i6 Emergency wire 

CR.17 Telephone unit 

*R-18 Wire dispenser, 
helicopter 

CR-19 Megaphone 

CItelfls available only fran 
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PART 5 - CO1&UNCIATION EQUIPMENT (Con.) 

Repeater unit with batteries Works on high 
band only. Unit contains 200 feet of cable. 
IQ1' OMIT 1AI pORORT 

1 AM unit, operating on 3211 XC to 3357.5 ICC. 
1 generator with utility box and AC extension 

cord. QEN 2102 QBO flht or heavy por'cabI, with atieries. 
Either high band #1 or #2, or low band. 

Specify to match existing units on fire. 
ONTXL TART se.._) .TiC.eTt1 batteries. 

MQ OMLX A 1T B.5cRT 
rdax' ...ery...i.e by...ITh fypiair, 

iiergency wire, ji Lr2:mi............. 
spool with packboard dispenser for use with 

XR92tE..290t.........eeh.one..__.. 
............ 1 field telephone complete with all 

accessories. Order wire as needed. (See 
item F-li.) 
Wire dispenser for stringing telephone or 

remote wire by helicopter, with 1 nile 
wire. 

Battery operated megaphon with batteries. 

Missoula. 

Item 
No. Unit Name Description 



Top Fire Overhead Teem Available in class 1 and class 2 teams iii
following positions: 1 fire boss, 1 lice
boss, 1 plans chief, 1 service chief,
1 finance chief.

Division Team Consists of 1 division boss and 3 sector
bosses. Can be ordered with squad bosses if
needed. Specify number of squad bosses.

Finance Team Consists of 1 finance chief, 1 claims officer,
1 obligations officer, 1 compensation for
injury officer, 1 time officer, 3 tiicekeepers

Smokechaser Team 2 smokechasers. Come equipped with personal
gear only.

Evacuation Team (M-7) - 8 smokejumpers with stretcher, first-aid
supplies, blood plasma, demerol, spiintp,
goosedown blanket. May be isodif led to
include only equipment and skilled leader.
Also equipped for winter rescue.

2 to 8 smokejurnpers with trained leader,
chain saws and helispot clearing kit. Give
best available data on difficulty of chance,
etc.

Helispot Clearing Team (11-7)

Smokejumpers

Unorganized, pickup labor

PART 6 - FIREFIGHTINO PERSONNEL TEAM2 AND UNITS

In addition to usual jump use, may be ordered
as smokechasers, squads of 6-15 men with squad
boss, large crews of 16-32 men with crew boss
and 2 squad bosses, sector crews 32-100 men
with sector boss, crew bosses and squad bosses.
Come fully equipped with lir,e tools and focd
f or 2 days. Consider plane capacity
(Appendim page 21) when ordering. Fill, out
Form Rl-5760-2, Request for Smolcejucipers,
before ordering.

Will be first line of call. Consists of 1
crewboss, 3 squad bosses, 21 crewniemberc.
WILL NOT COME WITH TOOLS UNLESS SPECIFIED.

Will be second line of call. Indians,
Spanish-Americans, etc. Consists of 1
liaison officer, lorew boss, 3 squad bosses,
18-21 crwmeicbers. WILL NOT COME WITH TOOLS.

Will be last line of call. Will come with
qualified crew boss and 21-24 crewisembers.
Squad bosses should be furnIshed by ordering
unit. Allow at lesat 4 tcous for hiring 2
crews.

-150-

Interregional Crews

Organized Crews
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PART 7 - APPENDIX 

Fire Retardente for Air Tankers 

Gallonage cay be reduced dtie to unfavorable air conditions. 

A portable retardant xiii plBnt is available tx-cm asoula for transport to 
au point in the Region. 

Frau Aircraft 
Tank 

capacity 
peed 
USD1') 

Fuel 
Octa - as Retardant tt base 

bssou1a TL 600 180 100 Fhoe-Chek and Firetrol 
B-.26 1,000 200 100 
8-17 g,000 180 100 

Coeur d'Alene 600 180 11(1 Firetrol 

Helena TL 600 180 100 Firetrol 

600 180 100 

iCalispell Ha. established base for handling 
Phoa-Obek 

West YelloaBtone 
............ 

Has established base for handling 
all types air tankers Fix'etrol 



PARI 7 - 2°
9,'o1.uz.

Ccaiparative Specifications for Helicopters

*Cabth capacity is less than external payload.

Available accessories:

M-23 Cargo nets with swivel
M-26 Sling bucket for water or retardant (self filling) (helidopter

must be equipped for use)
H-lB Wire dispenser
It-B Stokes litter with clamps
M-2 Base heliport kit includes:

1 stokes litter, 3 cargo nets with swivels, 6, wind socks,
1 5-pound C92 fire extinguisher, 1 kit of forms, 1 accessory
kit (goggles, etc.)
Helicopter fuel - specify octane rating

-152-

Aircraft
Bell
0-3

Bell
G-3B

Bell
0-38--i

Bell
Jet Ranger

Bell
204B

Hiller
iRE

Hiller
8-4

Miller
FH-llOO

L8t 1740- ....1760 .1800 100 6o0 1700 1775 1400

Payload with

Passenger
2 L.. ....... 4..._? .... -. ....-,

80........... J3° -

FueL1our 18 18 18 28 70 18 lB 28

Fuel octane 100-130

-........---
100-130 100-130

--...-,.,

JP-4 JP-4
7

100-130

...-,

100-130

........-.
JP-4

Fuel
capacity 41 41 57 76 165 46 46 66
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PART 7 
- 

APPENDIX (Con.) 

Air Transportation 

Capacity 

Aircraft 
available Passengers Jumpers 

Air 
freight 

pounds 

Pars 

cargo 
pounds 

Approximate 
speed (mph) 

00-6 81 0 20,00( 0 250 

DC-4 (C-54) 65 0 000 0 190 

C-46 48 0 10,000 9,000 190 

DC-3 (c-47) 25 16 4500 170 

DC-2 14 12 4 000 3,500 170 

Twin Beech 6 3 1.300 1.000 160 

Ford 12 8 3,000 90 

Travelair 5 2 1.000 800 90 

Commanche 0 0 0 150 

Cessna 180 3 0 0 0 150 

Cessna 206 4-5 0 1,pc 0 160 

Aero Commander 4-5 0 800 0 180 

T-34 1 0 0 140 
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Comparative Specifications of Industrial Track-Type Tractors 

Military Suipment and Personnel 

Specialized equipment, personnel, and teams are available under 
certain conditions from the National Guard, Air Force, Army, 

Army Reserve, and ROTC units. Order through Regional Fire 
Coordinator. 

Some items to consider are: mobile kitchens with staff, 
portable shower units, communication units, trucks, water 

trailers, helicopters, medic teams, and military police. 

Make and model 

Approximate weight 
Fuel 

gallons 
per hour 

Tank 
capacity Thactor 

Dozer without 
rear power 

control unit Total 

40,000 10,600 50,600 5.0 - 7.0 135 TD-24 Cony. 
TD-24 39,670 10,600 50,270 5.0 - 7.0 85 
TD-lS 28,400 5,775 34,175 3.0 - 5.0 75 
TD-l4 21,000 3,425 24,525 2.5 - 4.0 60 

TD-9 11,450 3,600 -15,050 2.5 - 3.0 33 

Caterpillar 

0-9 Cony. 56,700 12,535 69,235 7.0 - 10.0 157 
0-9 56,800 12,535 69,335 7.0 - 10.0 157 
D-8 Cony. 39,900 7,415 47,315 5.0 - 7.0 118 
0-8 39,100 7,415 46,515 5.0 - 7.0 69 
IL? 26,000 5,240 31,240 3.0 - 5.0 70 
0-6 17,600 3,965 21,565 2.5 - 4.0 48 
0-4 11,000 2,970 13,970 2.0 - 2.5 30 

Allis-Chalmers 

HD-21 AC 44,000 8,600 52,600 5,0 - 7.0 149 
HD-16 A 31,500 6,400 37,900 3.0 - 5.0 100 
JW-16 AC 31,600 6,400 38,000 3.0 - 5.0 100 
HO-li 20,500 4,400 24,900 5.0 - 7.0 60 
110-6 12,400 2,895 15,295 2.0 - 2.5 40 
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R].-6310-21 

FIRE CAMP CEDER AND INPENTORT SlEET 
(Reference P211 5132.51, 602.1) 

Name of fire Camp 

Location of temp or dropopot In change 

Date of order Thee Date to be delivered 

Ordered by Delivered by Date 

Item 
nwober Description Unit Ordered Inventoried 

A-i 

A-2 

...4_3 

C:)....... 

1-6 

C-? 

C-P 

10 

.P:U 

C-12 

1-13 

C-14 

,ç6 

E...Airna 

.,FIn-!!n 

Initial camp trunk delivery. Specify for 
....OMEi..fLEtl........................................................................ 

Initial camp - air drop. Specify for comber 
of men 

25-macstandardoptt 

23man .sREp)cmentel .tf1t 
Ismob ...................................... 

2leeyingbegpejer 

Sleepingbag kapok .. ttrea- 
Tent 

Plastic sheet 

Mess box 

dlnpoaeb].e kitchen acid oeao outfi 

.daydJ.io.sable eoe outfit for 25 men 

1-meml dioposeble outfit for 25 men 

10-man dispos.bi. - c!!PmL t 
Sat food 000tainer 

Hot drink container 

Sttam ..itu)e 

__t.ovt.Sto1an--- 
e acid tly bimdle 

Spch 

Each .. 
ch 

Sac- 

Each 

Each 

h 

Each 

Roll 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

-ch 

- 

Forest Ranger District Order No. 



Item
number

C-OR FOre Irons

C-19 Meat slicer

C-20 TameFecorder and fare boss desk

..officerU!EG°'Y

2Orste.ks
C-23 Gasoline box

1-24 Car.ormdWs Rrinder

1I4ER

PART I - APP1DIX (Con.)

Description Unit Ordered

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Each

Reel

Each

Each

Each

Case

Gallon

Each

Each

Each

Each

Inventoried

C-26

C-F? Ceneraorhe.avydut1r

.Generatorn. semiportable

C-.29 Prcpsna light

1-30 Mobile refer unit

C-3l re. 1y...5enus

C-32 Frozen lunch

C-33 Frozen415 .fpec&iY..menus

0-34 Jcoesocry pe.ckae .or frozen meals

.offe

9.-'...

_97.......tfroha.earr.4k4n...!Ete.................

.t.-°
C-40 Thmerecorders but

C-41 Recommended standard menus specify menu
number and number of men

42 Lunehe.c..epeo.fynumher of men



Inventoried 

PART 7 - APPDC (Con.) 

Item 
,rxmber Description Uoit Ordered 

F-i tix * Each 

Shovel each Each 

F-3 Each 

F-i, Ax bundle 

Hand spsp 
Each 

Each 

F-h Each 

F-? Water bag Each 

F-B Caoteen, pac]cge Each 

F-9 HeadliBhta Each 

F-it Ba Each 
. 

. - - 
F_il Hadljght.oax'ton Each 

F-12 Torch box Each 

F-i? SsThtyImt package Each 

F-i4 Scmkovhaser's pack 

F-1 Chain saw Each 

F-16 BeaB1igt and tool box Each 

F-i? Focp unIt, tjpc Y Each 

F-IA Pump us.t, ilbtveigkt, tpe 5A Each 

F-l9 PtspuO .ightweight, Gcr*cac*_Rupp Each 

F-2 high .close, by pressure Each 

F-2i .4P:.9° Eank.robot EaOh 

F-.22 

F-23 

Wop-upkt, Each 

Each 

Garden hose Each 

F-25 ioeu5 1" Buccdle 

F-26 Bundle 

F-El Grovit Sock Each 



Inventoried

PART 7 - APPDU (Con.)

Item
number Description Unit Ordered

F-28 Tanh water Each

F-29 Relay taok Each

F-?O Doner .?4st hit Each

Docerekid an Each

F-2 Fusees Each

Cargretrievan5 kit Each

Crosscut saw paoicae

Plastic flaggin4 Roll

11-]. --- Each

i&-2 First-aid bat Each

M-3 Ffrst-aid kit Each

15-4 First-mid kit Each

15-5 Snake bite kit Each

14-6 Bee Each

Rescue facilities available

15-S Stokes litter Each

15-9 Belt weather kit

15-10 Fire .danAer.... Each

U-li Weather uniteob1..(5 !e..e Each

15-12 Wøather mit, 5ortiDleçu.s.Weaths Each

Fire Shelter Each

COfire smta9EUt.she----
15-1 Foot

Each

15-17 399pCafl Each

MiS Each

Sedd1epaekdeoker Each



-161- 

PART 7 - APPENDIX (Con.) 

aite,rs available os2 from Misaouis. 

Item 
number Description DOlt Ordered Inventoried 

-20 

M-2l 

M-22 

2 

M-24 

M-25 

M-26 

eRli 

05-2 

OR-3 

"5-4 

CR_5 

aR7 

mRS 

OR9 

05.10 

OR-li 

011-12 

aRt) 

OR-li, 

sRlb 

sRlb 

"5:17 

n5-.18 

05.19 

Saddle,radaog 

Pack cover, mania 

Thermofax 

Cao net, with swivel 

Swivel 

Ease heliport hat 

.1tc booket oPte! 

Radio unit 1--sector fire camp, hiphteed #1 

Rodjouniti--sectorfirecamp....htgh bend #2 

Raddo unit i__sector firs camp.....low bend 

Radio ccsonunicataon unit, base weep, high bend 
band #1 

Radio coenwucetoon unit, bane camp, high 
bond #2 

Radio oonaumacetion unit, base low band 

ScAld unit sector, hugh bend #1 

Radio urnt sector, hiph bend #2 

Radio mit seotcr, ida bend 

isAac unit remote control 

Radao unit repeater 

AM base Camp unit 

Ratra radio, specify 

Radio SEE 

Radio batteries 

floerency wire 

Telephone unit- 
Wi,-.dospmnner, helicopter 

Megaphone 

Each 

inch 

Each 

Ea. 

nob 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Smob 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Sets 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 



PMtT VIII - JWPENDIX

Sample Forms:

Rl-5iO-2 Special Fire Report for Class C, I), and E
Fires

(t20013 Report")

Rl-5120-16 Fire-Weather Special Forecast Request

6500-58 Crew Time Report

R1-5130-ll Tool end Lunch Requisition

6500-76 Shift or Daily Record of Rental Fquipment Use

CA-i frployee's Notice at' Injury or Occupational
Disease

Rl-6l30-2 Detail Rating Form

Rl-6320-17 equipment Conditiou Report - Pickups, Trucks,
Sedans, Jeeps and Similar Vehicles

Rl-62O-l8 Equipaent Condition Report - Tractor and/or
btor Patrol

Rl-6320-19 Equipaent Condition Report - Powersaws

-162-



H. Forest type burned (spruce, brush, Subalpine, etc.

i_lR0_2 (tensed c/

0G. Prominent landmark (town, major peak, major drainage, wilderness, ate)

,CPHCIAL FIRE REPORT
Isle

FOR CLASS C, I, dEl i FIRES Report tine
(References FEW 5181 FOR 5132.11, 901)

Instruotissnnn Due in the Di'nioion of Fire Control each day before 2000 report until fire
report only limo Woth asterisk (a).is controlled. For Class C fires,

*A. Fire name oR Foreat so, Dote
started

S. Whet fire threatens (critical watershed, improvements, high value timber stand,
recreation areas, etc.)

aN. Cause (specify)

0. Coat of firefigktir.g K. OW-linseed total supprrsodooto date, ills firs coot through mopop
01. thpeeted control Controlled (time
time scsi dare and data)
H. Weather conditions at fire due- Wind -Tenpersture iRnosidity
ing lost peak turning psr100
N. Outlook foresaut

so. Special features (fatalities, serious iejurirs, 000Lrsi problems, other protection
sgeosdes involved, loan of improvements, etc.

op. Number of
firefighters employed
eQ. Number of rssjor Dssers Pojopers Ground its' Writ-- Other
equipment used taskero toonhero copters
OR. Length of held ci Length of line
line (chains) to build (olssioo)
of, Additional manpower pinnned

'50. Additional equipment planned

Inside protection Outside protections
ouridary bousslars,

*5 Acres burned tioaal Forest Other
(total)

aF Loeatior. (burned) Township Range Sections



(Reference

Rl-51N0-16
FIRE WEATHER SPECIAL FORECAST REQUEST

(Revised 4/64)

FSM 5124.2, 5135.23. See reverse for instructions)
A. REQUESTING AGENCY WILL FURNISH:
1, Came of fire or other project 2. Control agency 3. Request

made:
Piasmed time of
broadcast burn:

Timee Date

4. Location ( sec., sec., I., N.) 5. Drainage name 6. Exposure (NE,
N, SE, etc.)

7. Size of project
(acres)s-m

d. Elevations's 9. Fuel type 10. Project on
Top Sot-tom Ground Crossing

11. Weather conditions at project or from nearby stations (see example on reverse):

Place Sic-
vatiuc

Obsee-
vation
timae

Wind
direction,
velocity

Temper-
store

Leave blank
n-n-a

Remarks (indicate rain, thunder-
storms, etc.; also wind condition
and tenths of cloud coverage)Dry Wet RH IF

12. Seed
forecast to:

Place Via Attention (name, if applicable)

R. FIRE-WEATHER FORECASTER WILL FURNISH:
Foreunst and outlook: Time and date

Name of fire-weather forecaster Fire-weather office

C. REQUESTING AGENCY WILL CdPLETE UPON RECEIPT OF FORECAST:
Forecast Time Date Name

CUse 24 hour clock to indicate time. Examples: 10:15 p.m. 2215; 10:15 s,m. - 1015.
maFor ocneentrations (as groups of Stghtning fires), Specify cCsncenzratcev; then give

sunDer of fires and e' of largest. If concentrations are in more than one drainage,
request special forecast for each drainage.

**mo entry necessary. To be -reputed by the fire-weather forecaster.



observe the following ioatruotions: 

Hire Control and Qther projot Pa 

1. Complete all itemo jet seois A' 

a. Example of weather oaoditibft5 

Ipso receipt of opecial forecast, ehe Sections B mad C. 
&I *5 

One. 
i2ectiy foecast, 

Retain completed copy of form for 

Should oonditis0 oocur-tlb b 
f 

W 

ph ad! 

1. Copy ioforootior. ieceived 

th 
C tdtr qP al for 

ala 
OtdQtut Jo nd 0 COcci by 

Supply pertinent rsdsr pooalble, imdisatingt time of radar 

Complete "RH' and/or "DP' 

Setsin copy fr record pompoheo 

! 

ALL RELAY POINTS ohould use this torn to insure completeneso of data and chhpleieness so 
the forecast. A supply of forms php11d be leapt by each dispatche' d all otheie who may 

be relaying requests for foreoastøor who may be relaying the forec ts. 

at1 is desired. 

fire-weather 

'1 h4iC-taU3TI& Au AINTa seaman CeTETASE 

b. Include preceding afternoon's thtisntqdbrre4a data ashen 
roquesto are submitted for presoribe 

lR 
- 

- 

Ironsmst data on marersoci sequence I 
S r d rae 1 t 1 ph n P saooip j'irqaaki r 

ft (do C 1 4 ) 43 7931 (The ma.-se a.ha r will napJetB ha se 
1 t 00 1 ii p hOe and t5nmit the cast d$ caStck by pAThod 

reqseoted.) --' II 



USDA-FORESt SERVICE
CREW TIME REPORT

CU/bC) (1100. 11/62 ed1tlu of tb 1005 will be bed mlil leeb il vebRooted.)

FOREST DIVISION FIRE NAME CREW NO

RE-
MARKS

NO.

NAME OF EMPLOYEE
Op

TIME SLIP NO.

JOB CODE
AND

GRADE

DATE
I DATE

ON OFF ON OFF

111
OFFICER IN CHARGE (SOSROI(leC & Title) PORTED TO 65.30-59 (N.e.. and Dale)



Crev name and sector number

TOOL AND LUNCH UNUISITIDi
(Reference PSi 5132.01, 502)

Ordered by (eigmatmre

ccl emeager (check-in verification sigcatm-e

erbeI/equipment received by (sigma-tore

TOOL FSQUTSTrION

LUNCH REQUISITICK

P1-5130-il (Peedsed 4/65)

Delivery instructions (check oee) Delivery lecatiom Date needed

Deliver
Crew will pick up

Time (military)
needed

Number issued
or

requisitioned
lien Size, weight, etc.

(where applicable)
Ncber

checked In

Aee, double-bit

Aces, single-bit, saeyer

Cans, bnekpack with pm

Centeens or vaterbage (size)

Files

Pus eec

Gasoline, powereav

Note, hnrd

((endlighta
(small or

Kits, first aid (crew

Cil, pcwersav, cans

Pacicsacics

Pulaid tools

Saws, power

Shovels

Sledges (nice--pounds)

Torches, lcaowiiring

Wedges (wooden or steel)

Whetetones

Delivery imetruotloas (check oae) Delivery location Dote aeeded

RDeliverCrew will Dick pp
Time (military)
needed

Number
requisitioned Type of lunch Paskagiag (cheek ccc)

iingie lunches
Individual eleth sacks
Packmasks

DcubDe lunches
Individomi sacks
Paskeae]se

RZCEIPC



REMARKS (,how release, breakdown, or transfer time, unit to which transferred, etc)

6500.76 NOTE: Th. responsible Forest Officer will complet, this fm eoch day or shift for each oiec. of
r.nted equipueset undue his suoervision.

NAME OF PROJECT OR FIRE
SHIFT TIME OR METER READINGS OPERATING

(Hours or
Miles)

ORDERED
OVERTIME
(Hours or

Miles)

OTHER
(Idenlify)
(Hours or
Miles)DATE START STOP

USDA-FOREST SERVICE
Original to Equipment Tim. R.coqd.i

SHIFT OR DAILY RECORD OF RENTAL EQUIPMENT USE Copy to Vendor or Repres.ntotive
Copy to remain in book

NAME OF VENDOR/OWNER NAME OF OPERATOR

FOR THE VENDOR (&gnature) FOR THE FOREST SERVICE(Signature) POSTED TO MASTER TIME RECORD
DATE INITIALS OF RECORDER

MAKE TYPE NUMBER (License or other

IDENTIFICATIONOF EQUIPMENT.



JUTMA_l. ArE. IRAN. ISA.. - 0.5. REEl ...yb. ...d.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
BUrEaU Hf ETtpIOy. Cos,p.n5jon

EMPLOYEES NOTICE OF INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE
(Llndor she FsdotoI EtnpIMy,eE' CMsstpRn.MTiOO AssI

INSTRTCFIONS
This (oem should be tepleted by the Timed plover t h,s hehol( sel o,000y o stre4 .e Ihn peel etooceol dILly

disc to his on di,te pnrior YleshIn 40 boUrn It shoUld be Aced in ho employ LOJhILIEI pets000el hit Jllsttsjt.IJLYy
dsbsIssy for trork beyond she d.y sshes. 5 d lekelysorattitos psoloo0od sts nesests Ot rrssssosstt dLsebsllty in
aohstnloe nsrdiosl mIssed prors sehen is 5 Osld be fos'satdsl to titis Rn sssrith Fors CA_2, OUlotsi Stapeetor's lEo.
port ollojury. 'his form s also completed rche000er so rsnployse belleers he toIlets tote di oretotsd to his esoploylorol See Sscssotts
IL. I 3, J.2t4230(thCBUtCaUs Rtooltsloos.)
The son di. sopetiot should also ooetpinse ho It sEe ode of this iotm.

I NUA5U Or ISIUREO EMPLOYEE (5.511, fists ssAddLsI a SUrE OR THIS NOTICE (Ms., Ast,

5. tote Or LMTIOTM5Y5I (Ns.ss .sssd Orssss. ,1 541.. s.Osb/oO.ssstl U DOTE Of INJURY (Ms. dSP, 01

0000soTION 5 TOUR OF INJURY I..,. St 0051

9. NATURE 05 IIEUUET (N..p.fl.J&sJ, .ff.el.dfra.,.sr.d lEft Ar, bt.jsad nUL tbes, .0.1

IcseslfyshstthsiscjooydesosibdaleeorsrnssofsoinrdJnthpel (pd (p (bUS
Gooesnscteos sod shss II seos Oot oossed by try se,Ilflsl
conduct, insonston to being abont she O(Ot on dssth of
myself, or soosbet. COY by soy iososioasiosl I hereby osske
CIAisn for onerpstoasson and oJrdioUl 199015t505 tO s.h.oft I
sstsybe rflslslydbyssAsonollh,EJC1UOY.

10 HONE 5000555 so CLOseS EMPLOYEE -



STATEMENTS OF THE IMMEDIATE SUPERIOR AND WITNESSES TO THE INJURY 
Ths TN diSIssAlIsrioS ho1d IAbWA MAWESE snd ASSHEE of Wi pWRIibIT. ThIInIIIEShnMId 

ASS WITRE nosh porsonolly kYOWE obonI los sod boss ODd snhso srh koossIsdgs WEE obHSisod. 

II MOTE CA-I RECESSES RH AGENCY (ME,. 0H, IS CA- RECEIVED SD WHOM 

IMSICTOTURI VT WITNESS OATS (M, 5, ED) 

2E SIONOTURS V'S WITNESS DOTE (Mo IA,. JO,) 



Ni- 61 30-2

For nnferregionaj. fore traIning details; Send tErse copies to home Region for the
Division of Personnel Management, Supervisor's Office, and Ranger District.

DFFAIL RATING FORM
Detailed io;

Location or unit
(References FSM 3134.1 sd 6i30.05f)

Name Activoty (If fire, indicate name and sloe
class)

Rome Region Home Forest or unit Date; Fromtp

lob assignment From (date) To (date)
Performance
rating

Rating standards;

0 - Outstanding
ye - Very good (performance absve

average)

G - Good (performance ecerage)
P - Fair (performance below

average)

U -

(N) -

Unsatisfactory (each unsatisfactory rating
must be supported by a brief statement of
reasons)
Needs training (indicate with an (N) following
the performance rating If assigesnent is bayoed.
his capability and ecperience)

Remarhs

Rating discussed;

Rating officer's signature and title
(If fire, indicate fire assignment)

Detailer'o
signature
Date rating
discussed



R1-6320-17 (Revised 11/67

Cr

r EQUIPMENT CONDITION NEPORTPICKUPS, TRUCKS
SEDANS, JEEPS, AND SIMILAR VEHICLES

(Reference
(Prepare

NCR
form

5132.71, 403.1)
an triplicate)
EQT7 Initial inspection

Release inspection
Forest 'Fire

Make Owner

Model, size, etc. Vendor (if ether then ovnCr)

Serial or other number Rental agreement date

Items

Adequate Remarks

(continue am reverie If necessary)Yes No

Mileage
Steering acsenbly
Clutch pedal clearance
Bralceo, foot and hand
Gages, all
Horn
Reerview mirror end aspers
Seats and eushinns
Cooling system
EngIne
Belts, fan, and generator
lii level and condition
Leaks, Cooling system

Engine cli
Exhaust system
Fuel syetem
BraIse system
Gear hones

Slectriowl system
Battery

Drive line - II-joants

Differential
4-wheel drive
Spriogn nd shocks
Tin rod
Frame
Lubricatoam

Spare tire
Tire touts and jack
Lights. all
Glass (complete reverse)
Body condition (conpiete reverse)
Fire eatloguishes'

Shovel, s, nd bucket
Special accessories (List)

Road tent
Vendor or owner Inspector

Title Title



The following items for glass sod body condition must be inspected when making initial 
and final inspection of contract rental vehicles. 

Adequate Remarks 

Items Yes No (continue below if necessary) 

Right front fender 

Right door or doors 

Right rear fender 
Right side glees 
Right side 

- 
others 

Rear glass 
Rear bumper 
Rear 

- 
other 

Left reer fender 
Left door or doore 

Left front fender 

Left aide glass 
Left side 

- 
others 

Windshield 

Grill 
Cab 

Front dumper 
Front - othere 

m!rolain exact location and aiiount of d sesge n Remarks column. 
Ttional remarks (This block nay also be used to attach pictures taken at time of 

initial inspection.) 



R1-6320-

TJIF14ENT CONDITION REPORT--TRACTOR
AND/OR âDTOR PATROL

(Reference
(Prepare

FIR 5132.51, 403.1)
form in triplicate)

Forest Fire Date: Initial inspection
Release inspection -

Make Owner

Mode]. Vendor (if other than owner)

Serial or other number Rental agreement date

Items
Adequate Remarks

(Continue on reverse if necessary.)Yea No

Canopy or cab
Belly plate Sod radiator guard
Lights mounted and voiking
Cables and hydraulic system
Blade hoist brake holiing
Master clutch .........

Steering olutohee
Brakes
Gagos working
Fuel system
Cooling system
Fan and fan belts
Battery
Engine aupports, equalizer

tsr, springs
Muffler and spark arrester
Engine
Final drive
Tracks and rollers
Dozer and cutting edges
Proper lubrication
Tires --
Shovel
1DJ-foot, 3/4-Inch cable
20-foot, 7/d-inch choker
Extra cable
Cable cutter
Cable block, 3/4-inch s,.ze
Crank
First-aid kIt
Grease gun, bucket type
Fire extinguisher

Operating test

-

Vendor or owner Inspector

Title Title




